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I
To TELL OR NOT TO TE LL:
T H EOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS IN
OPEN-ENDED NARRATIVE PREACHING

RONALD

0.

BEARDEN

This essay will attempt to address the issue of open-endedness in narrative
preaching. I will examine the potential problems behind a non-explicit approach to
preaching and two contrasting theologies which illuminate the problem. I will ultimately argue for a mediating position between the explicit and non-explicit
extremes in narrative preaching.
T HE PROBLEM

As a homiletician, I am deeply concerned with effectively communicating Cod's
Word with people, especially in a liturgical setting. Like most preachers, my early
role model for preaching was my own pastor. He was primarily an expository
preacher, that is, one who preached with an open Bible in his hand to which he
constantly referred as he went verse by verse through a passage, expounding its
meaning. The other label which characterized his preaching was "deductive," meaning he essentially made an assertion and then supported it with the Scripture passage and various examples.2
In the fall of 1983, I eagerly sat in my first seminary preaching class. My professor
was Dr. Ralph Lewis and, much to my surprise and delight, he introduced me to
other ways of preaching. His primary method was called an "inductive" approach
which generally delayed assertions and attempted to lead the listeners to the "point"
or truth of the sermon. 3 In its simplest notion, the inductive method reversed the
deductive process often by placing examples up front which prepared the listener
for and led him or her to the assertion to be made. An inductive approach tended
to employ a rich use of narrative elements, active voice, a progression of discovery,
visual images, and imagination. All of this resulted in a higher interest level for the
listener.
1

Ronald 0 . Bearden is a Ph.D. candidate at Regent University and is also the Director of Spiritual Life and
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Needless to say, this kind of preaching was radically different from my previous conception of the preaching event- and I found I was deeply drawn to it. I have come to see
the value of preaching the Word of Cod in a way which is conducive to "helping people
listen."• The potential power of this method of preaching was made evident to me personally a few years ago when I delivered an inductive sermon on Luke 17:7- 19. A
woman in the audience (much to her own amazement) was able to go home and
recount the entire sermon to her husband. 5
In 1995, I was again in a graduate level preaching class which explored many of the
"new voices" in homiletical theory with most of the views being based on a more inductive approach to preaching. During that course, the following paraphrased argument was
put forth. Preachers should leave their sermons more open-ended. For too long, evangelical preachers have done their congregations a disservice by telling them what to do and
believe. Such preachers should leave their sermons more open-ended to allow the mind
of the listener to interact with the Holy Spirit so that the listener may draw more personal
applications from the message.
l have chosen to call the argument above the "non-explicit model of sermonic communication." This model of communication could be seen as an adaptation of Aristotle's
enthymematic approach to persuasion 6 and Rogers' theory of non-directive psychological
counseling.7 This non-explicit sermonic model raises a crucial issue for communication- is
it possible for listeners to draw an author-intended conclusion from a non-explicit communication?
In this preaching class, I was also exposed to a new genre in preaching- narrative
preaching.8 While narrative elements are a key focus in any inductive preaching, narrative
sermons are ones which give primacy to narrative itself.9 Lowry identified four kinds of narrative sermons which were delineated by the positioning of the narrative itself and the
material extraneous to the narrative (e.g. explication, exploration, alternative examples). For
example, the narrative could be presented first (often taking up the first half of the sermon)
and the preacher would then step out of the narrative for the rest of the sermon, coming
back to the narrative only at the conclusion (hence, the "suspending the story" method).
One of Lowry's narrative sermon types was called "running the story." In this kind of
narrative sermon, the story itself was the sermon. The narrator (the preacher) avoided
ever stepping outside of the actual narrative in order to make observations and "points"
about the truths in the narrative. The preacher-as-narrator attempted to craft the narrative in such a way as to communicate the intended truth to the listener by means of the
narrative itself- hence this specific type of narrative preaching would fa ll within the nonexplicit model of sermonic communication described above. Once again, a potential
problem is raised by this kind of sermon- are listeners even able to grasp the intended
point in a sermon which is exclusively a narrative? The second question which is even
more over-arching is: does it matter if listeners get the intended point?
0THE.R VOICES

At least a few influential contemporary homileticians could be seen to hold to some
form of the non-explicit model of sermonic communication, especially with regard to the
sermon ending. Long calls for sermons with an "affective ending" which appears more
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emotive than cognitive. 10 Buttrick, in his monumental work, Homiletic, argued for "concrete" endings to sermons," but felt they should not be "specific."12 He saw the most
appropriate ending to a sermon as one which contained an image which would be filled
in with details by the congregation (notice the Aristotelian enthymematic approach here) .
The above voices affirm a more non-explicit ending to sermons in general, but others
join the chorus when the communication is a narrative. Craddock ( 1978), like Buttrick,
also preferred more concrete endings to sermons. However, in narrative materials,
Craddock preferred a more non-explicit approach ' 3 (Craddock's homiletic theology will
be examined more closely in a moment) .
Bartlett, in explicating preaching on the parables (or "parabolic preaching"), followed
Craddock's thinking when he wrote:
That element of inductive preaching that Craddock commends for its open-endedness and ability to involve the listener in reaching any conclusions fits most appropriately those most open-ended and participatory of texts, the parables.
This understanding of parables as almost inexhaustible metaphor cuts directly
against the old first rule of parable preaching: Find out the point and preach it.
Parables move us in certain directions but often they do not make a point or even
several points. They leave us understanding but wishing to understand more. 14
(emphasis original)
Note has already been made of Lawry's notion of the narrative sermon. When the
preacher delivered a narrative sermon which consisted of the narrative itself (the "running
the story" form), then the preacher avoided all commentary on the narrative. The narrative itself told the story and conveyed truth. Explicitness outside of the narrative was to be
avoided since the narrative itself was the sermon (entirely). 15
In Imagination of the Heart: New Understandings in Preaching, Wilson followed Bultmann's
lead in discussing narrative materials.' 6 On one point, Wilson stated:
No conclusion is necessary if it is self-evident or irrelevant (Bultmann). Avoid nailing
down the story too tightly. The sermon or homily should not be the story's coffin.
Instead, trust the meaning of the story to be apparent by the context in which it is
placed. The process is called favoring understatement to overstatement. If we are
uncomfortable with the ambiguity of life we may be uncomfortable with the ambiguity of story. To make stories fit too tightly into their interpretive framework is to
rob them of some of their meaning. If you feel you over tell your stories, try writing
them out and then cut off the first and last sentences: then you may have your story.

The same possible lack of need for a conclusion may be true for the sermon or homily as a
whole. There is rarely a need to "tie everything up" with a neat doctrinal summary
of everything that has been said. A simple reminder of the road we have been traveling (in the form of an explicit return to the major concern of the text and/ or the
major concern of the sermon/ homily, possibly in the context of a good news story)
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is generally sufficient. This format is invitational, inviting the people to live out the
Good News, and is somewhat open-ended. It recognizes that at least from a faith
perspective, a sermon or homily is not completed in the church on Sunday; it ends
in the life and work of the people throughout the week. ' 7 (emphasis added)

When discussing narrative materials in the broader field of communication, Kirkwood
would have agreed with these homileticians in favo ring a non-explicit approach . He
asserted narratives could reduce polysemy 18 if they revealed the state of mind of the main
characters and were well-crafted such that the wording excluded rival interpretations.
Thus for Kirkwood, no explicit statements by the story teller were necessary since the
author-intended truth could be communicated without such explicitness.19
CHALLENGING THE NON-E.xPLICIT APPROACH

In summation of the material above, several authors can be seen to argue for more
open-endedness in preaching. Further, when the sermon material (or even the sermon
itself) is narrative, then several other voices join in the demand for non-explicitness.
However, there seems to be a major assumption in this assertion which may be stated as :
listeners generally have the ability to draw an author-intended conclusion from narrative
material when the conclusion to be drawn is not explicitly stated. However, a large body
of social science literature indicates that listeners generally do not draw an author-intended
conclusion when that conclusion is not explicitly stated fo r them (though those of greater
intelligence occasionally are able to draw the intended conclusionl. 20 With regard to the
subject of conclusion drawing and a listener's ability to draw an author-intended conclusion from a communication, McGuire's summary statement is the most memorable: "In
communication, it appears, it is not sufficient to lead the horse to the water; one must
also push his head underneath to get him to drink."2 '
Clearly, evidence from the social sciences indicates that listeners are generally not likely
to draw an author-intended conclusion from strictly narrative material without assistance. In
order to understand the issue in more depth, we now turn to an examination of the
homiletic theologies of two outstanding and contrasting representative preachers. First, we
will examine the homiletic theology of Fred Craddock who has preferred the more openended approach to preaching. Next, we will examine the homiletic theology of john
MacArthur, jr. (hereafter, MacArthur) who has preferred an explicit approach to preaching.
FRED CRADDOCK'S HOMILETIC THEOLOGY

Fred Craddock has been credited with instigating a kind of revolution in modern
homiletics. In a 1993 essay entitled "The Revolution of Sermonic Shape," Lowry wrote:
When Fred Craddock's work As One Without Authority was published in 1971, a
new era in North American homiletics was born. Certainly it was not that he
dropped a new bombshell on the homiletical world; rather, it was that by means of
a masterfully executed gestalt, he gave birth to a new mentality, beginning what
Richard Eslinger has called 'the Copernican Revolution in homiletics.' 22
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In short, Craddock introduced a concern for the hearer into homiletics, as opposed to the
previous focus on theology and the preached word itself.2 3
Craddock outlined his own theology of preaching in his I 985 work, Preaching. In general, he delineated his homiletic theology as, "... preaching is understood as making present
and appropriate to the hearers the revelation of God"24 (emphasis added). In order to communicate his theology, he employed the following metaphors: silence, whisper, and shout.
By "silence," Craddock meant the primal reality of God himself, the ultimate origin of
any Word which the preacher might bring. By "whisper," Craddock meant the manner in
which Cod speaks to humans. In the same manner in which one may or may not hear a
whisper, so humans either do or do not hear Cod's message for them. It is not a matter of
volume, but rather the ability to hear. "The plain, though often painful, truth about a whisper is that not everyone hears it."25 Craddock continued this revelatory metaphor by saying, "But the whisper continues, for somewhere on the spectrum between opaque and
transparent, the revelation of Cod in Jesus occurs."26 Note the implied indirectness of
God's revelation in this statement (the roots of Craddock's notion of indirectness will be
examined in a moment).
By "shout," Craddock meant the public proclamation of Cod's message. Consequently,
'To preach, then, is to shout a whisper."27 He goes on to say that preachers cannot force
listeners to hear, but can "remove some obstacles to hearing."
Clearly, one of the greatest influences (if not the greatest) on Craddock's thinking was
S0ren Kierkegaard. In Craddock's seminal Overhearing the Gospel, he quoted extensively
from no less than eight of Kierkegaard's works. 28 In Craddock's introduction, he wrote
metaphorically of Kierkegaard as a guest who came to visit him during a time of study
and reflection at a time in his life when his work had "lost its edge, lying dull and heavy
on [his] mind."29 The following quote illustrates his dependence on Kierkegaard:
The time soon comes for inviting guests to the cottage to talk of teaching and
preaching, of communicating the Christian message. It is important to have guests
who have themselves faced the ponderous problem : How can we teach those who
already know7 How can we preach to those who have already heard? You who
continue to read will observe in quotation and footnote the quality of those who
shared with me in these conversations. But by far the most noticeable presence was
Smen Kierkegaard (hereafter referred to simply as SKl. The text will reflect that of
all the visitors, he came earliest and stayed latest. ... More than once I had to
remind myself that this was to be a book not about SK but about a subject central
to his life and to mine. In the pursuit of that subject, any person who can bring lively new ways of thinking and speaking to a church grown cynical about its own
lectern and pulpit; any person who can move in on our vague and sterile concepts
with a language of imaginative elasticity; any person who can offer an alternative to
the predictably dull patterns of studying, speaking, and listening beyond which few
of us have ventured; any person who has the grace to restrain the display of knowledge in order to evoke and increase my own; any person who, instead of simply
adding increments to my knowledge, awakens in me the sense of having already
known; any person who can bring to our heavy business the delights of wit and
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humor and the pathos of personal investment; that person is always welcome in
my cottage, even if his presence is a judgment on my own dull efforts.30

Consequently, Craddock's emphasis on homiletic indirectness has been greatly influenced
by Kierkegaard, one of the leading proponents of indirectness.
Craddock saw the need for a new approach to homiletics because the gospel message
in the United States had become commonplace. Craddock began Overhearing the Gospel
with a quote from S0ren Kierkegaard: "There is no lack of information in a Christian
Land; something else is lacking, and this is a something which the one man cannot directly
communicate to the other" 31 (emphasis added). Thus Craddock may be seen to be clearly
predisposed to Kierkegaard's indirectness as a means to communicate to those who have
already heard the message and are utterly bored with it. 12
However, the critic might challenge Craddock's basic assumption that this is a
"Christian Land," especially in this postmodern age in which the Christian message not
only has less and less of an impact upon our society, but is also little understood. While
the vast majority of U.S. citizens think of themselves as "Christians," 33 few understand
orthodox soteriology. In The Index of Leading Spin.tual Indicators, Barna wrote:
Most Americans believe that spiritual salvation is an outcome to be earned through
their good character or behavior. Six out of ten people (57 percent) believe that "if
a person is generally good, or does enough good things for others during their lives,
they will earn a place in heaven." This perspective has remained constant throughout the nineties. 34
Barna went on to say: "... even though most Christian churches gear their corporate activities to believers, the data indicate that an incredibly high proportion of the people in the
pews are not born again."11 If Barna is correct, that most U.S. citizens think they are
Christians but are not, that most church attendees are not Christians, and that neither
group clearly understands the gospel message, then one may question if Craddock's (et aU
theory of indirectness would truly result in accurate sermonic conclusion drawing on behalf
of ignorant audiences.
JOHN MACARTHUR' S HOMILETIC THEOLOGY

John MacArthur could almost certainly be seen as being at the opposite end of the
spectrum of homiletical thought from Fred Craddock' s indirectness and open-endedness.
Typical of his deductive approach to preaching, MacArthur quoted 2 Tim. 4: 1-4 and explicated four points to the call to preach: "the seriousness of the preacher's commission," (v. I);
"the subject of the preacher's commission" ("preach the word," v. 2); "the scope' (at all times,
v. 2); and "the urgency of the preacher's commission" ("sinners will be intolerant of the
uncomfortable truths," w. 3 and 4) 36 (emphasis original). The Scripture passage reads:
In the presence of Cod and of Christ Jesus, who will judge the living and the dead,
and in view of his appearing and his kingdom, I give you this charge: Preach the
Word; be prepared in season and out of season; correct, rebuke, and encourage-
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with great patience and careful instruction. For the time will come when men will
not put up with sound doctrine. Instead, to suit their own desires, they will gather
around them a great number of teachers to say what their itching ears want to hear.
They will tum their ears away from the truth and tum aside to myths. (NIV)
As he exemplified in his own writing, MacArthur saw that all preaching ultimately
should be expositional in nature, which he defined as, "By expositionally, I mean preaching in such a way that the meaning of the Bible passage is presented entirely and exactly as
it was intended by Cod. Expository preaching is the proclamation of the truth of Cod as
mediated through the preacher"37 (emphasis originaD. In this definition (as opposed to
Craddock's views), one may note the lack of any focus on the hearer.
For MacArthur, there was a direct link between expository preaching and the doctrine
of biblical inerrancy. Though he did not explicitly define inerrancy as the property of the
Bible to be without error, he asserted five "postulates," heavily documented with Scripture
references: I. Cod is; 2. Cod is true; 3 . God speaks in harmony with His nature; 4. Cod
speaks only truth; and 5. Cod spoke His true Word as consistent with His true Nature to
be communicated to people.38 From this foundation, he then offered the following propositions:
I. Cod gave His true Word to be communicated enh·rely as He gave it, that is, the
whole counsel of Cod is to be preached (Matt. 28 :20; Acts 5 :20; 20:27).
Correspondingly, every portion of the Word of Cod needs to be considered in
the light of its whole.
2. God gave His true Word to be communicated exactly as He gave it. It is to be
dispensed precisely as it was delivered, without altering the message.
3. Only the exegetical process that yields expository proclamation will accomplish
propositions I and 2.39 (emphasis original)
That MacArthur would prefer a more explicit approach to preaching would be an understatement. His theology demands absolute precision and clarity.
Nonetheless, the critic might quickly challenge the second and third propositions stated
above. If Cod does indeed desire his word to be communicated "exactly" as he gave it,
then does not preaching itself violate this? ls not the only way to fulfill proposition two to
simply read the Scriptures to the worshipping assembly? Further, the third proposition
assumes that all other forms of preaching40 are in no way to be considered expositional. I
would disagree. While a well-crafted narrative sermon may contain less information than a
fully supported deductive sermon (it may in fact contain only one "point"), it may communicate the truth of a passage of Scripture to the listener in a much more faithful and, in
fact, "accurate" manner, being much closer to the form in which it is found in Scripture.
Thus Cod's Word may be communicated more effectively and truthfully in an inductive
form than in a traditionally "expositional" form.
To be fair, MacArthur was clearly not oblivious to the nature of good public speaking,
and hence, the listener. However, the discussion above makes it clear that the listener
was, at best, a secondary concern. In fact, in noting that listeners were often found "wanti-
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ng their ears tickled," MacArthur demonstrated that they are fickle and not to be trusted
as ultimate judges of effective preaching.
A

MEDIATING POSITION

The fact that MacArthur believed the word of Cod to be powerful and life-changing in
its entirety is important to effective preaching. However, his deductive-expositional bias as
found in his propositions can easily be challenged. Further, his own excellent rhetorical
skills demonstrate he has a much higher regard for rhetoric (and hence the listener) than
he admits in his writing.
Craddock has indeed brought about a much-needed revolution in preaching by introducing (or rather, reintroducing) the listener into the preaching equation. If truth is true,
then surely there is more than one way to proclaim that truth, and surely there are some
ways which are more effective than others- all the while remaining uncompromisingly
faithful to the truth! However, especially with regard to narrative preaching, Craddock
may assume too much in the power of the rhetorician and the abilities of the listeners to
grasp the point. Indirectness may indeed have a powerful impact when the truth is
grasped- but what if that truth escapes a large proportion of the hearers? The great danger of indirectness is that the truth may be missed. As preachers, can we rightfully assert
that we have proclaimed the Word of Cod if a large number of our hearers never grasp
the proclamation?•'
I advocate a mediating position- a position which upholds the primacy of the
Scriptures and their centrality in the proclamation while also acknowledging the rhetorical
needs of the listener. While MacArthur's choice of 2 Tim. 4: 1-4 is an excellent choice
from which to base a theology of preaching, I would also offer Rom. 10: 13 -17:
'Everyone who calls on the name of the Lord will be saved.' How, then, can they
call on the one they have not believed in? And how can they believe in the one of
whom they have not heard? And how can they hear without someone preaching
to them? And how can they preach unless they are sent? As it is written, 'How
beautiful are the feet of those who bring good news!' But not all the Israelites
accepted the good news. For Isaiah says, 'Lord, who has believed our message?'
Consequently, faith comes from hearing the message, and the message is heard
through the word of Christ. (NIV)
Consequently, the word of Christ, the calling and the preaching are all ultimately from
Cod. However, the hearer is present as well. Th ey may believe if they "hear. "
Consequently, preachers must proclaim the truth of the word of Christ in such a way that
people may hear. They may not believe, but they at least may hear. I assert it is possible
for a sermon to be both expositional and inductive in nature.
As to the more specific genre of narrative preaching, the evidence suggests that even in
a well-crafted narrative sermon, many listeners will not grasp the intended truth without
some additional help from the preacher. However, this "help" from the preacher need not
be so explicit that it takes on an Aesopian form ("and the moral of the story is ... "l. While
a detailed treatment of the rhetorical devices which may be effective in conveying author-
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intended messages in narrative sermons is beyond the scope of this essay, I offer up one
such technique. Listeners often have a greater tendency to remember the last words spoken,42 thus the closing words of a narrative sermon can be crucial. If the truth (or "point")
of the sermon can somehow be brought out several paragraphs from the end, then the
sermon may be effectively concluded with a few rhetorical questions or generic assertions
which reemphasize that truth, without resorting to the explicit, " . .. and so the lesson we
learn from this event is ..
Preaching the word of God is a high calling and privilege. By God's grace, we may both
uphold the integrity and power of his word and he lp our postmodern parishioners to
hear.

NOTES

I. See R. L. Mayhue, ed., Rediscovering Expository Preaching (Dallas: Word Publishing, 1992)
and H. W. Robinson, Biblical Preaching: The Development and Delivery of Expository Messages (Grand
Rapids: Baker Book House, 1980) for texts on this conception of expository preaching.
2. A thorough discussion may be found in R. L. Lewis and G. Lewis, Inductive Preaching:
Helping People Listen (Wheaton, IL: Crossway Books, 1983), pp. 31 -33.
3. Lewis & Lewis, Inductive Preaching; see also P. S. Wilson, Imagination of the Heart: New
Understandings in Preaching (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1988), though he found the terms "inductive" and "deductive" to be inadequate.
4. As Lewis and Lewis subtitled their book Unductive Preaching).
5. I was able to replicate and document this finding in a research project I conducted in 1998
on this same sermon. Out of five parishioner-participants, one remembered nothing of the sermon
(he was only thinking of all he had to do at work on Monday morning), one remembered a large
portion of the sermon, and two remembered almost the entire sermon (example by example, topic
by topic)! The findings are as-yet unpublished.
6. Aristotle, On Rhetoric, G. A Kennedy, trans. (New York: Oxford University Press, 1991 ).
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RICHARD BOARDMAN:
AMERICAN METHODISM'S F IRST
SUPERINTENDENT

KENNETH CAIN KINGHORN

Richard Boardman (I 738- 1782) has the distinction of being the first Methodist
missionary and first superintendent that john Wesley sent to America. Boardman
served in America from October 20, 1769 to January 2, 1774. In 1763, at the age of
about 25, he had begun to itinerate as a Methodist preacher in England. Prior to coming to America, under john Wesley's supervision Boardman served successively in the
Grimsby, Limerick, Cork, and Dales circuits. The latter circuit was situated in a remote
rural circuit in a picturesque section of England. The Dales Circuit, with its 43 preaching places and 980 members, required Boardman to cross mountains and twist
through rocky ravines. Favorable accounts of his spiritual leadership circulated throughout British Methodist circles, and the conference of preachers held him in high regard.
john Wesley developed confidence in him as a better than average preacher and an
evenhanded pastor, commenting that he was "a loving peaceable man."
One often repeated story illustrates Boardman's influence as an effective circuit
preacher. Early in his ministry he preached on a passage from I Chronicles: "Jabez
was more honorable than his brethren: and his mother called his name Jabez .. . And
1
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Jabez called on the Cod of Israel, saying 'O that thou wouldest enlarge my coast, and that
thine hand might be with me, and that thou wouldest keep me from evil" .... And Cod
granted him that which he requested ... . "' (I Chro. 4 :9, I Q) . While listening to Boardman's
sermon, a young woman, Mary Redfern, "learned the way of Cod more perfectly," and
soon afterwards found "peace with Cod." She later married William Bunting, and ten years
after her conversion she gave birth to a son. Mrs. Bunting named the child, her first born,
Jabez, as "a memento of her gratitude and a prophecy of his (Jabez's] history." She carried
her infant son, Jabez, to Oldham Street Chapel and presented him to john Wesley for his
blessing. At about age fifteen Jabez Bunting joined a Methodist society, devoted his life to
Cod, and eventually became British Methodism's most significant leader after john
Wesley. 2 This account illustrates the lasting effects of Boardman's preaching.
Those six years in the Methodist itinerancy included four of those years as Wesley's
assistant in charge of the other preachers on the circuit. In January 1769, Boardman's
wife, Olive, and his daughter, Mary, died. Quarterly meeting records show that Boardman
received two pounds and two shillings "for burin [sicl his wife." Within several months of
the loss of his family, Boardman would embark on his American adventure.
In the meantime, American Methodism had begun under the ministries of Robert
Strawbridge in Maryland and Philip Embury in New York. In addition, George Whitefield
had sown seeds somewhat of a Methodist variety. Although American Methodism had
taken root, the fledgling movement lacked official leadership and had no links with British
Methodism. George Whitefield was probably the first to urge John Wesley to send
preachers to America. In September 1764, Whitefield wrote from Philadelphia, "Here is
room for a hundred itinerants. Lord Jesus, send by whom Thou wilt send."3 After returning to England Whitefield continued to plead for Wesley to send missionaries to America.
Wesley, however, was frustrated over the lack of preachers. In a letter to Whitefield, he
wrote, "We are so far from having any travelling preachers to spare that there are not
enough to supply the people that earnestly call for them. I have been this very year
[ 1767] at my wits' end upon the account."• Others implored Wesley to send preachers
to America, including Thomas Webb. 5 Wesley, however, moved slowly in his response.
Were not the "lost sheep of England" his first responsibility?
On April 11 , 1768, Thomas Taylor, an English emigrant to America, appealed to
Wesley to send a leader to America to guide the newly emerging Methodist movement:
I must importune your assistance not only in my own name but in the name of the
whole society. We want an able, experienced preacher- one who has both gifts and
graces necessary for the work.. . . [W]e must have a man of wisdom, of sound faith,
and a good disciplinarian, one whose heart and soul are in the work; and I doubt not
but by the goodness of Cod such a flame would soon be kindled as would never
stop until it reached the great South Sea. Dear sir, I entreat you for the good of thousands to use your utmost endeavors to send one over.... With respect to money for
the payment of a preacher's passage over, if they could not procure it, we would sell
our coats and shirts and pay it. I most earnestly beg an interest in your prayers, and
trust you and many of our brethren will not forget the church in this wilderness. 6
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Later that year ( 1768), Wesley dined with Dr. Carl Magnus von Wrangel, and
Wesley's journal contains a summary of their conversation: "Wrangel. .. has spent several
years in Pennsylvania. His heart seemed to be greatly united to the American Christians,
and he strongly pleaded for our sending some of our preachers to help them, multitudes
of whom are as sheep without a shepherd."7 At about the same time, Thomas Bell of
Charlestown wrote that the Americans "are running wild after this world .... And are not
these lost sheep? And will none of the [English) preachers come here?" 8 When Webb,
Taylor, Wrangel, and Bell appealed for missionaries for America, the Methodist Society in
New York was about three years old.
Four months after Taylor wrote to Wesley, the British Methodist Conference met at
Bristol. One of Wesley's preachers, Joseph Pilmore, tells that the 1768 Methodist
Conference in Bristol discussed this call from America for able preachers, but that conference took no definite action regarding the several requests from America for a
missionary. 9 10 The following year the British Methodist preachers met again, this time at
Leeds (August I, 1769). Once again, John Wesley presented to the Methodist
Conference the Americans' urgent appeal for able preachers. Wesley recounted that occasion in his little book Short History of People Called Methodists:
Tuesday, August I, I 779, our conference began at Leeds. On Thursday I mentioned the case of our brethren at New York. For some years past several of our
brethren from England and Ireland (and some of them preachers) had settled in
North America, and had in various places formed societies, particularly in
Philadelphia and New York. The society at New York had lately built a commodious preaching-house, and now desired our help, being in great want of
money, but much more of preachers·11
The conference selected and commissioned two volunteers- Richard Boardman and
Joseph Pilmore. Wesley expressed satisfaction with the 1769 Leeds Conference, which
closed on Friday, August 4, judging that "a more loving one we never had."
Wesley stated that Boardman and Pilmore "were well reported of by all, and, we
believe, fully qualified for the work." Boardman was Pilmore's senior by a few months,
and Boardman had itinerated twice as long as Pilmore. Boardman had served as an assistant; Pilmore had not. Thus, Wesley designated Boardman as his assistant in America,
effectively making him the first superintendent of American Methodism.
The 1787 American Methodist Discipline verifies that Boardman and Pilmore were the
"first regular Methodist preachers on the Continent," by which was meant that the British
Methodist conference had sent them to America by formal conference action. 12 Although
the British Conference consisted of poorly paid preachers, its members provided 20
pounds for the ship passages for Boardman and Pilmore and 50 pounds (the equivalent
of $350l as an expression of fraternal love for the Americansu John Wesley's British
Conference set an American Methodist precedent of sending preachers to their appointments, rather than congregations calling them.
In the days immediately prior to Boardman's and Pilmore's sailing to America, they
met with George Whitefield who prayed for them and commended them to God.
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Recalling that meeting, Pi Imore wrote, "As he [Whitefield] had been long in America,
he knew what directions to give us and treated us with all the kindness and tenderness of a father in Christ. Variance of [theological] sentiment made no difference in
love and affection. He prayed heartily for us, and commended us to Cod and to the
word of his grace; so we parted in love, hoping soon to meet where parting is no
more. "14
Boardman and Pilmore also conversed with Charles Wesley, who encouraged them
greatly. Pilmore's journal recounts his and Boardman's meeting with Charles Wesley:
[Charles] met the Society, and afterwards sent for Mr. Boardman and me into his
room, where he spoke freely and kindly to us about our. .. voyage, and the important business in which we had engaged. After giving us much good advice, he sent
us forth with his blessing in the name of the Lord. This was of great advantage to us
as it afforded us the pleasing reflection that we had not acted contrary to the minds
of our brethren and fathe rs in Christ. 15
The two Methodist missionaries boarded the ship Mary and Elizabeth and sailed for the
new world of America.
Boardman was 3 l years old, eager, and committed to this new mission to America.
Soon after the voyage began, he preached on shipboard on the text, 'The great day of
His wrath is come and who sha ll be ab le to stand?" (Rev. 6 : I 7). Passengers and
crewmembers responded so favorably to the sermon that Boardman and Pilmore held
another service on deck that afternoon. However, storms set in, and seasickness forced
the two missionaries to suspend services. The ocean voyage, lasting nine weeks, proved
long, tedious, and unpleasant. 16 After arriving in America, Boardman wrote john Wesley,
Several said there had not, in the memory of the oldest man of the Continent, been
such hard gales of wind, as those for a few month past. Many vessels have been
lost; while others got in with lots of masts, and much damage to their cargoes. We
observed shipwrecks all along the coast of the Delaware.17
Boardman told of experiencing Cod's presence and comfort through the trying voyage.
In rough, stormy weather, particularly when it appeared impossible that the vessel
should live long amidst the conflicting elements, I found myself exceedingly happy,
and rest satisfied that death would be gain. I do not remember to have had one
doubt of being eternally saved, should the mighty waters swallow us up. This was
the Lord's doing! 0 may it ever be marvellous [sicl in my eyes" 8
On October 24, 1769, Boardman and Pilmore landed at Gloucester Point, New
jersey, six miles south of Philadelphia. A stone monument, placed by the New jersey
Area of the United Methodist Church in 1969, marks the spot where the two Methodist
missionaries landed. The marker reads,
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This Monument
Commemorates the Landing Here
October 21, 1769
Of Joseph Pilmore & Richard Boardman
First Methodist Preachers Appointed to America by
The Rev. John Wesley.
The Americans warmly welcomed the new missionaries. In Philadelphia a Methodist society of about I 00 persons expressed the desire to be in connection with John Wesley.
Pilmore began his American ministry there, and Boardman went to New York.
At this point, a note on dress holds some interest. The manner of dress was important
to the early Methodists, as evident in the first Disciplines. American Methodist preachers
were to "avoid every superfluity of dress and to speak frequently and faithfully against it
in all societies." Coke's and Asbury's notes in the I 798 Discipline state,
As our one aim, in all our economy and ministerial labours, is to raise a holy people,
crucified to the world, and alive to God, we cannot allow of any thing which has an
immediate tendency to defeat our main design, and to strengthen and puff up the
carnal mind. Few things, perhaps, have a greater tendency to this than gay apparel,
which is expressly and repeatedly forbidden by the scriptures. 19
Boardman and Pilmore conformed, for the most part, to Wesley's Advice to the People
Called Methodists, with Regard to Dress. 20 When riding, they wore leggings. The early
Methodist preachers shunned pantaloons and frock coats.
Joshua Marsden, an English Methodist preacher stationed in Nova Scotia visited the
Untied States in 1802 and recorded his impressions. He wrote,
The bishops, Asbury and Whatcoat, were plain, simple, venerable persons, both in
dress and manners. Their costume was that of former times [italics added), the colour
drab, the waistcoat with large laps, and both coat and waistcoat without any collar;
their plain stocks and low-crowned, broad-brimmed hats bespoke their deadness to
the trifling ornaments of dress. In a word, their appearance was simplicity itself. 2 1
However, Boardman and Pilmore retained some English touches to their dress. They
wore wigs and silk stockings. A Cash Book at St. George's Church records that on June 8,
I 770, thirteen shillings was paid to Boardman for silk stockings, which he paid back on
July I 6. 22 Boardman's and Pilmore's dress consisted of "a broad-brimmed [low crowned,
'big beaver') hat. . .shad-belly coat, with breeches and knee-buckles, white stockings, and a
profusion of hair which hung in graceful locks." 23
Boardman and Pilmore enjoyed very favorable responses to their preaching ministries.
In May, 1770 Pilmore wrote john Wesley,
Our coming to America has not been in vain. The Lord has been pleased to bless
our feeble attempts to advance his kingdom in the world. Many have believed the
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Report, and unto some, the arm of the Lord has been revealed. There begins to be
a shaking among the dry bones; and they come together that Cod may breathe
upon them . Our congregations are large, and we have the pious of most congregations to hear us, which makes the Presbyterian bigots mad' But we are fully determined not to retaliate. 24

True to the Methodist itinerant system, Boardman and Pi Imore exchanged places frequently, two to three times a year. Both preachers fo und an eager response among their
hearers, and many of them came to know Jesus C hrist. 25 As superintendent, Boardman
gave inva lu ab le infl ue nce and guida nce to th e Am e rica n Methodists. Discussing
Boardman's ministry, historian J. B. Wakeley evaluated him as "a man of good common
sense, of deep and ardent piety, and a preacher of superior talents .. .a man of great simplicity and goodly si ncerity."26
Boardman found much satisfaction in his ministry, and he wrote John Wesley about
the response of the Americans:
Our House contains about seventeen hundred [the typesetter who transcribed the letter
probably misread seven hundred (which also seems large.~] hearers. About a third part of
those who attend get in; the rest are glad to hear without. There appears such a
willingness in the Americas to hear the word as l never saw before. They have no
preaching in some parts of the Back Settlements. l doubt not but an effectual door
will be opened among them. 0 may the Most High now give His Son the heathen
for His inheritance! 27
In all his successes, Boardman re mained remarkably hum ble about his accomplishments.
His surviving letters contain refe rences to his sense of unworthiness for the ministry of
Christ. O n November 4, 1769, he had written john Wesley, "[ find a great want of every
gift and grace, for the great work before me." 28
Although Boardman and Pilmore possessed diffe re nt personalities, they enjoyed an
abiding frie ndship, free fro m jealousy. When they met together, they rejoiced in one
another's ministerial successes. On one occasion Pilmore journeyed to New York City,
arriving on a Wednesday at 8:00 p.m. He recalled,
Knowing it was preaching night, we haste ned to the cha pe l and found Mr.
Boardma n preaching the word of Cod with life and power. My heart greatly
rejoiced at the sight of him, and my spirit was united in close fellowship with him.
Cod has made us like David and Jonathan. Our souls are bound together in love. 29
Three times a year Boardman and Pilmore exchanged circuits between New York
and Philadelphia. They also made preaching excursions to several remote places, where
they usually found enthusiastic responses to their ministries. However, in some sections
they encountered spiritual apathy. On May 25, probably in 1773, Boardman wrote to
Mary Thome,
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The rides are long, the roads bad, and the living very poor. But what more than compensates for these difficulties is a prospect of advancing the Redeemer's kingdom in
bringing sinners to the knowledge of the truth as it is in Jesus. In the greater part of
this round the people were wicked and ignorant to a most lamentable degree, destitute of the fear and regardless of the worship of God. But such a reformation is
wrought among them as shows the amazing love and almighty power of God.
In the spring of I 772, Boardman toured New England, where he preac hed in
Providence, and also in Boston, where he organized a class.Jo It was Richard Boardman,
not Jesse Lee, who first took Methodism into New England.Ji However, James Mudge,
historian of the New England Conference, hints that Boardman's efforts in Boston ("that
Calvinistic area") failed to produce lasting results.J2
Among Boardman's first American converts was John Mann, who became an effective
Methodist preacher. 33 During the British occupation of New York City, Mann supplied
the pulpit at John Street Methodist Church and helped preserve Methodism in that city
during the colonists' conflict with England. From time to time John Mann met with
Francis Asbury and reported on the progress of the war in New York.J4 However, Mann's
royalist sympathies eventually led him to move to Nova Scotia, where he continued to
preach. He and his brother, James, deserve credit for helping Freeborn Garrettson and
William Black plant Methodism in Nova Scotia.Js Mann died there after serving as a
Methodist preacher for about forty-five years. 36
On November 4, 1769, Boardman wrote john Wesley that the people were so hungry to hear the word of Cod that only one-third of them could cram into the preaching
place. A layman, Edward Evans, who lived in Philadelphia, wrote John Wesley, "Your
dear young men, I mean Brother Boardman and Brother Pilmore, have been a welcome
and an acceptable present to us.. . . I find them truly sincere, and heartily concerned for
the good cause. Their fervency and labour therein greatly delights me. The Lord is with
them, and owns and blesses [them] greatly to the people."37
In April 177 1 Boardman wrote john Wesley the following news.
This last month we have had near thirty added to the Society, five of whom have
received a clear sense of the pardoning love of Cod. We have, in this city, some of
the best preachers ... that are in America; yet Cod works by whom he will work.... 1
bless Cod I find, in general, my soul happy, though much tried and tempted [apparently due to his poor health) : and though I am often made to groan, opprest [sicl
with unbelief; yet I find an increasing degree of love to Cod, his people, and his
ways. But I want more purity of intention, to aim at his glory in all I think, or speak
or do. 38
Accounts of Boardman's influence among the Americans are highly complementary; he
was greatly beloved by many.J9 The Arminian Magazine ( 1818) declared that "Boardman's
ministry was blessed to hundreds."4° Francis Asbury declared, "My friend Boardman is a
kind, loving, worthy man, truly amiable and entertaining, and of a child-like temper."41
As the Revolutionary War approached, numerous Church of England clergymen-
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branded as Tories- retumed to their homeland. This Anglican exodus was extensive. 42
Wesley's missionaries to America also fell under heavy suspicion, even persecution. 43
Eventually almost all of them left this country. By late 1773 Boardman and Pilmore concluded that their tenure in America was closing. So they decided to return to England.
Prior to leaving America, the two preached farewell sermons throughout the circuits.
Pilmore described one of those occasions:
The place was pretty well filled with attentive hearers, and the Cod of all grace gave
us his blessing.. .. 0 that he may keep us still, and continually guide us in the way
that we should go; then shall we be constantly happy, and his work will prosper in
our hands_..
On January 2, I 77 4, Boardman and Pi Imore boarded a ship for England. Boardman
never returned to America. 41
On reaching England, Boardman entered into a fruitful ministry in Ireland. Except for
one year, he continued serving Methodist circuits as a powerful preacher until his death
eight years later. His final preaching appointment was in Cork, Ireland. The Sunday before
he died he preached from the text, "Though he slay me, yet will I trust in him." On
Sunday, September 29, I 782, as Boardman walked to dinner, blindness struck him. Soon
convulsions shook him and he lost "speech and understanding." Remarkably, the following
day he preached morning and evening, with calm mind and serene spirit. On October 4,
at a prayer meeting, observers reported that he prayed with an uncommon degree of freedom and power. That evening at about nine o'clock he died in the presence of friends. A
company of Christians buried him in the churchyard of St. Barry's (St. Fin Barre's)
Cathedral in Cork. 46 The plain tombstone marking his grave contains this inscription:
Beneath this stone the dust of Boardman lies,
His precious soul has soar'd above the skies;
With eloquence Divine he preach' d the word
To multitudes, and turn'd them to the Lord.
His bright examples strengthen' d what he taught,
And devils trembled when for Christ he fought;
With truly Christian zeal he nations fired,
And all who knew him mourn'd when he expired. 47
Charles Atmore, who later became the president of the British Methodist Conference,
wrote a short memorial of Richard Boardman : "He was a man of great piety, of an amiable disposition, and possessed of strong understanding. [Hel was greatly beloved, and
universally respected by the people wherever his lot was cast. His ministerial labours were
much owned of Cod, both in Europe and America."48 Richard Boardman and Joseph
Pilmore left indelible marks on early American Methodism. These first two British
Methodist missionaries to America itinerated in this country fifty months. Yet, their enduring influence remains. Frank Bateman Stanger judged, "Their 'small step' on American soil
proved to be a 'giant leap' for the Christianizing of mankind in the New World."49
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The ministry of Richard Boardman impressed itself on the American Methodist
preachers who followed in his train. Specifically, he modeled the indispensability of evangelism, the necessity of study, and the importance of pastoral care.
Evangelism. Winning converts stood out as a central focus of Boardman's ministry.
From such records as we have, it is clear that he remained sensitive to every evangelistic
occasion he encountered. Not willing to wait for some future time to invite persons to
Jesus Christ, whenever an opportunity occurred he presented the Gospel and issued an
invitation to Christian discipleship. Even Boardman's correspondence contained evangelistic pleas. To Captain Samuel Parker, Boardman wrote,
no Peace, no Comfort, no Security out of Cod; 0 to give him all our hearts is
indeed the one thing needful' Cod is indeed a Cealous [sicl Cod, and wont [sicl be
rob'd of his glory. Christ is Worthy of our supraim [sic] love, and Service, and Praise,
if we forsake him but in affection; he will Visit us with Stripes; how many; how long
will it last? Ah, Who can tell? How much has our gracious Redeemer to bear, and
Suffer wh [sic] us. He is Love! Infinite in Compassion' Let us then give him our love,
our service's our hearts much Prayer, I am sure will do us much good .. and will not
be labour lost. . we have an advocate. Him, the Father heareth always-" 50
Nathan Bangs tells that the people were "ripe for the gospel" and that "multitudes flocked
to hear the word, and many were induced to seek an interest in the Lord Jesus Christ." 5 '
Boardman's passion for evangelism echoes throughout the journal of Joseph Pilmore,
his colleague. Their mutual interest in evangelism ran parallel. When Pilmore first saw
North Carolina he exclaimed, "O that the great master of the Vineyard would raise up
and thrust out laborers unto His field such as will not hold back their peace day nor night,
but constantly run to and fro that the knowledge of Cod be increased, and poor wandering sinners brought into the fold of Christ."12 Boardman's journal, if he wrote one, did not
survive. However, from a few letters and contemporary accounts we gain occasional
dates, impressions, and details pertaining to his ministry. Uniformly, Boardman's contemporaries regarded him as pleasant, congenial, and a better-than-average preacher who,
despite his poor health, excelled in evangelism. 13 Every conversion he witnessed or heard
about filled him with great joy. Despite his evangelistic fruitfulness, he always credited his
successes to Cod's working. A typical instance of his modesty appears in a letter he sent
to Wesley April 2, 177 1. "It pleases Cod to carry on his work among us. Within this
month we have had a great awakening here .... God works by whom he will work." 14
Due in part to Boardman's evangelistic labors, the number of circuits in America
increased steadily. Toward the end of Boardman's and Pilmore's stay in America, Pilmore,
wrote, "It is now near four years since Mr. Boardman and 1 arrived in America, we have
constantly laboured in the great work of the Lord, and have preached the Gospel through
the Continent for more than a thousand miles, and formed many Societies, and have
aboute [sic] a thousand Members, most of whom are well grounded the doctrins [sicl of
the Gospel, and savingly converted unto God. This hath Cod wrought, and we will exalt
and glorify His adoreable [sic] name."11
Historian John Atkinson concluded, "But for lBoardman's and Pilmore'sl presence here
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from the fall of 1769 until the beginning of 1774 the history of Methodism in this country might have been different from what it is. Well-poised men were they, discreet, cultured, holy, eloquent, lovers of mankind and aflame with zeal for Christ. Their work was
wrought in love and its effects are immortal."56 Boardman's Wesleyan message of free salvation for seekers and full salvation for every believer helped shape the evangelistic passion and preaching of the next generation of American Methodist circuit riders.
Study. We cannot call Boardman a professional scholar- such was not his calling- yet
he gave careful attention to the cultivation of his mind. True to the example of john
Wesley, he believed in the unity of the warm heart and the informed mind. Three years
prior to Boardman's departure for America, John Wesley referred to Boardman's penchant for learning. In a letter to Mrs. Johnston, Wesley wrote, "Mr. Hem and Boardman
are adapted to an higher class, men of taste and education; and a few even of these in
almost every place are persuaded to choose the better part." 57
Boardman believed that salvation touches all areas of our lives and that deliverance
from ignorance is a natural complement to deliverance from sin. When Boardman's ship
set sail fo r America, immediately he began to read. On August 2 1, 1769, he wrote, "In
the morning we weighed anchor and dropped down the river as far as Deal, but the wind
proving contrary, we were obliged to lay at anchor . . .for several days. While we lay in the
Downs I had fine opportunity for study, and found my mind in general much resigned to
the will of Cod." 58
The American Methodist Societies economized by allowing Boardman and Pilmore
only four quires of paper a year. They overcame this shortsighted policy by purchasing
extra paper out of their meager salaries. This practice underscores the importance they
attached to their studies. Despite continuous travel and numerous inconveniences,
Boardman continued to improve his mind by continual reading. His and Pilmore's diligent
study habits helped set the pace for other Methodist preachers.
Pastoral care. Boardman exercised diligent pastoral oversight. As soon as he began his
work in New York, he put into operation the Methodist system of regulations. 59 In the
first place, he encouraged adherence to the General Rules, the standard Methodist guidelines for Christian livingw In accordance with Wesley's instructions to read the General
Rules to the members of the societies at least once a year, Boardman kept the rules before
the Methodist people by reading them to the congregations. Boardman' s colleague Joseph
Pilmore recorded in his journal that, on his second Sunday in America, he preached in
Philadelphia, where he "read and explained the Rules of the Society to a vast multitude of
serious people." 61 According to American Methodism's first historian, Jesse Lee, the
American Methodist societies agreed to follow the General Rules. 62 Boardman and Pilmore
were doubtless critical influences in establishing this practice.
Also, Boardman exercised pastoral ca re by stressing th e importance of class meetings . In ea rl y American Me thodism t h e cla ss leaders served as sub -pastors. 63
Customari ly, they met weekly with the members of the classes. Absentee members
received a home visit from the class leaders. As needs dictated, these visits included
religious cou nsel, advice, and encouragement. The class leaders reported regularly to
the circuit preachers, drawing attention to any members who required special attention. The class meetings kept every Methodist connected with the society in a per-
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sonal way. This extended pastoral care kept many a Methodist from straying from
the fold .
Historian David Holsclaw summarized the importance of the class meeting in early
American Methodism:
Early American Methodists assumed that close pastoral attention was vital for the
development of healthy churches. No matter how carefully new members were
screened, their continued spiritual growth was never automatic. Left to themselves,
they would be no stronger than a "rope of sand," and many would suffer the fate of
Whitefield's converts. Methodists believed that the minister's task was to provide
suitable biblical instruction for his members, to restrain and keep them from evil,
and to warn and reclaim any who became involved in error or sin. 64
This pastoral care could not be accomplished through the pulpit alone; the class meetings individualized pastoral care for each Methodist "in connection." Later, Bishop Elijah Hedding contended that personal attention to the needs of the people through class meetings would "prevent apostasies, crimes, and expulsions; which . ..might scandalize the Church and ruin souls."65
Boardman's colleague, Joseph Pilmore, appoi nted probably the first female class leader
in America- Mary Thome, a British emigrant to America. She served effectively as a class
leader in Philadelphia during the War of Independence. When the British commandeered
the Methodist meeting house (Old St. George's Church), she hosted the Methodist
Society in her home. She became a good friend with Joseph Pilmore, Francis Asbury, and
Richard Boardman. She corresponded with them and they with her, affectionately calling
her "Mollie." On one occasion Boardman wrote Mary Thome,
I am glad you have two classes; I should have no objection against you having
three. There is a wide difference between being tired of and tired in the service of
Cod. However, I hope both classes will be taken from you the moment you think
yourself sufficient to be a leader, I look upon a deep sense of insufficiency as a necessary qualification of a class-leader.. . . Cod will not forget the work of faith, the
patience of hope and the labor of love. 66
In I 778 Mary Thome returned to England on the same ship as Thomas Rankin. After
arriving in England, through the good offices of Richard Boardman, she met John Wesley,
with whom she and her husband developed a friendship.
In addition to pastoral nurture, the class meetings had another advantage-the development of leaders. Often, class leaders became local preachers, or even circuit preachers.
Indeed, the majority of Methodist preachers started their ministries as class leaders.
According to Bishop Matthew Simpson the purpose of the class leaders was "to give such
religious counsel, advice, or encouragement as circumstances may require." Class leaders
must demonstrate "deep personal piety, mature experience, and ability to give religious
counsel and advice wisely and affectionately, and to influence the younger members to
systematic attention to all their Christian duties."67 The first American Methodist Discipline
stated, "Let each leader carefully inquire how every soul in his class prospers. Not only
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how each person observes the outward rules, but how he grows in the knowledge and
love of God. Let the Leaders converse with the Assistant frequently and freely."68
Boardman and Pilmore also introduced love feasts and watch night and covenant services. As Wesley's assistant in charge of American Methodism, Boardman established a
preaching schedule for himself and others, known as "the Boardman plan." Under this
plan, preachers would hold public services Sunday morning and evening, Tuesday and
Thursday evenings, and meet with those "in society" each Wednesday evening. Francis
Asbury received his first American appointment under the Boardman plan. 69 Boardman
continued as Wesley's assistant in America until October I 0, 1772, when Wesley named
Asbury to the position. 70
Boardman also helped establish salaries for the growing number of preachers in the
New York area. The salary would be three guineas (about $1 Sl, paid each quarter.
Accordingly, the early American Methodists often referred to the preacher's salary as
"quarterage." This salary paid for clothing and personal items. At that time Methodist
preachers had no parsonages; because they moved so frequently they received food and
lodging from the people to whom they ministered.71 The American Methodists did not
forrnally discuss parsonages until the conference of I Soon
Boardman seems to have had a special empathy for the black community. In 1769 he
wrote John Wesley, "The number of Blacks that attend the preaching, affects me much.
One of them came to tell me she could neither eat nor sleep, because her Master would
not suffer her to come to hear the word. She wept exceedingly, saying, 'I told my Master I
would do more work than ever I used to do, if he would be let me come; nay, that I
would do every thing in my power to be a good servant."' 73 In l 77 1 Boardman wrote
Wesley the following paragraph.
I have lately been much comforted by the death of some poor negroes, who have
gone off the stage of time rejoicing in the God of their salvation. I asked one, on the
point of death, "Are you afraid to die?" "Ono," said she; "I have my blessed Saviour
in my heart; I should be glad to die: I want to be gone, that I may be with him for
ever. I know that he loves me; and I feel I love him with all my heart." She continued to declare the great things God had done for her soul, to the astonishment of
many, till the Lord took her to himself. Several more seem just ready to be gone,
longing for the happy time when mortality shall be swallowed up of life. 74
Concerning Boardman's relationship with the black community, as is the case with other
matters, one can only lament that such a few pages of Boardman's writings have survived.
As Wesley's first Assistant in America, Boardman's influence on newly recruited
Methodist preachers was significant. Pilmore recorded in his journal that at a conference
of preachers Boardman "preached a most excellent sermon on the important work of the
Gospel Ministry."75 Boardman impressed on the new preachers the importance of their
work, the essentials of Christian doctrine, the need for disciplined living, and the wisdom
of Methodist polity.
However, in the view of Wesley and Asbury, Boardman and Pilmore were not entirely
consistent in holding to his instructions. The two did itinerate, but mostly by exchanging
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between New York and Philadelphia. When Francis Asbury came to America in 1771 he
became distressed because Boardman and Pilmore did not, in Asbury's view, itinerate sufficiently beyond these two cities. Asbury acknowledged that Boardman was "weak in
body," 76 nevertheless, Asbury complained that he did not more aggressively pioneer in
new areas. However, Boardman and Pilmore believed that their demanding work in New
York and Philadelphia prevented them from enlarging their responsibilities in a wider itinerancy. Pilmore wrote, "Brother Boardman and I are chiefly confined to the cities, and
cannot at present go much into the country, as we have enough for two preachers in
each place, and if two of our brethren would come over (from England] I believe it
would be attended with a great blessing, for then we could visit the places adjacent to the
cities."77 Even so, as stated above, they did seek to do some pioneer work in surrounding
areas. The two missionaries engaged in some field preaching, with attracted crowds. 78
Boardman reported some successes in Maryland. 79
Asbury and Wesley, however, pressed Boardman and Pilmore to engage in a wider
itinerancy for the purpose of continually establishing new societies. Asbury wrote in his
journal, "I remain in new York, though unsatisfied with our [himself and Boardman] being
both in town together. I have not yet the thing which I seek-a circulation of preachers, to
avoid partiality and popularity.. .. At present I am dissatisfied. I judge we are to be shut up
in the cities this winter. My brethren seem unwilling to leave the cities, but I think I will
show them the way."80 Thus, Asbury and Boardman had an honest disagreement concerning the amount of itinerancy, which was appropriate.
Also, Asbury and Wesley disapproved of Boardman's and Pilmore's leniency toward
Robert Strawbridge, who, lacking ordination,8' administered holy communion.82 Asbury
recorded in his journal,
Will the people be contented without our administering the sacrament? ...
Strawbridge pleaded much for the ordinances; and so did the people who
appeared to be much biased by him. I told them I would not agree to it at that
time, and insisted on our abiding by our rules. But Mr. Boardman had given them
their way at the quarterly meeting held here before, and I was obliged to connive at
some things for the sake of peace.83
Boardman and Pilmore apparently concluded that Strawbridge's remote location and the
people's lack of access to an Anglican church required him to offer the sacraments to
those he served. For Strawbridge's part, he believed that providing sacraments for the
people superseded Mr. Wesley's rule not to administer them. Although appreciative of
Boardman's and Pilmore's American ministries, john Wesley believed they bent his rules.
Wesley wrote Thomas Rankin (who in 1773 came to America as Wesley's "assistant" to
superintend the American Methodists), "There has been good, much good done in
America, and would have been abundantly more had brother Boardman and Pilmoor84
continued genuine Methodists both in doctrine and discipline."85 Later ( 1784), Wesley
ordained Richard Whatcoat and Thomas Vasey and sent them, with Thomas Coke, to
America. By then, the time had come for ordaining the American Methodist preachers so
that they could administer the sacraments to the fast-growing Methodist movement.
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Looking back on those times, Wesley's and Asbury's criticisms seem punctilious, given the
context of Boardman\ Pilmore's, and Strawbridge's labors.
We must not make too much of the differences in approaches to ministry that existed between Wesley and Asbury, on the one hand, and Boardman and Pi lmore, on the
other hand. Wesley held the two missionaries in great esteem, as did Asbury. In 1771
Wesley wrote Pilmore, 'There are some of our fri ends here who bitterly condemn both
you and Richard Boardman .... [I asked them], 'Where are the persons I can confide in,
fo r disinterested men, men of a single eye, if Richard Boardman and Joseph Pilmoore
are not such?'. ... 0 beware of every degree of sloth or indolence' Be good soldiers of
Jesus C hrist." 86
Boardman sometimes evidenced a degree of self-pity. He complained about his health
and the slowness of his friends to write him. In a letter to Captain Samuel Parker, dated
January 19, 1782, he moaned, "I thought my old and very much esteemed friends had
quite forgot Poor me."87 In another letter addressed to "My Dear Sister" (probably Mary
Thome) he opened with the lament, "Time was when you who'd have wrote to your old
friend but of late I have heard nothing of as from you ... Where are you? How do you
do? Let me hear fro m you. How do you all in Phil' dose [sic] the Dear redeemers dose
[sic] Kingdom prossper [sicl among you?" 88 Boardman's health was not good, he continued to grieve over the loss of his family, and his separation fro m his friends clearly contributed to his occasional melancholy.
He spoke often of eternity and of heaven.
Boardman had a special ability to encourage others. An example of his ministry of
encouragement appears in a letter he wrote, probably to Mary Thorne. The letter is
addressed to "My Dear Friend."
I find it good [tol plow and sow in hope. The time fo r gathering in will come. O! my
dear friend, did we but see the fullness of blessing laid up for us in Christ Jesus it
whd [who would] make us strong in faith. earnest in prayer. satisfy our objections
and supply all our wants: while out this fullness we received grace for grace. Yet a little while and Jesus will call us home. May we get full y ready. Heaven will more than
compensate for all the little difficulties and trials we have suffered in this world.89
On still another occasion he wrote her,
Expect much, you cannot be disappointed. Do what little you can to bring much
glory to Cod. Forsake yourself, and sometimes your beloved retirement, to stir up
yourself and others to go forwa rd. C harge your heart neither to murmur nor
repine; but to trust without wavering, to believe without doubting, to be active
without fainting. 90
Boardman's letters to John Wesley also contained encouraging strains. For example, he
wrote,
We do not, dear sir, forget to pray for you that Cod would lengthen out your days;
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nor can we help praying that you may see America before you die. Perhaps I have
promised myself too much, when 1 have thought of this. Lord, not my will, but thine
be done! l am, dear and Rev. Sir, Your affectionate Son in the Gospel. R. Boardman.''
Uniformly, contemporary witnesses judged that Boardman did much to encourage and
improve those who knew him.
From the start of their ministries in America, Boardman and Pilmore won, and kept,
the people's loyalty. Shortly before the two returned to England, Pilmore recorded in his
journal, "How wonderful it is that the people are as eager for hearing Mr. Boardman and
me as they were the first day we arrived in America' Blessed be God who has kept us by
his gracious power so that we have not done any thing to hinder our usefulness in this
Country, or make the people wish to have us removed."92
When Boardman and Pilmore came to America, there was only one Methodist circuit
in New York. The British Conference Minutes of 1770 referred for the first time to
America, designating it as "Circuit No. 50."93 When Boardman and Pilmore returned to
England, they had drawn together into the Methodist connection the scattered Methodist
societies on these shores, setting the stage for an era of rapid growth. Historian john
Atkinson wrote, concerning Boardman and Pilmore,
That two preachers of such zeal, diligence, and devotion; of such intellectual force
and equipment; of such pulpit eloquence and power; of such promptness, energy,
and skill in action and administration should have appeared so opportunely on the
new field of Methodism in America was visibly providential. They cleared a path
for its march to its vast continental conquests .... By their luminous and unctuous
gospel preaching, and their faithful and wise pastoral supervision the embryonic
Methodist Church in America was much invigorated and fortified. . . The fair
Wesleyan tree, whose early growth they fostered and guided and which has
attained to proportions so vast and is so prolific of fruit, became well rooted in
America before ... others came to share their toils.94
Richard Boardman was not born in America, and he did not die in America. His
tenure here was relatively short <October 21 , 1769 to January 2, 1774). Still, he ranks
among those significant British benefactors whose lives and labors contributed much to
American Methodism. Through his example of selfless service, anointed preaching, diligent pastoral oversight, and passion for the kingdom of God, Richard Boardman helped
establish and shape an infant Methodism in America, not yet a nation. He wrote no
books, founded no college, gained no advanced academic degrees, established no enduring institutions. Yet, as john Wesley's first superintendent in America, Richard Boardman's
steady hand and faithful service gave both direction and inspiration to those early
American Methodists who would in less than fifty years become a major religious and
cultural force in the new nation.
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C ULTURE AND SPIRIT:
T HE ROLE OF CULTURAL CONTEXT IN
T H EOLOG ICAL REFLECTION
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To be human means to be embedded in culture. The cultural-embeddedness of
human existence has sparked an interest among theologians in every era in engaging
with the cultural context in which they found themselves living. Yet, theologians
have never been of one mind as to the role culture ought to play in theology. In
fact, the perennial debate between the successors of Clement of Alexandria, who
suggested that Creek philosophy served as a "schoolmaster" bringing the Creeks to
Christ, 1 and the followers of Tertullian, who voiced the rhetorical question, "What
does Athens have to do with Jerusalem?," 2 might be viewed as an aspect of the larger issue as to what place consideration of cultural context ought to occupy in theological construction. The goal of this essay is to sketch an understanding of the relationship between culture and theology that takes seriously postmodern perspectives
on the nature of culture.
CULTURE FROM A POSTMODERN PERSPECTIVE

The pursuit of this goal necessarily begins with the question of culture itself.
Although the term is widely used and the concept boasts a long historical pedigree,
over the centuries the idea of culture has undergone dramatic shifts in meaning.
CHANGING UNDERSTANDINGS OF C ULTURE

The word culture is derived from the Latin cultivare ("to till the soil"). This etymological connection led to the original meaning of culture, namely, "the care and tending of crops or animals," 3 especially as this activity is aimed at improving or perfecting its object. The idea of a specifically human culture was likely a metaphorical
extension of this "tending" process to the human person, so that culture came to be
connected with the "development" or "refinement" of the person, especially through
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teaching.• This perspective became especially prevalent in the wake of the Enlightenment,
as culture- understood as "high culture-was connected to the process of educating and
refining the individual, as well as to the artistic and intellectual products (such as art and
literature) deemed to fit with the "refined" person.
In the 1920s, however, the idea of "high culture" associated with the focus on Bi/dung
gave way to the idea of culture as consisting of the customs and rituals of a particular social
group. In keeping with this shift in understanding, researchers in the fledgling new field of
cultural anthropology explored the specific pattern of behaviors that distinguishes any given
society from all others,5 while focusing on the unified and unifying character of culture.6
Beginning in the 1980s modem cultural anthropology itself came under attack. What
has emerged since then is a "chastened," postmodern understanding of culture that takes
seriously the historical contingency of human personal and social life. At the heart of the
newer perspective is a rejection of the "integrated" focus found in modernist definitions of
culture. Postmodern anthropologists have discarded the older assumption that culture is a
preexisting social-ordering force that is transmitted externally to members of a cultural
group who in tum passively internalize it. 7 Further, the older focus on the integrative role
of culture has become suspect; culture is now seen "as that which aggregates people and
processes, rather than integrates them."8 In addition, postmodern thinkers view culture as
the outcome and product of social interaction, with humans as active creators, rather than
passive receivers, of culture.9 What binds people together is not so much a general framework of social relations, a clearly understood body of beliefs and values, or a dominant
ideology, as much as- in the words of Alaine .Touraine-"a set of resources and models
that social actors seek to manage, to control, and which they appropriate or whose transfo rmation into social organization they negotiate among themselves." 10
Of greatest importance, however, is the postmodern movement away from the focus
on common human behaviors as comprising the essence of culture in favor of a greater
concern for the connection between culture and meaning. Contemporary "cognitive
anthropologists" understand culture as denoting "the framework of meaning, of concepts
and ideas, within which different aspects of a person's life can be related to each other
without imposing arbitrary categorical boundaries between them," to cite Cohen's description.11 In other words, culture consists of "shared knowledge." It includes what people
need to know so as to behave as functioning members of their society, that is, to act the
way they do, to make the things they make, and to interpret their experience in the distinctive way they do. In short, culture resides in a set of meaningful fo rms and symbols
that from the point of view of any particular individual are largely given, 12 but are only
meaningful because human minds have the ability to interpret themn
THE FUNCTION OF CULTURE

Postmodern anthropologists view culture as a shorthand way of talking about the
shared dimension of meaning-making, an understanding that is closely connected to
social-constructionist views of the world and of personal identity within that world. One
pioneer in social-constructionist thinking is Peter Berger, who argues that rather than
inhabiting a prefabricated, given world, humans live in a social-cultural world of their own
creation, 14 a task to which society supplies the necessary cultural tools. 11 Although initially
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composed over three decades ago, Berger's work continues to provide the foundation for
contemporary thinking about culture, 16 even though postmodern anthropologists speak
less about grand, overarching cultural forms than about the smaller and seemingly simpler
cultural units, together with the connections among them. 17
Viewed from this perspective, people may be said to share a culture to the extent that
they have similar experiences (i.e., experiences that follow the same general patterns as
those of other members of the society) 18 mediated by shared humanly created products
and learned practices, which lead them to develop a set of similar meaning-creating cultural schemas. These schemas provide the tools for ongoing identity formation, in that
they comprise the framework for reconstructing memories of past events, for imparting
meaning to ongoing experience and for devising expectations for the future. 19 Taken
together, the cultural schemas constitute the world a person inhabits.
Although the constructed world gives the semblance of being a given, universal, and
objective reality, it is actually- to use Morgan's picture-"an unstable edifice that generations constantly labor to build, raze, rebuild, and redesign."20 The goal of the meaningmaking task is the formation of personal identity within the context of the social group,
i.e., the socially constructed self. But this task, like that of the construction of culture itself,
is a never-completed, and hence an ongoing process. 21
At the heart of this ongoing. dynamic process are what sociologists call "symbols," the language, material objects, images, and rituals that transmit the shared meanings by means of
which a people understand themselves, pinpoint their deepest aspirations and longings, and
construct the world they inhabit. Moreover, through the symbols they share, members of a
group express and communicate to each other their understandings of the central aspects of
life, while struggling together to determine the meaning of the very symbols they employ in
this process. Despite the human tendency to confuse symbols with their meanings, there is
no necessary connection between a symbol and what it symbolizes; the assigning of meanings to symbols is arbitrary. At the same time, symbols are generally a public, rather than
merely a private, matter. It is this public aspect of symbols that leads to their importance as
purveyors of cultural meaning and that facilitates participation in social groups. 22
Drawing from the famous line of Shakespeare, then, we might say that all the world's a
stage, albeit a stage of our own construction. By participating in the making of meaning. we
contribute to the creation of the context in which we act out our socially designed roles
and gain our sense of identity. Rather than being fixed and stable, this socially constructed
stage is in constant flux- sometimes imperceptible to us, sometimes obvious to all, but
changing nonetheless. Over the course of our life narratives, our sense of personal identity
(and hence the parts we play) shifts along with the changes in our constructed world.
CULTURE AND RELIGION

Crucial to the contemporary understanding of culture is the connection between culture and religion. One way of understanding the relationship is to see religious artifacts as
a dimension of a broader phenomenon called culture, which artifacts provide a vehicle for
the expression of the deeper sensitivities endemic to a particular people. 23 The connection
could conceivably move in the opposite direction as well, viewing cultural artifacts as giving expression to the underlying religious ethos of a particular society. 24
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While not rejecting either of these approaches, cultural anthropologists tend to develop
a sociological connection between culture and religion. Berger, for example, highlights the
decisive role religion plays in the socially constructed worlds humans inhabit. 25 Religion's
role is to legitimate the world endemic to any particular society by locating it and its institutions within a sacred, cosmic frame of reference, by bestowing on its members a sense
of being connected to ultimate reality, and by giving cosmic status to its interpretative
framework. 26 Insofar as cultural expressions speak about what a society believes to be ultimate, Berger adds, they are religious. More recently, other thinkers have pushed Berger's
seminal idea into the realm of personal identity formation, theorizing about the role of
religion in safeguarding the identity of the self within the socially constructed world.27
The sociological understanding of the connection between religion and culture provides an insightful window into developments in Western society. The modern era witnessed the retreat of Christianity (or the church) under the onslaught of secularization
from its position as the central force defining Western "culture." The postmodern situation, however, is marked by what might be termed the "respiritualization" of cultural
expression. Yet for many people today, this respiritualization draws from the symbols provided by pop culture, rather than institutional Christianity. Writing specifically about the
so-called Generation X, Tom Beaudoin declares, "we are nurtured by the amniotic fluid
of popular culture with the media as a primary source of meaning... . We express our religious interests, dreams, fears, hopes, and desires through popular culture." 28 In addition,
Beaudoin notes that the shared set of cultural referents that shape the meaning systems
and values of his generation consists largely of certain pop culture "events."29
The findings of Beaudoin and others reaffirm the presence of a integral connection
between culture and religion. Many of the cultural symbols by means of which people
construct their world and form their identity are fundamentally religious or take on a religious character. This phenomenon raises the crucial question as to the place of culture in
theological reflection.
PROPOSALS FOR A C ULTURE-SENSITIVE THEOLOGY

Although theologians have debated the question of the relationship between culture
and theology since the New Testament times, beginning in the late nineteenth century
the issue gained a new sense of urgency occasioned by the advent of the liberal theological project. Following in the footsteps of Schleiermacher, liberals were committed to the
task of reconstructing Christian belief in the light of modern knowledge,30 and to this end
they sought to give place to culture in their theological reflections. But their work triggered a reaction among conservative theologians who were concerned that the liberal
project was leading to blatant cultural accommodation. In response, some conservatives
argued that theology involves the discovery of transcultural truth 3 ' and consequently that
theologians need give little, if any, thought to culture.32
Today, however, there is broad agreement that the quest for a culture-free theology is
both ill-founded and theologically and biblically unwarranted. Although a chorus of voices
is calling fo r cultural relevance, theologians display a variety of understandings as to what
this actually means. Among the various suggestions, two proposals initially came to the
forefront: correlation and contexualization.
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THE METHOD OF CORRELATION

One twentieth-century theologian who sought to negotiate a position between the
liberal and conservative options was Paul Tillich. Tillich argued that the "supernaturalistic" method of conservatives, whether of the fundamentalist or the neo-orthodox variety,
is inadequate in that it ignores the questions and concerns (the "situation") of humans
who are to receive the message. By assuming that the Word of God itself creates the
possibility for its acceptance,)) this approach fails to realize that humans cannot receive
answers to questions they have never askedH Tillich found the liberal "naturalistic" or
"humanistic" method, which attempts to derive theological answers from the natural
human state, equally suspect, in that it overlooks the estrangement of human existence
and the fact that revelation (which contains the answers) is something spoken to
humans, not by them to themselves. 35
As an alternative, Tillich proposed his well-known method of correlation, which, in his
words, "explains the contents of the Christian faith through existential questions and theological answers in mutual interdependence." 36 Because the questions are raised by philosophy through careful examination of human existence, the theologian must first function
as a philosopher. Then in a second step, the theologian draws on the symbols of divine
revelation to formulate answers to the questions implied in human existence, which questions philosophy can discover but not answer. The theologian's task is to interpret the
answers of revelation so that they remain faithful to the original Christian message while
being relevant to the questions asked by secular people.
Already during his lifetime, Tillich's method of correlation was met with mixed
reviews. Critics chided him for giving autonomous philosophy too much independence
from, and authority over revelation. More specifically, they wondered how the philosophical discipline, which is disrupted by the tensions inherent in finite reason, can be trusted
to formulate the right questions in the right manner. Critics worried that the substance
and form of the questions set forth by a philosophy that had not been fully "converted"
to the Christian faith would lead to a distortion of the Christian "answers."37
More recently the whole correlationist approach has come under fire for its inability to
take seriously the emphasis of contemporary cultural anthropology in the specificity and
plurality of cultures. Rather than searching for the characteristics of some universal culture-in-general, postmodern anthropologists are interested in particular cultures. This
development in anthropology would seem to disallow the attempt to engage in a method
of correlation that formulates human universals as the context into which theological constructions are subsequently fitted. Instead, contemporary cultural anthropology encourages theologians to focus on the particular and to see theology as a part of a concrete,
specific, communally shaped way of life. 38
This appraisal suggests that the chief difficulty with any method of correlation is its
inherent foundationalism. The correlating enterprise assumes some discoverable universal human reality- some structure of human existence or some essential human
characteristic- upon which the theological edifice can be constructed. In a day when
the foundationalist project has become highly suspect, theologians do well to be wary
of any attempt to correlate Christian faith with supposed human universals.
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CONTEXTUALIZATION

The second widely held proposal as to how to craft a culturally relevant theology in
the wake of liberal-conservative debate has its genesis not in theology itself but in missiology, more particularly in the missiological question of "gospel and culture." In response to
the changing global situation of the church and developments in the missionary movement, missiologists have called for the inculturation or, more preferably, the contextualization39 of the gospel. A reoccurring theme among missiologists is the importance of engaging in the inculturization process with a view toward culture, rather than from a perspective that assumes that the gospel (which in the end is merely a particular understanding of
the gospel) is a transcultural given.
Arguably the most seminal statement of the contextualization program is that articulated by Robert Schreiter.40 Schreiter rejects the model of contextualization that pictures the
process as merely that of the gospel encountering culture. According to this model, the
gospel seeks to "purify" the culture by affirming what is good and true in it, while challenging and correcting what it deems evil or sinful. This approach assumes that although
the gospel can become inculturated in any context, it in fact transcends every culture.
While not denying "the transcending character of the gospel or the power of faith to criticize and transform culture,"" Schreiter nevertheless questions whether the model of the
gospel encountering culture can indeed bring about true contextualization. In his estimation, such an approach harbors a misunderstanding as to how intercultural communication takes place, for it "assumes that a message communicated by someone from one culture will be received and understood by someone in another culture precisely in the way
that its sender intended."' 2 Schreiter, in contrast, is convinced that "the gospel never enters
a culture in pure form" but "is always already inculturated- embedded in the culture of
the evangelizer," so that the "already inculturated faith" will naturally "emphasize some
featu res of the message and necessarily de-emphasize others."• 3 For this reason, Schreiter
advocates looking to the dynamics of culture as the starting point. Genuine inculturation,
he declares, requires that we
begin with the culture to be evangelized, and imagine a more dialectical approach
to the relation between gospel and culture in which the presentation of the gospel
is gradually disengaged from its previous cultural embeddedness and is allowed to
take on new forms consonant with the new cultural setting_..
Perhaps more influential in evangelical Protestant circles has been the approach to contextualization developed by Charles Kraft. Kraft begins with the anthropological principle
that meanings can be conveyed to humans only through cultural forms or symbols.
Humans, in tum, develop and perpetuate cultural forms within a cultural system, because
these forms serve as conveyers of meaning from and to those who use them. According to
Kraft, the forms are essentially neutral, in contrast to the "non-neutral, subjective use that
human beings make of their cultural pattems."• 5 This distinction provides Kraft with the
basis for contextualization, in that it allows him to conclude that Christian meanings can be
communicated through human cultural forms. Hence, he asserts that "relative cultural
forms'' are able to serve as the vehicles for expressing "absolute supracultural meanings," for
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the divine message, "while appropriately expressed in terms of those forms, transcends
both the forms themselves and the meanings previously attached to those forms."46
The missiologists' call for contextualization has sounded a resounding chord among
theologians across the theological spectrum. 47 Evangelicals have been especially interested
in this approach,48 welcoming it as a way of overcoming the ahistorical nature of the older
conservative theologies that by focusing on the transcultural nature of doctrinal construction fail to take seriously the social context of the theological task and the historicity of all
theological reflection. 49 "Mainline" theologians, in contrast, have tended to pursue the contextualization of theology through the pattern of correlation articulated so well by Tillich
but which has its roots in liberalism,so while seeking to avoid the cultural accommodation
that beset the older theologies of correlation.
Douglas John Hall provides a lucid example. He advocates a theological method that,
reminiscent of Tillich, begins squarely with the contemporary cultural context. Hall writes,
contextuality in theology means that the form of faith's self-understanding is always
determined by the historical configuration in which the community of belief finds
itself. It is this world which initiated the questions, the concerns, the frustrations and
alternatives, the possibilities and impossibilities by which the content of the faith
must be shaped and reshaped, and finally confessed. 5 '
At the same time, Hall cautions against acquiescing to dominant cultural values.
Appealing to the example of the biblical prophets, he calls for a theology that is "inherently suspicious of dominant values and trends," is characterized by "neither a priori approval
nor a priori disapproval of society," and seeks engagement or dialogue with society. 52
Thereby, Hall echos the fear that the tendency toward radical cultural accommodation
which so readily derails the program of correlation threatens to undermine efforts toward
contextualization as well.
Of equal importance is another criticism Hall voices. He worries that taking seriously
the contextual dimension will lead theology to become narrowly focused upon its own
social setting. In an insightful statement, he explains what this unwholesome process
might look like:
Wishing to be witnesses to the Eternal within its own time and place, the disciple
community may find itself the captive of currents and ever-changing trends within
its host society. Because it seeks to respond concretely to these currents and trends,
it may lose sight of long-range questions to which its greater tradition tried to speak.
A tendency to permit the issues of the historical moment to determine its witness
may emerge. Then the theological community ceases to recognize, not only that
these issues may be transient, but that matters of greater magnitude may be hidden
by the surface concerns with which it has busied itself. Perhaps it will even go so far
as to let its context, rather glibly conceptualized, become the touchstone for any
kind of theological 'relevance,' so that it retains out of the long tradition only what
seems pertinent to the moment, and disposes of the rest as being passe.53
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Hall also fears that the construction of local theologies could fragment the church into
"theological provinces which are no longer capable of communicating with one another
meaningfully, being so thoroughly identified with the problematic of their separate cultures." If this were to occur, the church would forfeit its ecumenical character and its
potential for "worldwide witness" at the very time in the history of the planet when "both
analysis and cure must be globa/." 54
BEYOND CORRELATION AND CONTEXUALIZATION

Warnings such as Hall's are important. Yet they do not pinpoint the most detrimental
potential difficulty that besets contextualization. Similar to correlation with which it shares
certain common features, contextualization generally functions in a foundationalist manner. Yet the foundationalist character it evidences moves in a direction opposite from
what the method of correlation displays. Rather than acknowledging the particularity of
every human culture, correlationists are prone to universalize the culture pole and fit theological construction into it. Contextualizers, in contrast, all-too-readily overlook the particularity of every understanding of the Christian message. Despite their heroic attempts to
the contrary (and some notable exceptions 55 ), contextualizers are tempted to assume a
Christian universal, which in turn functions as the foundation for the construction of the
theological superstructure, even though its architects articulate this superstructure in the
language of the culture to whom they are seeking to speak. This is especially evident in
Kraft's model, based as it is in a distinction between the transcultural gospel and its
expression through neutral cultural forms. Yet even Schreiter moves in this direction, in
that his model likewise seems to assume the existence of some pure, Platonic gospel that
can boast a "transcending character."
Despite the debilitating difficulty they share from their foundationalist roots, taken
together correlation and contextualization point the way forward. Held in tandem, the
two models suggest that theology must employ an interactive 56 process that is both correlative and contextual. In this model, theology emerges through an ongoing conversation
involving both "gospel" and "culture."
While drawing in this manner from both methods, in one vital way the process of theologizing must stand apart from both. Unlike either correlation or contextualization, a theology that takes seriously postmodern understandings of culture can presuppose neither
gospel nor culture-much less both gospel and culture-as preexisting, given realities that
subsequently enter into conversation. Rather, in the interactive process both gospel (that
is, our understanding of the gospel) and culture (that is, our portrayal of the meaning structure, shared sense of personal identity and socially constructed world in which we see
ourselves living and ministering) are dynamic realities that inform and are informed by the
conversation itself. By following this approach, theology becomes a truly nonfoundationalist, interactionist program.
CULTURE AND SPIRIT

Apart from a few noteworthy exceptions, a near consensus has emerged among theologians that theology must take culture seriously. Colin Cunton states the point succinctly: "we must acknowledge the fact that all theologies belong in a particular context, and
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so are, to a degree, limited by the constraints of that context. To that extent, the context is
one of the authorities to which the theologian must listen."57 Yet any suggestion that theology is in some sense indebted to cultural context inevitably raises red flags. Christians in
general and Protestants in particular are a "people of the book." How, then, can theology
take culture seriously without imperiling the commitment to Scripture as theology's norming norm? In other words, does not the call for a culture-sensitive theology undermine the
classic Protestant focus on Word and Spirit? The answer to this question lies in pneumatology, more particularly, in the construction of a theological link between culture and
Spirit. The connection between culture and Spirit, in tum, lies in an understanding of culture as the Spirit's voice.
Being a "people of the book," Christians view the Bible as the location of the Spirit's primary speaking. Yet the Spirit's speaking through Scripture is always a contextual speaking; it
always comes to its hearers within a specific historical-cultural context. Of course, throughout church history the Spirit's ongoing provision of guidance has always come, and now
continues to come to the community of Christ as a specific people in a specific setting hears
the Spirit's voice speaking in the particularity of its historical-cultural context. Actually, the
same principle was operative even during the biblical era, for the canon itself was the product of the faith communities hearing the Spirit speaking within their changing contexts.
The specificity of the Spirit's speaking means that the conversation with culture and
cultural context is crucial to the hermeneutical task. Christians seek to listen to the voice
of the Spirit through Scripture, who speaks in the particularity of the historical-cultural
context in which they live. Hence, Douglas John Hall, borrowing from an approach
informed by correlation, rightly argues that because theology must be in touch with life in
the here and now, the questions and concerns it brings to the Scriptures are not necessarily identical with those of the exegetes. Instead, "(w)hat theology needs from its ongoing
discourse with the biblical text is determined in large measure by its worldly context," so
that it might "address its world from the perspective of faith in the Cod of Abraham,
Isaac, and Jacob, the Cod whom Jesus addressed as 'Abba."' 58
Yet, the correlation task must be taken a step further. The hermeneutical process occurs
in part as contemporary "knowledge"- the discoveries and insights of the various disciplines
of human learning- inform theological construction. For example, theories about addictions
and addictive behaviour can provide insight into the biblical teaching about sin. Likewise,
current discoveries about the process of human identity formation assist in the task of
becoming aware of the many dimensions entailed in the new identity the Spirit seeks to
create in believers through their union with Christ. Theologians can draw from the socalled "secular" sciences, because ultimately no discipline is in fact purely secular. More
important, because Cod is the ground of truth, as Wolfhart Pannenberg so persistently
argues, all truth ultimately comes together in Cod. As theological construction incorporates
into its purview all human knowledge, it demonstrates the unity of truth in Cod.59
These considerations, however, have not yet led to the heart of the purely theological- or more particularly pneumatological- basis for hearing the Spirit's voice in culture.
Much of Western theology has focused on the church as the sole repository of all truth
and the only location in which the Holy Spirit is operative. The biblical writers, however,
display a much wider understanding of the Spirit's presence, a presence connected to the
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Spirit's role as the life-giver. Indeed, the pneumatology of the biblical faith communities
arose out of the connection of "spirit" with "breath" and consequently with "life." The
ancient Hebrew writers speak of the Spirit as the divine power creating (Gen. I :2; 2:7)
and sustaining life (Ps. I 04 :29-30; Isa. 32: 15; cf. Job 27:3; 34: 14- 15), and hence causing
creaturely life to flourish.
Because the life-giving Creator Spirit is present wherever life flourishes, the Spirit's
voice can conceivably resound through many media, including the media of human culture. Because Spirit-induced human flourishing evokes cultural expression, Christians can
anticipate finding in such ex press ions tra ces of the Creator Spirit's presence.
Consequently, they should listen intently for the voice of the Spirit- who is present in all
life-bubbling to the surface through the artifacts and symbols humans construct.
A cautionary note is in order here, however. Whatever speaking that occurs through
other media does not come as a speaking against the text. To pit the Spirit's voice in culture against the Spirit speaking through Scripture would be to fall prey to the foundationalist trap. It would require the elevation of some dimension of contemporary thought or
experience to the position of being a human universal that forms the criterion for determining what in the Bible is or is not acceptable. Darrell Jodock pinpoints the difficulty:
The problem here is not that one's world view or experience influences one's reading of the text, because that is inescapable. The problem is instead that the text is
made to conform to the world view or codified experience and thereby loses its
integrity and its ability to challenge and confront our present priorities, including
even our most noble aspirations. 60
For this reason, while being ready to acknowledge the Spirit's voice wherever it may be
found, Christian theologians must continue to uphold the primacy of the text. Even though
no one can hear the Spirit speaking through the text except by listening within a particular
historical-cultural context, hearing the Spirit in the text provides the only sure canon for
hearing the Spirit in culture, because the Spirit's speaking everywhere and anywhere is
always in concert with this primary speaking through the text. In this sense, culture and text
do not comprise two different moments of communication; they are but one speaking.
And consequently today's hearers do not engage in two different "listenings," but one.
They listen for the voice of the Spirit who speaks the Word through the word within the
particularity of the hearers' context, and who thereby can speak in all things.
THE COMMUNITY OF CHRIST AS A CULTURE

The discussion of the relationship of theology to culture leads naturally to the issue of
the connection between Christian theology and one particular culture- the Christian community. And central to this issue is that question as to whether, or in what sense, it is
appropriate to use the language of culture to refer to the Church.
THE CHURCH AS A CULTURE

Although the point ought not to be stretched too far, several considerations suggest
that the church is a distinctive social group with its own particular culture. According to
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contemporary sociologists, a group consists of two or more people who are related to or
oriented toward each other, who share "unit awareness" <i.e., the persons consider themselves a distinct entity), between whom there is interaction or communication in the form
of observable behavior, which takes on significance in relation to symbolic objects that
carry meaning within the social setting. 6 ' Measured according to this criterion, the church
in both its universal and local expressions is a group. Further, as a community or society,
the church seeks to perpetuate itself institutionally as well as propagate a particular vision
of meaning-making and world-construction.62
More importantly, however, the "unit awareness" that participants in the church share
is theological and ethical in scope. Hence, the church is made up of a people who share,
albeit in varying degrees, a particular set of values, beliefs and loyalties, all of which arise
out of a fundamental commitment to the Cod revealed in Christ. Consequently, the
church forms a people committed- at least in principle-to order all their relationships
according to these beliefs and values, and to do so in the light of a pattern they find
embodied in the biblical narrative of Cod acting in, and being in relationship with, creation. Although they may disagree on the practicalities connected to the outworking of
this pattern, Christians are nevertheless united by this shared concern.
As this particular group the church forms a particular culture, for participants share a
set of symbols that serve as both building-blocks and conveyers of meaning. These symbols cover the range indicative of all cultures: a particular language (such as words like sin
and grace), as well as specific images (e.g., the crucifixion and the empty tomb), material
things (e.g., the chalice) and rituals (especially baptism and the Lord's supper). While they
share many symbols in common, Christians do not necessarily agree about the meanings
these symbols are to convey. On the contrary, meaning-making is an ongoing task in the
church, one that involves lively conversation, intense discussion and often even heated
debate among participants.
Finally, the church is a social group in that participants share a common sense of mission. Although the nature of this mission is likewise a topic of debate, perhaps nearly all
Christians would agree that their common mandate includes worship, edification and outreach, even as they differ on the definition and outworking of the three.
While united by a sense of mission, Christians are not called to be a group that
exists over against the rest of humankind. In fact, they are not called to be anything but
truly human. Consequently, in engaging in the cultural task of meaning-making,
throughout its history the church has readily appropriated elements from the social
contexts- the cultures- in which it has found itself. In this manner, Christians become
co-participants with people around them in an ongoing conversation about what it
means to be human, and this conversation occurs within a specific cultural context.
What makes Christians as a group unique-that is, what makes the Christian fellowship
uniquely "Christian"- is the participants' desire to engage in the cultural process of
meaning-making from a particular vantage point, namely, that of viewing all things in
connection to the Cod of the Bible who they believe is revealed supremely in Jesus
Christ. This, in turn, marks the connection between the Christian communal culture
and the theological enterprise.
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THEOLOGY AS A CULTURAL P RACTICE

Karl Barth begins his monumental Church Dogmatics by declaring, "theology is a function of the Church."63 Insofar as the church is a social group, Barth's statement might be
altered to read, "theology, as a function of the church, is linked to Christian cultural practice." The developments in cultural anthropology outlined in these pages warn against
understanding theology in this context as primarily constituting the "high culture" of the
church. 64 Rather, theology is linked to the meaning-making activity of the people who
comprise the community of Christ. Hence, theology is related to the various Christian
symbols and activities in their function as purveyors- as building-blocks and conveyers- of
what we might call "Christian cultural meaning."
To this end, theology engages with church practices or, more specifically, with that
dimension of church practices which transforms them from being mere disjointed physical acts into socially meaningful patterns. In fact, at their core all Christian activities are
theological. All such practices are linked to, informed by, or serve as expressions of some
underlying theological belief or core value. Theology makes explicit the connection
Christian practices have to their underlying meaning and to the particular Christian symbols or carriers of meaning to which they are related.
This kind of reflection on the practices of the community belongs to what is often
called the "critical task" of theology. Hans Frei aptly describes this aspect of the theological
enterprise as "the C hristian community's second-order appraisal of its own language and
actions under a norm or norms internal to the community."61 Such critical reflection on
the practices of the community includes the attempt to bring to light the meaning structures which inform them. It involves as well, however, evaluating individual practices on
the basis of the extent to which they reflect sound Christian teaching. 66 Of course, in this
process the theologian will be influenced by her own conclusions as to the meanings that
ought to motivate and come to expression in Christian practices in general and the specific practice under scrutiny in particular.
There is another, more intimate manne r in which theology is connected to the
Christian community viewed as a culture. Not only do theologians reflect on the practices
of the fellowship, they also seek to determine and express Christian communal beliefs
and values as well as the meaning of Christian symbols in a more direct manner. That is,
the theological enterprise entails not only a critical, but also a constructive task. In its constructive dimension, theology is directly a cultural practice of the church. As Kathryn
Tanner states succinctly, "theology ... is a material social practice that specializes in meaning production."67 Connected as it is with this particular social group, such theological construction has as its goal the setting forth of a particular understanding of the particular
"web of significance," "matrix of meaning" or "mosaic of beliefs" that lies at the heart of
the community of Christ.
One final caution remains to be voiced. Postmodern cultural anthropology suggests
that any understanding of theology's constructive task as a cultural practice must avoid
a foundationalist approach that starts with some complete whole as a given reality
which the theologian in turn simply explicates or upon which she erects the theological
knowledge-edifice. Rather, theological construction always involves and emerges out of
the process of give and take, as participants in the community converse together about
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their shared cultural meanings as connected to the symbols they hold in common as
Christians. Only in this manner can theological construction fulfill its true purpose,
namely, to serve the church's ongoing, ever-necessary and never-changing calling to listen to the one voice of the Spirit speaking through the biblical text to the contemporary "society" of Christ's disciples within their particular cultural context.
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PRESBYTERS' ORDINATION

"Vows"

IN

THE WESLEYAN FAMILY OF CHURCHES

DAVID TRIPP

Tomorrow I shall say to you, wilt thou, wilt thou, wilt thou? But there will
come a day to you when another will say to you, hast thou, hast thou, hast
thou 7
So Bishop Charles Core' addressed his ordinands during their retreat with him
on the eve of their ordination.

During his second year at Boston [University School of Theology, while doubling as a supply preacher), Norman [Vincent Peale) was ordained. He
promised, as did all Methodist clergymen, to keep out of debt and avoid all
use of tobacco. 2
-which would give any reader who did not know otherwise the impression that
these were ordination vows' These two passages illustrate, first, something of the
penetrating spirituality attaching to the ordination examination inherited by the
Wesleyan family of churches from their Anglican origin, and second something of
the confusion in Methodist folklore as to the association of "vows" with progression
into ministry.
At certain points, ordination vows have played a prominent role in British
Methodist sentiment and practice. The re-introduction in 1836, in the British
Wesleyan Methodist Church, of a full -orbed ordination rite with imposition of
hands 3 was preceded and prepared for by Jabez Bunting's unauthorized but certainly
deliberate introduction of the ordination vows for presbyters (from the Book of
Common Prayer) into the examination of candidates for Full Connexion in 1824 and
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possibly earlier. 4 Even before the change, ministers received by the previous procedure
had typified their ministerial motivation by recalling that "the vows of Cod" were upon
them. 5 A century and a half later, in the British Conference's Service at the Welcome of a
Minister to a Circuit, the newly arrived colleague was reminded, "At your ordination you
answered to those things which were demanded of you," and then asked, "Will you
endeavour to preach the Word of Cod, to administer the sacraments, to be a shepherd to
the flock and to live a godly life in accordance with the promises made at your ordination ?"6 At a very early stage of British Methodism's unsuccessful union negotiations with
the Church of Scotland, precise texts for Ordination and Induction Vows- the rest of
each service being sketched in merest outline- were presented to the churches. 7 A ministerial spirituality8 of the personal renewal or reaffirmation of ordination vows, at the time
of Conference or other significant moments, emerged in the 1970s and I 980s. The
American scene is little different. In the Methodist Episcopal Church before its division in
1844 and after, as also in the Methodist Episcopal Church, South and in the re-united
Methodist Church, ministers transferring from other churches were exempted from the
laying on of hands, but were required to profess "our ordination vows"-unless they had
already made such profession in other churches of the Wesleyan family. 9 In a controversial setting, a critic of the 1939 union charged prominent Methodist clergy with breaking
their (diaconaD ordination vow by espousing modernist views of Scripture.10
And the intensely personal dimension is very present:
I look back through thirty-two years to the day, so full of emotional interest to me,
when your [Bishop Joshua Soule'sl hands were laid upon my head in my Deacon's
ordination. I bless Cod, no lapse of time, no change of circumstances, has affected
the irrevocable vow I made that day. What I committed into the hands of the
blessed Christ- strength, talent, working faculty, life-is still in his hands.11
1784 AND AFTER: THE AMERICAN B RANCH
When providing for the future life of the emergent Methodist Church in the newly
independent United States, John Wesley adapted the Anglican Ordinal of 1660, probably
for the ordinations which he himself carried out, certainly for use in North America. 12
Like the bulk of Anglican ordination liturgy, the ordination examination was derived from
Martin Bucer, a fact of great significance but little considered. Wesley altered the text, to
remove references to the English realm and its national church, to simplify where possible, and to make some doctrinal refinements.
Wesley's 1784 version survived with minimal change in the rites of the Methodist
Episcopal Church (MEO, the African Methodist Episcopal Church, the African Methodist
Episcopal Zion Church, the Methodist Protestant Church (MPCl , the (American)
Wesleyan Methodist Church (WMC, the first major changes occurring in 1992), the
Missionary Methodist Church of America (MMCAl, the Congregational Methodist
Church (CMO, the Methodist Episcopal Church, South, the Southern Methodist
Church, the Free Methodist Church (FM), the Colored (now Christian) Methodist
Episcopal Methodist Church, and the re-united Methodist Church (MC, USA) and the
Evangelical Methodist Church. Translations of the MEC, MECS and MC, USA liturgies
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appeared in numerous overseas Annual Conferences- translations which also underwent
adaptations, as (for example) in the Agenden of the Evengelisch-methodistische Kirche in
Germany (E-MK) The United Brethren in Christ adopted an abbreviated variant. The
Evangelische Gemeinschaft (EG) used a close (though at points subtly rephrased) German
translation of the Wesley text, later accompanied by an English version, which was kept
by both the Evangelical Association (EA) and the United Evangelical Church and their
successor Evangelical Church, as well as in the United Evangelical Church's continuing
body, the Evangelical Congregational Church <ECO. The Wesley tradition then passed
into the Evangelical United Brethren Church (EUB), and The United Methodist Church
(UMC, 1968) also, via the Methodist Church's 1964 Book of Worship.
Thus far, amendments had been verbally limited, even if not trivial. The United
Methodist Church's 1980 Ordinal .. .for Official Alternative Use, however, made (pp. 41 -44,
144-14 7) substantial changes. ' 3 These changes were extended, chiefly by way of abridgement, in the 1992 United Methodist Book of Worship, with further amendment in Services for
the Ordering of Ministry in the United Methodist Church (U. M. Publishing House 1998). The
final (well, final so far) result is: on vocation to eldership; on Trinitarian belief and personal
faith ; sufficiency of Scripture as unique standard for the Church; faithfulness in prayer and
study; exemplary discipleship (not in 1998); denominational loyalty. In a general celebratio
ordinum, questions 2-5, with another, preceding, question on representative ministry move
forward into a general examination of all candidates for all orders, etc., and vocation
specifically to eldership (introduced by a detailed account of the present duties of the
Methodist presbyterate) and denominational loyalty, are addressed immediately before
the laying on of hands and prayer. The unintended result of this rearrangement is to give
a functional, utilitarian and obsessively denominational impression of ministry. The affirmation of Trinitarian belief is intended to embed the presbyteral order in the general
priesthood of the faithful, but the technique is oddly conceived. The same purpose would
be better served by concentrating on the "Recognition of our Common Ministry" now
( 1992) inserted early in each ordination or commissioning order. The I 998 provisional
rite places the catalogue of presbyteral duties before the question as to vocation, and adds
a question about covenanting to participate in the order of elders in mutual sustenance.
This last innovation is bound up with the new legislation as to "Clergy Orders" <Discipline
1996, paras. 31 Offi, in which the historic concepts of taxeis, orders of ministry, and of
"intentional communities" (such as the Order of S. Benedict, the Order of Preachers, the
Order of St. Luke, etc.l are confused. Association of membership in the "Orders" with
election into Full Connexion with an Annual Conference points more to an "Intentional
Community" than to a taxis. Since "Intentional Communities" have a long history of
temptation to corporate narcissism, a wiser emphasis would be on collaborative ministry,
admittedly with colleagues in one's own taxis, and within one's own tradition, but directed
unambiguously to the collaborative ministry of the entire Church, not only of the
ordained, and not only in terms of one denomination!
The only other major change to be noted here is the 1992 Wesleyan Methodist rite,
which adds an optional question to the ordinands' spouses:
It is the teaching of Scripture that a spouse shall be a loving companion to the
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ministry of a mate. You have witnessed the examination of your marriage partner
in which commitment to the work and responsibilities of ministry has been stated.
Your participation in Cod's purposes for ministry through your marriage partner is
important also. You will be needed to share in prayer, to extend love and compassion to all, to carry forward the example of marriage harmony and family wholesomeness. As the companion of your loved one who is now entering the ranks of
ordained ministers in the Church, will you dedicate yourself to complement and
embrace that ministry as Cod enables you?
A: I will, by Cod's grace.

These vigorous words spell out what parishes do indeed usually expect, demand, of
the pastor's spouse, a demand which has been much discussed in this century. The
churches' pastoral responsibility for clerical households might however better be served
by suitable petitions in intercessory prayers. If a married couple is called as a couple to
ordained ministry (and this does occur), then the whole ordination preparation and celebration would best apply to them both on equal and parallel terms.
1784 AND AFTER: THE B RITISH BRANCH
In British Methodism after Wesley's death, most ministers were admitted into Full
Connexion, after the private examination and vote in the Conference, by a public act
in which a second examination was followed by a ritualized vote of the whole
Conference (which long included those upon whom Wesley had laid hands) in the
presence of the people, with prayer by the President. The form of examination used in
the juridical phase was a Methodist peculiarity, continuing the disciplinary provisions of
Wesley's "Large Minutes." The bodies which left Wesleyan Methodism (the original
Methodist Connexion), and finally coalesced as the United Methodist Free Churches,
continued this pattern. Their form for "Public Reception of Itinerant Preachers into Full
Connexion"'• shows both how this process was seen as a form of ordination, but also
how far the in-house testing of preachers among the Methodists differed from examination of candidates for the ministry of the church universal:
I. Will you relate briefly your conversion to Cod, and your present Christian
experience?
2. Can you declare in the presence of this congregation, and of Almighty Cod, that
you are actuated by the desire to save souls from death, in offering yourself to
become wholly devoted to the work of the Ministry?
3. Do you believe that you are called of Cod to this work?
4. Has Cod owned your ministerial labours, giving you seals to your ministry?
5. Do you believe the doctrines of the Holy Scriptures as they are generally
believed and taught in the United Methodist Free Churches?
6. Do you approve of our Connexional Constitution and Regulations, of our system of Church discipline, and will you faithfully maintain the same?
7. Will you engage, if now received into Full Connexion, to the utmost of your
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power to make full proof of your ministry: diligently devoting yourself to prayer,
to reading, and to study, that you may obtain every qualification to make you a
devoted and efficient minister of Jesus Christ; and will you faithfully discharge
the duties of the pastoral office, especially in visiting the sick and the poorer
members of Society?
8. Will you affectionately and zealously co-operate with your brethren, in the great
and important work of the ministry, rendering to your senior brethren such subjection in the Lord, as is not inconsistent with the requirements of the Holy
Scriptures?
This form evolved: twenty years later, Q 2 extended the desire to save souls from
death to include "to aid believers to grow in grace, and in the knowledge of our Lord and
Saviour Jesus Christ"- sanctification! As to vocation: "Will you briefly state why you
believe ... ?" As to Scripture and denominational interpretation: "Do you believe" is
extended: "and will you teach?" As to study: "giving special attention to the Word of
God?" (the implications here are fascinating). The revered senior brethren have now given
way to "your Superintendent", and subjection not inconsistent with Scripture has become
"due respect and loyal co-operation."
These texts, except for small residual influences in the British United Methodist
Church's I 913 Book of Services, 15 belong to the past, but their emphases and their development illustrate some of the hidden forces working within the Methodist and other
churches in a rethinking of ministry and tradition.
As to the other constituent churches of the 1907 union: the Methodist New
Connexion (I 797) published few ritual texts, apparently preferring the minimum of liturgical prescription beyond the text of the New Testament. Ot cannot too often be
explained that this policy is not indifference to worship, but a commitment to careful
extemporaneityl. The New Connexion ordained with imposition of hands from the outset- this was essential to their platform- and the act was preceded by questions, but no
text has survived. The Bible Christians first published an ordination rite 16 only very late in
the 19th century. Its format is close to the old Wesleyan and continuing UMFC model.
For only two of the five questions is specific wording laid down: they combine materials
from the UMFC rite under the headings, (a) of total devotion, prayer, work for conversion
and sanctification, and (b) of cordial identification with the denomination and (a novelty,
this) resolve "to remain in our ministry as long as you are able to continue in the work."
The Primitive Methodist Church ( 18 I Ol published no ordination liturgy throughout its
history. P.M. ordinations took place at District Meetings, and detailed reports in the denominational magazine show that questions put to the ordinands before the prayer were a settled feature; but no text is known to be extant, even if any one were written down.
These developments represent, generally speaking, evolution of the Wesleyan
Methodist practice before 1836, when the complete form of ordination was finally
restored. When the rite needed for the Wesleyans, 17 who had only one order of ordained
ministry, was issued, its examination showed two significant changes: the question as to
vocation was replaced; and after the query as to the sufficiency of Scripture there were
inserted two questions as to subscription - to the Wesleyan "Standard Sermons" and
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Notes, and to the Large Minutes- as being conformable with Scripture. It is significant that
the latter change, the addition of denominational allegiance, did not take place everywhere in the Wesleyan Methodist world-not, for example, in Canada.
The vocation question was lifted from the first vocation interrogation in Cranmer's
(not Bucer's) examination for the diaconate. It is addressed, not to any specific order, but
to entry upon the ordained state at all. The candidates are warned that the personal sense
of obligation is not self-authenticating, not least because sin and frailty obscure our selfknowledge. The candidates are asked if they trust G.e., God, not themselves) that behind
and beneath their personal perception there is the will and power of the Holy Spirit. The
long-term result and criterion of that divine impulsion is the dominant motive and intent
of Christian ministry: for the glory of God, specifically (as BO adds) through the proclamation of the Gospel and the building-up of God's people- to the (growing) exclusion of
personal aggrandizement and self-regarding ambition.
When the Wesleyans, Primitives and United Methodists united in 1932, the Wesleyan
ordinal was used until a new one could be published. The 1936 Book of Offices (80) 1181
service made significant changes, without compromising the integrity of the general
design. In the vocation question, preaching is explicitly mentioned. The question of doctrine, sacraments and discipline is moved to fourth place, so that the theme of defense of
orthodoxy follows immediately upon the question of Scripture sufficiency, and then the
doctrine-sacraments-discipline of Christ issue can itself lead into the query about specifically Methodist doctrine (as subordinate to the shared scriptural faith) and then naturally
into the discipline of filial obedience. Diligence in prayer and study, exemplary living, and
the service of harmony then follow in their old order. Two questions are introduced: one
concerns the encouragement of the Body's every member to use their gifts to the full, and
to present every member perfect; the second and last addresses ministry as representative
of God's personal pleading, and the duty of stirring up the gift of the Spirit to testify to all
humankind.
This version, part of the rite by which Geoffrey Wainwright and his contemporaries
were ordained, may be reasonably identified as the fullest flowering of the text derived
through Wesley from Cranmer and Bucer. The revisions of 1975 and 1998 are stark
abbreviations of the material. The decisive steps were taken in an ecumenical setting. In
Anglican-Methodist Unity: The Ordinal, of 1968 (pp. 23 -4), the questions are reduced to
vocation (to the presbyterate specifically), to the sufficiency of Scripture (with no inferences as to their use!), belief in "this Church's version of the Faith, submission to discipline, diligence in prayer and study- and reduced to a skeletal minimum in each case.
Methodism's Faith and Order Committee was instructed to base the new Ordinal on this
model, even though the Anglican-Methodist Unity Scheme had foundered, as a tacit
pledge on Methodism's part to the further quest for unity. The questions in the 1975
Methodist Service Book (MSBJ 19 reproduce those in the abortive 1968 draft, except that
"submit yourselves as sons in the Gospel to those appointed to have the rule over you"
becomes (significantly) "work together with your brothers and sisters .... " The 1998 Draft
of the Methodist Worship Book (p. 30 I) and the final 1999 version, The Methodist Worship
Book (MWB, p.303) make only a few, delicate, further changes: "a Minister of the Word
and sacraments in the universal Church"; "studies which will equip you for your ministry."
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One drastic change is common to both British and American main lines: the omission
(why7) of the ministerial service to Christian unity. In the church which reads (professes to
read) the sermon "On the Catholic Spirit" as a confessional platform, this omission is inexplicable.
FONS ET 0RIGO: MARTIN BucER'S "LAWFUL ORDINATION" AND ITS IMPLICATIONS FOR
ORDINATION LITURGY

The English, and therefore most Methodist, ordination orders are essentially based on
Martin Bucer's advice to Archbishop Cranmer in his De ordinatione legitima,2° which itself
probably reflected the actual use of the Reformed Church of Strasbourg. This fact is of
more than antiquarian interest. As well as providing a remarkable link with the wider
Reformation (of which English-speaking Christians are usually allowed only a brief and
prejudiced glimpse), Bucer's rite, and specifically the examination, carries and realizes a
distinctive, and for these days ecumenically urgent, ecclesiology, within which the ministry, as an ecclesial instrument on a Christological basis.2 1
For Bucer, the Church carries responsibility for the whole of society, yet cannot, true to
its nature, be simply identified with or tied to its social context or to the present age. By
the power of the Word and the Spirit, the Church may and must be constantly renewed
in obedience and unity, and grow toward perfection. This is best done by the service of
ecclesiolae, "Christliche Gemeinschaften," ("Christian societies, associations, fellowships"),
smaller voluntary gatherings of believers, including Christian households. Such a church
requires a ministry to serve its corporate life through the preaching of the true Word; by
defense against false doctrine, personal counsel in church gatherings, in families and faceto-face; in essentially collegial labor for the harmony and peace of the Church universal;
and all this is the act of Christ giving gifts to and for and within his Body, as is envisaged
in Ephesians 4. The sympathy between this vision, which is condensed into Bucer's and
Cranmer's ordination examination, and the Wesleys' vision of a church renewed in faith
and fellowship for the conversion and hallowing of a nation, is obvious.
The structure of Bucer' s ordination rite is innovative and deliberate. The examination
had a degree of mediaeval precedent, not least in the vow of canonical obediencen The
Anglican liturgiologist William Palmer2 3 reasonably surmised that the questions, developing earlier interrogations addressed to bishops elect, were more searching than anything
that had gone before.
As an element in ordination ritual, the examination and the "vows" are important, but
not essential. "Suffice it to say, that the only mode of ordination which can be proved to
have existed from the beginning, consists in the imposition of hands, with a benediction
or prayer that the Holy Spirit may enable the person ordained to fulfil his office in the
Christian Church." This further observation of Palmer expresses the general consensus 24
of liturgical scholarship: the core and essence of the rite is prayer, that Cod will make and
sustain his ministers.
Far from being the essence or center of the rite, 25 the "vows" are secondary. From a
separate proceeding, prompted by the advice in I Timothy, the examination has moved
into ordination liturgy, and thereby been irrevocably changed. It is a reassurance to the
ordainers(s) that their task is being discreetly done. It is a point d'appui for clergy account-
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ability. 26 It is a means by which "this present congregation of Christ here assembled may
also understand your minds and wills in these things, and that this your promise may the
more move you to do your duties"- though, indeed, the latter aspect may be perilous:
' ... sworn word may strengthen quaking · heart,' said Cimli. 'Or break it,' said
Elrond. 27
But all these roles are minor. It is the centrality of the prayer which provides the "vows"
with their meaning and sacramental effect. They do more than identify those areas and
aims of ministry where Cod and Cod's servants work together most closely on the
Church's most sensitive and risky tasks of world-confronting mission. The "vows" do not
stand alone, nor are they climactic: they follow, as a faith response, upon the proclamation of the Word and its application in the presidential preamble, and lead on, by way of
the commendation, into prayer: silent intercession, Veni Creator, ordination prayer .. ..
The wording of the responses, until recently, has made this clear; in the 1936 British
version: "[ ... have so determined, by Cod's grace." "[ will, the Lord being my helper." "[
will do so, with the help of the Lord." "I do so believe, and l will so preach, the Lord
being my helper." "I will, the Lord being my helper." "[ will endeavour so to be, the Lord
being my helper." "[ will apply myself thereto, the Lord being my helper." "[ will, the Lord
being my helper." "[ will endeavour so to do, the Lord being my helper." "I will, the Lord
being my helper." This is not vain repetition. The emphasis is deliberate. The obligations
can in the end be only the work of God, and ministry is conferred, made possible and
sustainable and sustained only through the effectual prayer of the Church, the covenant
people.
W. David Stacey, biblical scholar, systematic theologian, educator of the ministry, servant of the British Methodist Church in Faith and Order, and liturgical reviser, puts it well
for us 28 : "Vows belong between the two poles of the spiritual life, submission and initiative. On the face of it, they seem more like initiative. There is the appearance of self-confidence in the man who stands up and asserts publicly before Cod that he will do this and
he will not do that. But the more we think, the more it appears that vows really represent
submission. The crux of it all is not what we promise to do, but the attendant prayer that
Cod who has brought us to this place by His call will use these vows as a means to
enable us to fulfil our ministry."
The weakening of these responses is a dire symptom. The American and Americanderived Liturgies suffer less in this respect. Even in the I 981 Liturgie der Evangelischmethodistischen Kirche for Central and Southern Europe, which entitles the examination,
"Verpflichtung," ("act of imposing duty"), the ordinands are instructed, "So antwortet: ]a,
mit Cottes Hilfe!" The British scene is more bleak. Following its ecumenical blue-print,
MSB 1975 reduces the answers uniformly to "[ am" and "[ will ." The effects of this
change are forcibly brought out by Sergio Carile's translation 29 of them all as simply "Si."
THE

1936

FORM OF THE ExAMINATION, WITH SELECTED VARIANTS

(The selected variants involve changes of sense or emphasis)
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Question!: Vocation
In SS and its American descendants, this opening interrogation tacitly assumes a previous (diaconaD ordination, although Wesley has omitted the subtle query in BCP (according to the order," etc.) which tacitly requires of the candidates that they have obeyed the
rules in offering themselves this further ordination, and in particular that they have not
committed the crime of simony:
Do you think in your heart, that you are [be] truly called, according to the will of
our Lord Jesus Christ, [and the order of this Church of England] to the order [and
Ministry] of Elders [of Priesthood]?
Changes:
om. MPC
"to the ministry" MC 1964;

"Is it your sincere conviction that you have been called of Cod to the office and
work of a minister, and are you persuaded that you ought to fulfill that call by serving as an ordained minister in The Wesleyan Church and among Cod's people
everywhere?" WMC 1992
. .. An elder is called to share in the ministry of Christ and of the whole church:
to preach and teach the Word of Cod
and faithfully administer the sacraments of Holy Baptism and Holy Communion;
to lead the people of Cod in worship and prayer;
to lead persons to faith in Jesus Christ;
to exercise pastoral supervision, order the life of the congregation,
counsel the troubled, and declare the forgiveness of sin;
to lead the people of Cod in obedience to mission in the world;
to seek justice, peace, and freedom for all people;
and to take a responsible place in the government of the Church
and in service in and to the community.
These are the duties of an elder.
Do you believe that Cod has called you to the life and work of an elder7 UMC 998
The British Wesleyan replacement:
Do you trust that you are inwardly moved by the Holy Ghost to take upon you this
office and ministration, to serve Cod for the promoting of his glory, (80 adds: for
the preaching of His Gospel) and (for) the edifying of his people?)
Changes:
"Brethren and sisters, do you believe that you are called by Cod to this office and
work?" MSB 1975
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"Do you believe that God has called yo u to be a Minister of the Word and
Sacraments in the universal Church?" MWB 1998.

Question la: Personal Belief
UMC 1980, 1992, 1998:
"Do you believe in the Triune God, And confess Jesus Christ as your Lord and
Savior?"
"Glaubst du von Herzen an Jesus Christus und bist du dir deines Heils in ihm
gewiss7 "
E-MK 1986

Question II: The Sufficiency of Scripture, Teaching within its Limits
"Are you persuaded that the Holy Scriptures contain sufficiently all doctrine necessary for eternal salvation through fait h in Jesus Christ? And are you determined, out
of the said Scriptures, to instruct the people committed to your charge: and to teach
nothing, as required of necessity for eternal salvation, but that which you shall be
persuaded may be concluded and proved by the Scriptures?"
Changes :
"Haltst du dafur, dass die heil. Schrift hinlanglich all Lehren enthalt, die zum ewigen
Leben durch den Clauben an Jesum Christum nothwendig sind? Und bist du
entschlossen, das Volk, das deiner Obsorge anvertraut werden mag, aus der Schrift
zu unterrichten, und ihm nichts beizubringen, als was zur ewigen Seligkeit nothwendig und nach deiner Ueberzeugung in der gottlichen Schrift enthalten und
daraus erweislich ist? 1st das deine Ueberzeugung?- Willst du dich bestreben, durch
die Gnade Gottes so zu handeln?"
EC (shift of emphasis: "necessary to salvation" moved from content of teaching to
the judgement of the preacher?)
(divide into two questions and): "persuaded may be contained in and proved by"
ECC 1994.
"Will you faithfully exercise yourself in the study of the Holy Scriptures, and call
upon God, by prayer, for the true understanding of the same, so that you may be
able to teach and exhort with wholesome doctrine, and to withstand and convince
gainsayers?" MPC (and divide the question into threel.
" .. . charge, that they may enter into eternal life7 " (and om. all after) ECC 1994.
"Do you accept the Holy Scriptures as containing [revealing 19921. .. .our Lord Jesus
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Christ?" (and omit all after) MSB 1975, MWB 1998
". . .Christ, and are the unique and authoritative standard for the Church's faith and
life?" (no reference to personal teaching role) UMC 1992
"Do you believe the Holy Scriptures are the fully inspired and inerrant Word of
Cod, containing sufficiently .... Jesus? Are you determined to instruct people from
the Scriptures in order that they may be born again in Christ, become committed to
holy living, and be prepared to serve for the upbuilding of the Christian community
in this present age?" WM 1992

[Question: On Doctrine, Sacraments, Disdpline; see Q /VJ
"Willst du treulich dich befleissigen, Leh re, Taufe, Gedachtnismahl und christliche
Zucht und Ordnung so zu halten und zu verwalten, wie der Herr es befohlen hat?
Willst du dich bestreben, mit der Hilfe Cottes so zu thun?" EC

Question Ill: As to Doctrinal Defence and Admonition
Will you be ready, with all faithful diligence, to drive away all erroneous and strange
doctrines contrary to Cod's Word; and to use both public and private admonitions
and exhortations, as well to the sick as to the whole, as need shall require, and
occasion shall be given?
The association of a dogmatic issue with pastoral priorities indicates that erroneous doctrines are spiritually destructive, and also that the most pernicious heresies will be the popular superstitions and nominally religious hatreds as much as the ingenious theories of
the articulate corrupters of the faith.
Changes:
" ... Kranke und Cesunde, wie es in deinem Wirkungskreis nothing sein mag, zu
ermahnen und aus Liebe zu bestrafen?" EC [note concentration on local needs, and
on loving manner of reproofl.
moved into Qll, MPC
moved into Q IV, AMEZ 1995
"by all faithful diligence to disprove and banish all erroneous" ECC
om. MC, USA 1939; EUB 1947, MSB 1975, MBW 1998
moved into QIV, WMC 1992,
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incorporated in

Q Y, UMC I 992, I 998

Question IV: Ministering Christ's Doctrine, Sacraments and Discipline
Will you then give your faithful diligence always so to minister the Doctrine and
Sacraments, and the Discipline of Christ, as the Lord hath commanded?
Changes:
"doctrine of Christ, the Sacraments, and the Discipline of the Church"
MC, USA 1939
om. "of Christ" EUB 1947.
"doctrine of Christ, the sacraments, and the discipline of the church, and in the spirit of Christ to defend the church against all doctrine contrary to Cod's word?"
AMEZ 1995
"admi nister the sacraments, preach the doctrines of Christ, and observe and execute
the Discipline of the Church as the Lord has commanded?" ECC 1994.
"Willst Du die Sakramente dem Evangelium gemass true verwalten?"
E-MK 1978, 1986
om. all MSB 1975, MBW 1998, UMC 1992
Influences of historical-critical questioning of the dominical origin of the sacraments and
of the New Testament basis of Church order, are clearly at work at this point.

Question V: Doctrinal Conformity
As you believe that you are called to be Ministers of Christ in the Methodist
Church, l now ask you whether you believe its doctrines, and whether you are
determined to preach the same?
"Willst du Lehre und Ordnung der Evangelish-methodistischen Kirche befolgen, sie
lehren und vertreten?" E-MK 1978 [emphasis on representative role]
"Hast du Lehre, Yerfassung und Ordnung der Evangelisch-methodistischen Kirche
studiert und bist du bereit, sie in deinem Dienst gewissenhaft zu befolgen und zu
vetreten?" E-MK 1986 [adding emphasis on informed assent]
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"[In covenant with other elders, 19921
Will you be loyal to The United Methodist Church,
accepting its order, liturgy, doctrine, and discipline,
defending it against all doctrines contrary to Cod's Holy Word,
[and accepting the authority of those appointed to supervise your ministry?"
UMC 19921
and committing yourself to be accountable with those serving with you,
and to the bishop and those who are appointed to supervise your ministry?"
UMC 1998

Question VI: Canonical Obedience
Will you submit yourselves as sons in the Gospel, to those whom the Methodist
Church shall appoint to have the rule over you?
Wesley: Will you reverently obey your chief ministers, unto whom is committed
the charge and government over you; following with a glad mind and will their
godly admonitions and subjecting yourselves to their godly judgments?

Changes:
"reverently heed <with a glad and willing mind, EUB> them to whom .. ."
MEC l 932; MC l 939, EUB 1947
"reverently submit to your superiors in office, unto whom is committed" ECC
"mit Ehrbeitigkeit den hoheren Amstdienern der Cemeinde, denen du nach der
Ordnung dieser gemeinschaftli chen Regiments-Einordnung unterworfen sein
magst. .. " EC; "... with reverence obey your superiors in office of the Church
regulations of this Church" EA
"Reverentemente obedecereis aos vossos superiores a quern, segundo os Canones,
esta entregue o cuidado e governo sob re vos ... " Canones da lgreja Metodista I9 7 I,
Sao Paulo, lmprensa Metodista 1971 , p. 188
"Will you accept the discipline of this Churc h and work together with your
brethren and sisters in its ministry?" MSB 1975; " . . .your sisters and brothers in the
Church?" MBW 1992
"Willst du den Rat der Amtsbruder in der Leitung der Kirche annehmen und ihrer
Weisung nachkommen? Willst Du auf jedem dir zugewiesenen Arbeitsfeld deinen
Dienst mit Fleiss und Treue versehen? Willst a lien deinen Amtsbrudern mit
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Achtung und Liebe begegnen?" E-MK 1978 [emphasis on receiving advice and following direction, on acceptance of stationing, and respect and love to all colleagues]
"Willst du auf jedem dir zugewiesenen Arbeitsfeld deinen Dienst mit Fleiss und
Treue versehen 7 Bist du bereit, den leitenden Brudem der Kirche mit Achtung zu
begegnen und mit ihnen partnerschaftlich zusammenzuarbeiten? Willst du
mithelfen, dass wir zusammen in bruderlicher Dienstgemeinschaft leben?" E-MK
1986 [developing sequence of ideas: diligence requires respect for superiors, leading to partnership with all colleagues)
incorporated with Q. V UMC 1992, 1998
om. MPC, CMC, FM (restored 1995 or earlier)

Question Via: On Collaborative Ministry:
"Will you, for the sake of the Church's life and mission, covenant to participate in
the order of elders? Will you give yourself to Cod through the order of elders in
order to sustain and build each other up in prayer, study, worship and service?"
UMC 1998
Cf. E-MK 1978 and I 986 variants on theme of Q. VI

Question Vil: Prayer and Study
Will you be diligent in prayers and in reading of the Holy Scriptures, and in such
studies as help to the knowledge of the same [laying aside the study of the world
and of the flesh]?
Changes:
om. "and in such ..." UMC I 992
om. closing phrase, BO I 936, BO 1936, MWB 1998; MC 1939, UMC 1992
" . .. as help to the knowledge of Cod and of his kingdom?" MC I 939, EUB 1947,
AMEZ 1995.
"which will equip you for your ministry?" MWB 1998
"Will you be faithful in prayer, in the reading and study of the Holy Scriptures, and
with the help of the Holy Spirit continually rekindle the gift of Cod that is in your
UMC 1992, 1998
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Insertions (UMC I 980):
Three questions (om. UMC 1992): on performing listed presbyteral duties; and then, corresponding somewhat with BO 1936 X-XI, on building up the Body of Christ in collaboration with the people, and on leading the church in community service.
Do you promise faithfully to fulfill the duties of your calling among the people
committed to your care; to preach and teach the Word of God and the faith of the
Church, to lead the celebration of Baptism and the Lord's Supper, to exercise pastoral care and leadership, and in the spirit of Christ to defend the Church against all
doctrine contrary to God's Word?
Will you undertake to be a faithful pastor to all whom you are called to serve,
laboring together with them and with your companions in this ministry to build up
the family of God, enabling them as God's people to fulfill their ministry of reconciliation?
Will you, by precept and example, lead the people of God to participate in the life
and work of the community and to seek peace, justice, and freedom for all people 7

Question VIII: Exemplary Living
Will you be diligent to frame and fashion your own selves, and your families,
according to the doctrine of Christ; and to make both yourselves and them, as
much as in you lieth, wholesome examples and patterns to the flock of Christ?
Changes:
"so vie! es an dir und an euch liegt" EC ["as in you pf.) lieth," admitting limitation of
responsibility, taken to apply to family as well as to ordinandl
"Willst du dein Leben und das deiner Angehorigen nach dem Evangelium so ordnen, dass ihr der Gemeinde und der Unwelt das Vorbild eines christlichen Hauses
gebt7" E-MK 1978.
" .. .teachings of Christ?" EUB; same change, and om. all after MC 1939, AMEZ
1995
om. all MSB 1975, MWB 1998, UMC 1998
[The rationale of this omission, in the British Faith and Order Committee discussions, was that the clergy were assumed to be in the married state, which ignored
the Christian integrity of ordinands who are single.)
"Willst du, soweit es dir moglich ist, dein Leben und das der Deinen so ordnen, dass
ihr ein Beispiel der Nachfolge Christi gebt?" E-MK 1986 [personal limitations given
renewed acknowledgment; new attention to the figure of Christ.)
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"Will you be a steadfast disciple of Christ, so that your life may be fashioned by the
gospel, and provide a faithful example for all Cod's people?'' UMC 1992
divided into two questions: African Union 1895, MPC, CMC.

Question IX: The Service of Unity
Will you maintain and set forward, as much as lieth in you, quietness, peace and
love among all Christian people, and especially among them that are or shall be
committed to your charge?
Changes:
"Friede, Ruhe, Liebe und Einigkeit halten, und unter alien Christen besonders aber
unter denen, die deiner Obsorge anvertraut sind, so vie! wie moglich befordem?"
EC;
" .. . maintain and promote, as much as in you lies, peace, quietness, love, and unity,
among all Christians, and especially among those committed to your care?" EA
[both versions add explicit reference to unity; German especially makes the ordinand responsible for unity, etc., before commending it to others.
"Vil du .. . bevare og fremme fred, enhet og kjaerlighet all kristne og saelig blant
dem som blir betrodd til din omsorg?" Ritual for kirke/ige handlinger - Metodistenkirken
I Norge (Oslo, Norsk Forlagsselskap [ 1968]), p. 57.
"cultivate and maintain harmony, peace and love among all people, especially
among all Christian persons and preeminently among them that are ... " ECC 1994
"Willst du in den dir anvertrauten Cemeinden Liebe uben, Frieden und Einigkeit
halten und sie unter alien Menschen zu fordem suchen?" E-MK 1978, 1986 ("versuchen") [pastors' first duty is not to advocate but personally to practice love, peace,
unity, and to do initially within their congregations.]
om. MMC, MSB 1975, MWB 1999; om WMC 1992; om UMC 1992.

Question X: Building Up the Body, Toward Perfection
As you are called to be Ministers in the Church of Cod, and seeing that to each of
its members the ministration of the Spirit is given to profit withal, will you do all
that in you lies to build up the Body of Christ, to persuade and encourage every
member to exercise the gift of grace that is in him, and to present every man before
Cod perfect in Christ Jesus?
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New in BO 1936, omitted thereafter in MSB 1875 and MWB 1990. Ephesians iv,
Colossians l :28 and l Corinthians 7:7 combine here in ordering ministerial priesthood
(not least in offering the Church as an oblation) to the general priesthood. UMC 1980
inserted, after Vil, two comparable questions, on building up the family of God towards
their ministry of reconciliation, and on leading the people in serving the community:

Question XI: Stirring up the Gift of Cod
As you are called to be ambassadors on behalf of Christ, beseeching men to be reconciled to God, as though God were intreating by you, will you continually stir up
the gift of Cod that is in you, by the help of the Holy Spirit, to testify the Gospel of
the grace of God to all men?
New in BO 1936; om. MSB 1975, MWB 1999
UM 1980 parallel:
As ambassadors of Christ, will you, by the help of the Holy Spirit, continually rekindle the gift of God that is in you to make known to all people the Gospel of the
grace of God?
The reference to stirring up the gift is in UMC 1992 and 1998 moved up into Q Vil, in
connection with study. The allusion to 2 Timothy l :6 : "I put thee in remembrance that
thou stir up the gift of Cod, which is in thee through the laying on of my hands" <RV),
contrives, in all Methodist liturgies, to avoid the Scriptural assertion of the instrumentality
of the imposition of hands. John Wesley's note in foe. may be cited in defense: "The gift of
Cod- All the spiritual gifts, which the grace of God has given thee" (end of his note on this
verse). In both BO 1936 and UMC 1980, the use of this text had been derived from the
rite for the consecration of bishops, with the rationale that bishop and presbyter (elder)
are of one order.
ENVOI

Ordination "vows" have various secondary but significant roles. When changes in ministry occur in a given tradition, other churches will interpret those changes, partly, by
examining the new form of examination. 30
As my ordination in I 968 approached, I meditated in the pre-ordination retreat, and
also subsequently, on the examination (in its 1936 form), which made me approach that
day with deep misgivings as to my right to be ordained, and a growing sense that God's
strength is made perfect in weakness. Shortly afterwards, when, invited as the new kid on
the block to address my new colleagues in the clergy fraternal (ministerial association), I
led a study of these questions, which were largely then shared by the churches represented there, a senior Anglican colleague remarked that this material would supply "an excellent basis for a very uncomfortable retreat." He was of course saying that these questions
serve to recall the ordained to radical renewal. Later experience led to two further conclusions: that lay people who are aware of the ordination examination are thereby aware of
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what Cod expects of, and may be asked to effect through, the church's clergy, and therefore also through its Body as a whole; and that these questions, "vows," and their implied
prayers provide an excellent aiming-point for the education of candidates for ordination.
Adaptations made in recent decades in the two majority Methodist communities, British
and American, have tended to less demanding stipulations and more functional, activist,
categories. Far from magnifying the priesthood of all believers, these moves have unintentionally increased clericalism, and obscured the ecclesial character of ordained and therefore of all ministry. The traditions surviving chiefly in smaller, conservative Methodist bodies ignored (to say no more) by the larger ones, are not fossils : in other liturgical areas, these
churches have been freely innovative. Here, they have preserved a residual seed of an
ecclesiology apt to the Wesleyan vision, and of an accompanying spirituality which expects
all the more of ordinands because it asks everything of the faithful Trinity.
Common action to fashion a workable form of these "vows," to be shared across the
Wesleyan family, would not be unthinkable; but such a course would tax all our
resources of resolution and courage and humility.
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T H E DYNAMICS OF FAITH:
FROM HOPE TO KNOWLE DGE
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By its most widely held definition, knowledge is justified, true belief.' The justification that distinguishes known true beliefs from other true beliefs, takes the form of
a logos or rational account that explains how or why a belief is true. My belief that a
seven will come up on the next roll of the dice may tum out to be true, but that
does not allow it to be considered something 1 knew because there is no logos or
explanation to support the belief. By contrast, my belief that water is a composite of
hydrogen and oxygen is not only a true belief, but one supported by a very extensive logos or rational account which entails the whole of atomic chemistry. Without
such a logos or rational account, our true opinions might be no more than lucky
guesses. Thus, the essential element which establishes a true belief as knowledge is
this logos or rational account.
Of course, a very big question is how much of a logos is required to make a true
belief stand as knowledge? How extensive does the account have to be, or how
much warrant or evidence is required in order to tum a true belief into knowledge?
The answer to this question seems to be that knowledge is not a fixed point as it
had been when to know meant to be certain. If there is such a thing as probable
knowledge, and some beliefs are more justified or have a greater degree of warrant
or certainty than others as a greater probability accompanies them, so too there
must be degrees concerning knowledge claims based upon how extensive and
acceptable a logos or justification is.
At the other end of the scale, many beliefs are held without any supportive logos
or justifying account. Much of what we came to believe as children was received
unconsciously or at least unreflectively. Many people continue as adults to hold a
large portion of their beliefs in a similar way. It is often said, that they accept such
beliefs on faith . But beliefs held in faith are not beliefs that are casually held or with-
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out support. Beliefs held in faith are beliefs held in confidence because they do have support but that support is not in the form of a logos or rational account. Instead beliefs held
in faith are supported and rooted in hope. Hope is not a belief about a state of affairs, the
way faith is, but a desire that a certain possible state of affairs would be realized.
Of course, it is possible to have a confidence in the truth of a belief that is neither supported by a logos nor hope. A person may have a faith or confidence that a certain disaster will take place, but they hope that their belief will not be realized. In such cases the
cause of their confidence is despair rather than hope.
So faith, or a confidence of belief, may exist without hope, and equally hope is not
always accompanied by faith. We may have a hope that is little more than a wish with little prospect of it being realized. A wish need not involve the possibility that what is
wished for is possible, while a hope does require that the thing hoped for is at least
remotely possible. Faith, on the other hand, is much more than the belief that a state of
affairs is remotely possible. It is a conscious confidence in the truth of a belief even when
there is little or no apparent warrant or supporting logos. When faith, or a confidence of
belief, is added to hope, the hope takes on a reality that it would otherwise not possess.
"Faith is the substance of things hoped for (Heb. I I : I) ."
Truth then is a necessary ingredient in both faith and knowledge. Beliefs we hold as
knowledge will be abandoned if they lose the element of truth. The Ptolemaic notion of a
geocentric universe no longer stands as knowledge in spite of its supporting logos, because
that supporting logos lost the essential element of truth. With Copernicus and the alternative logos he provided, a choice had to be made. Only one of the competing accounts
would be granted a claim to truth. When the Copernican account was chosen, the
Ptolemaic account lost its claim to truth by the law of contradiction.
Equally, if I have faith in my baseball team and hold the belief that they will win the
championship, I maintain the truth of that belief. If by the end of the season, however,
the facts are contrary to my belief, I can no longer hold that belief in faith because its
truth has been lost (for that season anyway) .
But while truth is a necessary ingredient in knowledge and faith, what distinguishes
faith from knowledge is that with knowledge the necessary truth element is supplied by a
logos or rational account which serves as reasonable evidence for the truth of the belief.
With faith, the truth element, at least initially, is supplied by hope, and no immediate
explanation of why something is true needs to be given. Of course, our tendency is to
want to add a logos or rational account in order to give our beliefs support from more
than mere hope. All beliefs held in faith have a natural dynamic whereby they go from
being initially supported in hope to being supported in some sort of rational justification. If
the supporting logos or rational account becomes extensive enough, the hope, which initially supported the belief will disappear entirely. This often occurs in the sciences, and a
belief held in faith today will be a belief held as knowledge tomorrow as we are able to
add a logos and give a sufficient account which explains why our belief is true. When a
scientist pursues a particular hypothesis rather than a host of others, his belief is supported
by a faith, or a confidence that what he hopes for is true. It is, however, a temporary faith,
for the scientist's ambition is that his belief would ultimately be supported entirely in a
rational account, absent of the emotive support of hope.
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But even when successful and a belief becomes entirely supported by a logos or rational account, its initial support was a faith or confidence that originated in hope. This is
because our elementary beliefs out of which we form the beliefs which make up a logos
and provide a justification for our beliefs, cannot themselves have a logos to support them.
Being elementary, there cannot be a more elementary logos which might serve as their
support <Plato, Theaetetus, 201 e-202c). 2 Thus, initially our confidence in such beliefs
must be rooted in hope.
Our belief in the possibility of knowledge is a prime example. Since human beings do
not begin with knowledge, our initial confidence in the belief that knowledge is possible
must be rooted in hope. Of course, we could say that we simply begin telling stories or
offering myths that become ever more rational and eventually evolve into accounts that
more resemble a science than a myth. But even if this were the case, there is still a cornerstone or foundational belief that finds its support not in a rational account but in hope
and faith.
Many philosophers have come to this conclusion. Even among those who are generally considered to be the most rational, we see that they begin by establishing an initial
belief in hope and faith. In the Meno, when Meno suggests to Socrates that learning is
impossible because, as Socrates paraphrases,
He would not seek what he knows, for since he knows it there is no need of the
inquiry, nor what he does not know, for in that case he does not even know what
he is to look for. (Plato, Meno, 80E)
Socrates' immediate answer is the famous recollection myth in which he explains that
the soul "is immortal and has been born many times, and has seen all things both here
and in the other world (Plato, Meno, 81 Cl." Thus, learning is possible because it is in fact
no more than mere recollection or remembering what we have forgotten. He then gives
a demonstration in which he uses Meno's slave. In the demonstration Socrates claims that
the slave, who had never learned any geometry in this life, is able to come to a knowledge of geometry through mere recollection or remembering the principles of geometry
which he must have known at some point prior to this life.
Meno is impressed and takes the myth and its demonstration to prove that truth is in
the soul and therefore knowledge is possible. Socrates, on the other hand, although he
says that he too believes that truth is in the soul, indicates that he is not as sure as Meno.
What he is certain of, however, is that we should act as if knowledge were possible.
Meno: Somehow or other I believe you are right.
Socrates: I think I am. I shouldn't like to take an oath on the whole story, but one
thing I am ready to fight for as long as I can, in word and act- that is, that we shall
be better, braver, and more active men if we believe it is right to look for what we
don't know than if we believe there is no point in looking because what we don't
know we can never discover. (Plato, Meno, 868-0
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So it seems that Socrates' belief that knowledge is possible is not so much based upon
a logos G.e., the recollection myth and its demonstration with the slave boy) as it is a hope
that such a belief will give us certain desired values (i.e., to be braver and better men). Of
course, the other value that motivates our hope in such a belief is knowledge itself. We
believe that knowledge is valuable or a good that will make life meaningful, so we put
our faith in those elementary beliefs which we hope will lead to knowledge.
This seems to be the case with Descartes as well. In the Discourse on Method, Descartes
explains his discovery of the method that led him to knowledge. Of course the discovery
of a method that leads to knowledge cannot itself be knowledge or a part of knowledge.
Existing prior to knowledge it must be something other than knowledge and that something looks very much like what we have been calling hope and faith.
Descartes tells us that his famous first principle "I think, therefore 1 am" was discovered
simply by doubting everything until he came to this one truth that was completely
beyond doubt. But this first piece of knowledge was preceded by a method which could
not have been entered into in the knowledge that it would lead him to his desired end,
but in the hope and faith that it would.
Additionally, in part three of the Discourse on the Method (Descartes famous "cogito'' is
presented in part four), Descartes sets forth a series of provisional maxims to be used until
he can get knowledge. His second maxim, he says,
.. . was that of being as firm and resolute in my actions as I could be, and not to follow less faithfully opinions the most dubious, when my mind was once made up
regarding them, than if these had been beyond doubt. (Descartes 96)
He then says this is a maxim "very true and very certain" (Descartes 96). But if it is a
maxim "very true and very certain" that truth is not a truth that comes out of his philosophy, or follows from his first principle of the cogito, for indeed it precedes both. In fact, it is
a belief, like the one that Socrates is willing to fight for, that precedes all knowledge and is
based upon a hope and faith that such a belief will give us what we want. Socrates
believes it will make us better by making us "braver, and more active men." Descartes
believes something very close to that. He says such a maxim will
. .. deliver me from all the penitence and remorse which usually affect the mind and
agitate the conscience of those weak and vacillating creatures... (Descartes 96)
Thus, for both Socrates and Descartes, the value or good they wish to pursue is knowledge and in both cases they see resolute action as a means to that good. Of course, a confidence in the belief that resolute action will lead to knowledge cannot be supported by
knowledge, but it can be supported by a hope that such a belief is a means to knowledge.
Our confidence in our initial beliefs are almost always supported entirely in hope.
This is true throughout all of philosophy and science. Every system or body of knowledge must begin with a step of faith in the hope that such a step will eventually lead to
knowledge. Whether our first steps are in the direction of sense experience, or steps
toward the a priori truths of logic and mathematics, our first steps must always be steps of
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faith based upon hope. To get started on the path to knowledge, we need to take a step
of faith, and put our confidence either in the belief that our senses are reliable and accurately inform us concerning reality, or in the belief that the laws of identity and contradiction are meaningful. At this elementary stage, the support for that confidence must be
found largely in hope.
Of course, today's foundationalists maintain that a belief in sense data is a basic belief
and needs no justification. Even if this is true, however, it is hard to imagine how our conceptual understanding of the world can be directly traced to sense data. True, sense data
may be a basis for our perceptions, but our perceptions are also formed by our conceptual understanding of the world which is largely cultural and varies from one language community to another. "In short, perceptual recognition and identification involve the employment of concepts (Landesman 621 ),"and concepts are not the product of sense data but
are largely cultural. Since even our most elementary and foundational beliefs are conceptual, and are not based solely in sense data, they are in need of justification. But what
could be the justification for such foundational beliefs? It would seem that any confidence
we place in them would have to rest in the hope that such beliefs would serve as a foundation that would allow for a body of empirical knowledge. Such beliefs are in fact suppositions in which we place our confidence because of our hope that they will provide a
foundation for us to pursue the kind of knowledge we seek. The logical positivists' notion
that we should accept nothing as meaningful unless it can be verified or falsified in observation is meaningless by its own criterion. If such a belief is to be meaningful it must be
because of the hope that if we place our confidence or faith in such a supposition, it will
lead us to the kind of knowledge we desire.
The same is true of the rationalist claim to knowledge based upon the laws of identity
and contradiction. A equals A, and A does not equal not A But why does A not equal
not A? To say that A does not equal not A, because of the laws of contradiction is to beg
the question. We cannot use the law of contradiction to prove the law of contradiction.
Any rational account begs the question and supposes the very principle of contradiction
we are trying to establish. The only answer that does not beg the question is that our confidence in the laws of contradiction is supported by the hope that such a foundational
belief will lead to a body of a priori knowledge. Believing that the certainty which a priori
knowledge yields is good, and seeing that the laws of identity and contradiction are a necessary first step toward that good, we support such primary beliefs with faith or confidence that this thing in which we have placed our hope will lead us to what we desire.
Thus, the rationalist, as well as the empiricist, must go outside of their own criterion and
establish their initial beliefs in hope.
This fact that all beliefs are ultimately rooted in hope and faith should not be taken to
mean that our beliefs are not based in some sort of reasoning. Merely because hope is the
original root of our foundational beliefs does not mean that it is the only root. Good
beliefs gain support from reasonable evidence, and a rational account begins to develop.
Bad beliefs lack such additional roots and eventually wither, or must continue to be supported by pure tenacity. So to say that beliefs are ultimately rooted in hope is not to deny
reasonable evidence as a basis for our beliefs. It is rather to say that beliefs have multiple
roots. The original root may be one of hope but without additional rational roots that pro-
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vide a body of evidence, hope alone is unable to sustain the belief for very long.
All justifiable beliefs are of this kind to one extent or another, and go from being supported almost exclusively in hope to being evermore supported in some type of rationality.
Not all beliefs are capable of becoming so exclusively a matter of knowledge that they are
supported entirely in reason and need no support from hope, but all beliefs move in that
direction and gain rational support or they are abandoned. Thus, the basis of our faith, or
confidence in our beliefs, is not singular, but dynamically moves from hope to reason.
When two people marry they may have faith in one another, but that faith is initially
little more than a hope. In time that faith may become more than mere hope as one person proves faithful and gives reason for the other person to trust them. Our beliefs about
the trustworthiness of people are always of this type. My belief that Harry will be trustworthy tomorrow in a certain situation will never be supported by the kind of conclusive
logos that makes a belief stand purely as knowledge. It will always be a faith based to a
large extent upon hope, but my faith does become more rational as the person in whom
I place my faith gives me good reason to trust them.
In the ninth chapter of Mark's gospel a man asks lesus to cast out an evil spirit from
his son.
"But if You can do anything, take pity on us and help us 1" And Jesus said to him, "' If
You can'' All things are possible to him who believes." Immediately the boy's father
cried out and began saying, "I do believe; help my unbelief." (Mark 9:22-24)
It would seem that the belief or faith this man has is largely rooted in a desire or hope
rather than any reasoned confidence in the proposition, "all things are possible to him
who believes," because Jesus is the one saying it. We have no indication that the man is a
follower of Jesus or even knows much about Him. By contrast, the disciples' faith or belief
in that same situation is rooted more in reason than hope, since it is not their son who is
seeking to be healed, and since the disciples had experienced multiple instances of Jesus'
ability and willingness to heal and work miracles. Thus, the faith of the disciples is much
more a matter of the disciples having good reason to believe in Jesus' ability to heal, while
the faith of the boy's father is much less a matter of reason and more a matter of hope.
Thus, unlike my faith that a seven will be rolled with the next throw of the dice, which
will forever be supported purely by hope,3 my faith in a person is capable of gaining rational support and their trustworthiness is able to be known. Of course, the amount of evidence that supports my belief in another person varies with the person and my experiences of them, and it will never amount to that degree of certainty that would entirely
eliminate hope from the equation. But still, the more evidence I have, the greater my
claim to knowing that person.
Our belief in the faithfulness of Cod is certainly an instance of this kind of personal
faith. It may begin as a confidence based in little more than hope, but in time, as Cod
continues to demonstrate His faithfulness, our faith and confidence evermore finds its
support in a knowledge of Him and His faithfulness.
Additionally, in the case of Cod, as with any person, there is a continual movement
back toward hope as we find ourselves in new situations where we lack a knowledge of
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His faithfulness in that particular situation. In time, if we give Cod opportunity in those situations, we do see His faithfulness and our confidence in Him becomes more a matter of
knowledge than hope in those areas as well. Of course, another new situation in which
we lack a knowledge of Cod and His faithfulness will cause our faith to fall back again
upon hope. But in spite of this seemingly backward movement, there is an ongoing
strengthening of our faith as evidence of Cod's faithfulness gives us additional reason to
support our confidence in Him. Our faith truly is from Cod in that He gives us evermore
reason to believe and trust in Him.

*

*

*

*

*

This fact that faith is rooted both in hope and reason and has both emotive and cognitive origins should be quite obvious but it does encounter resistance in our thinking
because it runs counter to an idea that is deeply entrenched in Western thought and has
been strongly reinforced by both Aristotle and the Enlightenment. The idea is that a concept should ideally have a single origin. Aristotle sets forth the maxim that in order to
have a clear concept of a species, we need to combine the genus of that species with its
differentia (Metaphysics I 03 7b8- I 038a35 & Post. Analytics 96b 15- 97b39). To establish
a clear concept of the species "man," we combine the genus "animal" and the differentia
or that which distinguishes man from other animals, for example, that he is rational. Thus,
the species "man" is defined as, "rational animal." On this model, a species is understood
as belonging to a single genus, and although Aristotle did allow for the possibility of a
species having two genuses (Post. Analytics, 97b7-26), the ideal is always that of a single
genus. Of course, it is true that our clearest concepts are those which proceed from a single genus, but a clarity of concept is not what we are after. If our desire is to better understand our human condition, and particularly to better understand the faith Cod is calling
us to, a belief that concepts descend from a single genus does not seem to be a good
place from which to begin. Indeed, many of our concepts, and not just that of faith,
would be much better formulated if they were understood to have multiple origins.
In the Symposium, Socrates gives us a model for such concepts when he tells us that
the species love (eras) does not originate from or belong to a single genus, but has a dual
origin which he allegorizes with a story about the birth of Eros.
On the day of Aphrodite's birth the gods were making merry, and among them
was Resource, son of Craft. And when they had supped, Need came begging at the
door because there was good cheer inside. Now it happened that Resource, having
drunk deeply of the heavenly nectar- for this was before the days of wine-wandered out into the garden of Zeus and sank into a heavy sleep, and Need, thinking
that to get a child by Resource would mitigate her penury, lay down beside him
and in time was brought to bed of Love. So Love became the follower and servant
of Aphrodite because he was begotten on the same day that she was born . . ..
Then again, as the son of Resource and Need, it has been his fate to be always
needy; nor is he delicate and lovely as most of us believe, but harsh and arid, bare-
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foot and homeless, sleeping on the naked earth, in doorways, or in the very streets
beneath the stars of heaven, and always partaking of his mother's poverty. But secondly, he brings his father's resourcefulness to his designs upon the beautiful and
good, for he is gallant, impetuous, and energetic, a mighty hunter, and a master of
device and artifice. (Plato, Symposium 203b l -203d7)

Thus, love or eras is not a species of pure want and desire, but neither is it a species of
satisfaction and contentment. Eros must be understood as somehow in the middle, having
characteristics of both want and satisfaction.
Of course, Plato's conceptualization of eras is not typical of the way we conceptualize
things. Western thought has very much sided with Aristotle on this point. In biology we
classify and understand species under a single lineage whereby species of animals or
plants belong to only one genus, one order, one class, one phylum, etc. Such ordering
gives us neat and clear concepts and satisfies our desire to conceptualize things in as simple a way as possible. But the platypus does not seem to neatly fit into a single genus or
more precisely into the class designated as "mammal." Likewise, many of our concepts
seem to resist such classification, and much effort has been spent trying to make them fit.
But perhaps it was wrong-headed to follow Aristotle in the pursuit of concepts which
have a simple descent from a single genus.
But wrong as it may be, the Aristotelian model is entrenched in our thinking, and we
find it difficult to imagine a species with more than a single genus. One reason for this
seems to be that this way of thinking became reinforced by the Enlightenment and the
model of the machine. In the I 7th and 18th centuries many of the most influential figures including: Newton, Boyle, Descartes, Galileo, and Locke, just to mention a few,
endorsed and propagated a mechanical view of the world. If the way we think about the
universe follows the model of the machine, we have a model that does suggest linear and
singular causal origins. With a machine the movement of a gear is not sometimes caused
by one thing and at other times by another thing, unless there is such a regular pattern
built into the machine. In almost all cases a machine's movements are regular, fixed, and
linear. So if the world is mechanical it is quite natural to suppose a regular, fixed, and linear chain of causes or origins behind what we observe and conceptualize. But the truth
seems to be quite the contrary, and our conceptualization of the world would be much
better with another model than the one that Aristotle and the Enlightenment have provided.
There have long been those who realized this and resisted the temptation to follow
this model. In the Seventeenth Century Leibniz stood in opposition to the mechanical
view and its idea of singular causes.
There is an infinity of figures and movements, past and present, which contribute to
the efficient cause of my presently writing this. And there is an infinity of minute
inclinations and dispositions of my soul, which contribute to the final cause of my
writing. (Leibniz 36)
In our day, Michel Foucault has argued against singular causal origins and has pointed
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to the model of genealogy as an alternative. Unlike the model of the machine, whose
causal chain is linear, a genealogical model acknowledges a multitude of causes or ancestors. If genealogy, rather than the machine, was the model for our thinking about causes,
we would not be so quick to suppose single causal origins behind our concepts but would
anticipate a descent from multiple sources.
This certainly seems to be the case with faith which has origins in both hope and reason, and more resemble Plato's concept of eras with its multiple roots or origins. Clearly,
faith is legitimately rooted and justified both emotively and rationally, but there is a resistance to such thinking. Our tendency is to attempt to reduce legitimate beliefs to a single
nature (either rational or emotive).
This is especially true of the faith and confidence we have in Cod. Some have argued
that a faith in Cod is only legitimate if it is rational, while others have maintained that true
religious faith is a passion and purely emotive, but the fact is that our faith in Cod is rooted
in both hope and knowledge, and is both emotive and cognitive. It may begin emotively in
the passion that is hope, but as we put our hope in Cod, His faithfulness provides the rational support we naturally seek. Thus, the Scripture rightly says that our faith rests both within
our hope in Him (Ps. 43:5 & Ps. 78:7) and our knowledge of Him (Hos. 2:20 & Col. I : I Ol.
Having these two sources, faith will be somewhat different in everyone depending
upon what is the major source of their faith at a particular time (i.e., whether more emotive or rationaD . One is not better than the other, and the only dangerous faith is either
the one that is so intent upon the passion of hope that it does not desire increased rational support in the knowledge of Cod; or the one that is exclusively founded upon knowledge to the exclusion of hope - indeed, the demons may know that Cod is all powerful
but their hope is that He is not. Ours, however, is a faith that is founded upon our hope
in Cod and our desire to know Him evermore.
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NOTES

I. In 1963 Edmund Cettier's paper, "Is justified True Belief Knowledge7," cast doubt on this
defi nition by presenting counter exa mples in which justified, true beliefs are not knowledge. This
began an ongoing search for additional conditions that would eliminate Cettier's counter examples.
We will avoid this controversy and all the exceptional cases in which justified, true belief is not
knowledge and instead deal with the vast majority of cases in which justified, true belief is knowledge.
2. The basic beliefs which foundationa lists claim need no justification will be dealt with later in
this paper.
3. Of course, it is possible for one to do a probability study in which case the roll of the dice
wou ld be more than mere hope.
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At the outset of her provocative book, published in 1991 under the title Prisoners
of Men's Dreams, Suzanne Gordon raises serious questions about the women's liberation movement in America since the late I 960s.2 She suggests that too many women
today are mired in a refashioned feminism and male-defined marketplace that confuse equality with success on male terms. She writes, "Our emphasis on the value of
relationships, interdependence, and collaboration sought to balance work with love,
hierarchy with healing, individualism with community." Instead, she observes, feminists were wooed away from those original commitments in order to become "prisoners of men's dreams" (3). Nowadays, Gordon insists, too many women see as the
goal of their liberation being "treated as a man's equal in a man's world," with the
result that in this new, equal-opportunity feminism, "the ultimate goal is traditional
American success- making money; relentlessly accumulating possessions; capturing
and hoarding power, knowledge, access, and information; grasping and clinging to
fame, status, and privilege; proving that you are good enough, smart enough, driven
enough to get to the top, and tough enough to stay there" (7-8).
Women, Gordon notes, "have entered the male kingdom- and yet, we have
been forced to play by the king's rules" (4). To change the metaphor, we might say
that transformative feminism has too often and too easily found itself genuflecting
before the "Golden Rule": Whoever has the gold, makes the rules.
Why do I rehearse these indictments on the feminist movement from Suzanne
Gordon, herself a feminist bent on revitalizing that earlier feminist vision? It is
because her assessment of the progress of feminism in the last third of the twentieth
century serves as a telling parable for Christians in an increasingly diverse world,
where the measures of our faithful witness are too often and too easily taken
according to canons and criteria alien to Scripture and the Creed. This is a world
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where public discourse is supposed to be shaped by what is common to us, not peculiar;
where the distinctives of our faith are expected to be kept hidden under a bushel or at
least left home each morning when we strike out into the public world to buy groceries,
elect presidents, extract $20 bills from the ATM, or join in the fund-raising activities of the
Booster Club. The Christian movement has its own emanating, transformative vision;
what has been its progress?
Everywhere around us we find evidence of the new spirituality. Increasingly pervasive
in our world, this new spirituality reflects the age that birthed it, a "new age" without criteria of authenticity, without accountability to a community or a tradition, a kind of spiritual
soup over which no master chef supervises and with respect to which no recipe could
ever be formulated or repeated. In such a world Christian allegiances and practices have
become increasingly privatized or regarded as esoteric or sectarian. Attempts at crossing
the grain of social convention are met with applause when it contributes to presidential
rhetoric or is consistent with a publicly defined common good- when, for example, the
church downtown is recognized as a shining star, one of a thousand points of light. But,
just as easily, attempts at crossing the grain of public convention can be damned as imperialistic and colonizing. This is especially true when who we are, what we do, and what
we profess are explicitly grounded in our faith in Yahweh, the One Cod, whose character
and purpose are definitively revealed in Jesus Christ.
The truth, of course, is that the pluralism we experience with the unfurling of the new
millennium is no pluralism at all. The evidence for diversity is transparent and manifold; the
diversity of our world defies categories: religious, social, ethnic, nationalistic, political, racial,
economic; urban, suburban, rural, town and country; access to the developments of the
industrial or technological or information ages; and more. But diversity is not pluralism, and
today we clearly have the former without the latter. The promise of pluralism was that
persons of diverse traditions and commitments would be able to live side-by-side.
However one views the promise of a society characterized in this way, I am more concerned here with the question of Christian identity and faithful engagement in an allegedly pluralistic world- that is, a world that espouses the value of coexistence but which actually generates and promulgates strong sanctions against "difference." In developing this
concern, I want to reflect briefly on the potential contribution of I Peter to this discourse.
It seems almost intuitive that the world we face today has important points of contact
with the world of the first century, the world within which 1 Peter was written and
attracted its first audience. The religious pluralism of Roman antiquity is often emphasized; is their pluralism not like ours? In reality, the world in which many of us live today
is very much like that experienced by Christians in East Asia Minor to whom Peter
addressed this epistle, but perhaps not in the way one might expect. Although a certain
level of tolerance was expected and practiced in the ancient Mediterranean world, this
tolerance had its limits and, in particular locales one finds significant restraints on acceptable socio-religious behavior. This is true in our own world. Much more pressing, however, is the reality that, within the Roman Empire, one finds an all-pervasive understanding
of "the way the world works," which was by definition a religious narrative that shaped
life in all of its dimensions. The ethics of patronage that characterized relationships of all
kinds in the Roman world underscored the importance of status and located all persons-
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irrespective of religious commitments or purity or family heritage or ethnicity- within a
web of obligation that had as its focal point acts of reverence to the gods and goddesses
to whom the emperor and, thus, the empire owed its success.
In such a world, acceptance within one's community and status within one's social
world were grounded in conformity to accepted norms, living according to the rules of
the household over which Caesar was head. Everyone had a place, and everyone acted
according to his or her place-this was the glue of the Empire. The pluralism of Rome
could be stretched only so far before those who did the stretching found themselves outside the community, residing in a state of ostracism, suffering, and shame, boycotted from
normal social intercourse. In such a world, Peter envisions an audience that has embraced
a different set of norms- that lives as though they belonged to another household, one
headed by Cod the Father (I Peter I: 1-2; I: 13-2: I Ol . If "glory" or "honor" (dovxa) was
the fundamental social currency of the Roman world, Peter's audience seems to have
experienced bankruptcy. How could this be? How can persons who have been born
anew to a living hope experience life so far removed from the winning side of history?
Undoubtedly, the historical distance between those Christians to whom Peter addressed
his letter and those of us who today take and read it is immense. In all manner of considerations- habits and food and dress and education and work and family life and more-a veritable chasm separates our day-to-day worlds from theirs. Theologically, however, the distance is not so great, provided that we are ready to embrace 1 Peter as a letter addressed
to us. Are we not "the elect who are sojourners of the diaspora" (I : I )- whose lives are to
be characterized by faithful wandering, a journey in which we face the continual threat of
assimilation and the challenge of carving out the character of Christian faithfulness?
My point is that the pluralism of our world is also false, that there are deep-seated stories that inform our lives and that too easily provide the grid by which we read and shape
how we embody the faith of our ancestors. Pluralism assumes cohabitation of diverse
commitments, but in our world we find world-shaping stories that are so totalizing that
they throw up walls against the biblical narrative. For Peter's audience, those guiding narratives had to do with Roman conquest and the ethics of obligation and status; the household of Caesar depended on these formative stories. We have our own versions, our own
life-forming, grand narratives, such as:
• 'The little engine that could"- if only it worked hard enough and kept pushing
and kept pushing, it could conquer that mountain.
• The promise of "unrelenting progress"-a kind of social and religious and political
Darwinianism that has long been integral to the nation's self-consciousness, and
which is expressed in the church through one of our hymns: "For darkness shall
turn to dawning, and the dawning to noonday bright; and Christ's great kingdom shall come on earth, the kingdom of love and light."3
• "l did it my way" or "Be all that you can be" or "We give you what you want
when you want it" - a portrait of life expressed in search for selfhood that, almost
invariably, leads to radical individuation, as if to say that maturation comes as we
learn "to give birth to ourselves."
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Biblical visions of the church and of Christian faithfulness are often wedded to that other
vision, the American dream: Anyone can be a winner' Find the right formula' You can
rule the world! I can determine my own destiny' And so around coffee tables at denominational meetings, for example, some pastors beam with news of growing churches, larger
buildings, and more expansive budgets, while others stare at the ground, embarrassed at
their fa ilures. After all, measures of faithfulness more congruent with faithfulness to
Yahweh are hard to place into statistical tables in an annual report- as Leviticus 19 has it:
family and community respect (vv. 3, 32), religious loyalty (vv. 3b, 4-8, 12, 26-3 1), economic relationships (vv. 9-1 Ol, workers' rights (v. 13), social compassion (v. 14), judicial
integrity (v. 15), neighborly attitudes and conduct (vv. I I, 16-18), distinctiveness (v. 19),
sexual integrity (vv. 20-22, 29), exclusion of the idolatrous and occult (vv. 4, 26-3 1), racial
equality (vv. 33-34), and commercial honesty (vv. 35-36). 4
The fundamental question that I Peter raises in a context like this is, Whose guiding
narrative, whose grand story do we embody? ls it the ethics of obligation and status? Is it
"the little engine that could"? ls it a millennial vision that promises either doom and gloom
before The End or a kind of Darwinian evolution of the church? Or is it the narrative
with which 1 Peter opens: "Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, who
in accordance with his great mercy has begotten us anew for a living hope through the
resurrection of Jesus Christ from the dead, for an inheritance imperishable and uncorrupted and unfading kept in heaven for you who are guarded by God's power through faith,
for a salvation ready to be revealed at the last time" (I Pet. I :3-5)? ls it the narrative by
which Peter wants to measure all dispositions, all commitments, all allegiances, all behaviors:
'To this very thing you were called, because Christ also suffered on your behalf, leaving
you a pattern so that you would follow in his footsteps ... " (2:21 -25)? Suzanne Cordon
castigates the modern fem inist movement for its imprisonment to "men's dreams"; would
Peter not reflect in wonder at how easily the church in America has become tethered to
American dreams?
What is the form of Christian engagement in the world, according to Peter? If we were
to embrace his message as our own, what form would our faith, our practices, our lives
take? What would we learn from this New Testament letter, the primary focus of which
is Christian life in a non-C hristian environment?
Let me address these questions, first, by drawing attention to two possibilities Peter
does not support. First, Peter does not insist that what the church needs is a new theology
for a new day in new circumstances. Second, Peter does not envision a sectarian stance in
w hich the church articulates its identity and mission in terms fundamentally antagonistic
to the larger world.
Since the onset of historical criticism, one of the charges repeatedly brought against this
letter is that it has no distinctive theology. We find easy points of contact between I Peter
on the one hand, and Paul and James on the other. In modern scholarship, then, the contribution of I Peter has been downplayed if not simply dismissed. I want to suggest that
w hat has been a problem for critical scholarship is actually a strategic theological move on
the part of Peter. The challenges of pluralism outside the church provide for Peter an
occasion for reflecting on and articulating what is common ground within the church.
Chall enges to the church from the outside provide the occasion for solidifying the
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church's roots in the ancient purpose of God, drawing out the continuity from Israel of
old to the contemporary life of God's people, and remembering that the primary orientation of faithful life is the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ. Hence, the rhetoric and
message of I Peter is nothing but traditional, as Peter explores the significance of the old
stories of Israel, interpreted now through the pivotal events of Jesus' life, death, and resurrection, and emphasizes the common ground of the faithful as they look for places to
secure their feet in the struggle for faithful witness.
If Peter is not concerned to weave a new theology, nor is the stance he supports a
negative response to the world-at-large. A century later, it is true, Celsus, one of the
most important of Christianity's critics, would insist that Christians were so fascinated
with rejecting what is common to all people that he believes they would cease to
want to be Christian if all people embraced their faith. From his perspective,
Christians drew their identity primarily in negation of the world. 5 Peter's negative
injunctions, however, are biographical in texture: Do not live the way you used to
live! More pervasive as a ground for Christian faithfulness is the positive example of
Jesus Christ and the call to be holy before God. That is, Christians are to take their
marching orders not by negating what the world has to offer but by embracing the
ways of Yahweh! They are to be a different people because they serve a different
God.
The identity of Peter's audience, and of those of us who embrace Peter's letter as
Scripture, is set out in the letter's opening and recalled in its closing (I: I; 5: 13): We are
people of the diaspora, sojourners, aliens. 6 These terms would potentially invoke a variety
of images,7 especially (I) the temporal nature of the experience of diaspora in which the
people of God are depicted as a journeying people (e.g., 1:3-12); and (2) the possibility
and threat of assimilation and defection. 8 Also self-evident is Peter's identification of his
manifestly Christian audience (cf. the threefold reference to God the Father, the Holy
Spirit, and Jesus Christ in I :2) with the ancient people of God. This is that the believing
community to which he addresses his epistle is Israel. Indeed, Peter collapses the historical
distinction between Israel of old and his own audience in the service of theological identity.
Understood by way of analogy with Israel's own history, the concept of "diaspora"
might lead one to imagine that Peter's audience has shared with ancient Israel the experience of exile, forcibly removed from their homes. This is manifestly not the case. Those

believers to whom Peter addresses this letter have not been drawn into a new geographical space,
but have rather been born anew within the space they had previously inhabited. They belong, but
they do not belong. As Miroslav Volf helpfully observes,
Christians do not come into their own social world from the outside seeking either
to accommodate to their new home Oike second generation immigrants would),
shape it in the image of the one they have left behind Oike colonizers would), or
establish a little haven in the strange new world reminiscent of the old (as resident
aliens would). They are not outsiders who either seek to become insiders or maintain strenuously the status of outsiders. Christians are the insiders who have diverted
from their culture by being born again. 9
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Who, then, are Peter's "exiles" and "aliens"? They are not "Jews" living among
"Gentiles" in the expected sense of these terms, as though the author were concerned
with their ethnic or nationalistic status. Attempts to find in Peter's descriptive terms a reference to his readers' economic status '0 founders similarly on a problem of category.
One's social status was a product of numerous, intersecting considerations, relative
income or access to the means of production being only one of them. In fact, there is no
basis within the letter itself for suggesting that Peter's audience occupied any rung on the
ladder of economic measurement other than would have been characteristic of the broad
spectrum of people living in Asia Minor, sans persons of the ruling elite.
Who, then, are I Peter's "exiles" and "aliens"? These are people whose commitments
to the lordship of Jesus Christ have led to transformed attitudes and behaviors that place
them on the margins of respectable society. They have become the victims of social
ostracism, their allegiance to Christ having won for them slander, animosity, reproachment, scorn, vilification, contempt. In the larger world, status was achieved via conformity
to dispositions that had become so conventional that they were largely unspoken, taken
for granted; noncompliance and other forms of social distinctiveness were valued negatively. Rich or poor in economic terms, born into a good family or bad- these and other
factors paled into insignificance in the case of the readers of I Peter, whose reborn allegiances and transfigured practices distinguished them from Roman society. Previously,
they had participated in the mainstream of Greco-Roman society, but now their lack of
acculturation to prevailing social values marked them as misfits worthy of contempt. First
Peter thus articulates how best to relate to a society set against those allegiances, attitudes,
and actions that are consistent with Cod's agenda.
Let me attempt to sketch plainly what I have already suggested about Peter's take on
the nature of the church in the world. Peter demarcates the identity of Cod's people in
three ways. First, he takes the positive route of. characterizing his Christian audience in
relation to Cod's call to holiness. He thus locates the Christian vocation squarely in the
context of Cod's call upon Israel since, in order for Israel to fulfil its mission of being
Yahweh's priesthood in the midst of the nations, they were to be "holy"-that is, "different," or "distinctive." This was not at root a call for segregation, but a model of engagement; to make a difference in the world of nations, Israel was to be different- in the
words of C.J.H. Wright, "recognizably, visibly, and substantively different, as the people
belonging uniquely to Yahweh and therefore representing his character and ways ....""
Second, Peter adopts a negative stance vis-a-vis the former life of his audience. Peter
does not engage in invective rhetoric against "the world at large," as though Christian
identity and behavior were fundamenta lly defined in oppositional terms over against nonChristians. Nor does Peter imagine that his readers can simply wipe the slate clean, so to
speak, as though they could erect a new moral and political world from the ground up, a
world that would be more conducive to or even reflect Christian faithfulness. Nor does
he counsel retreat from the world, as though the demands of holiness might necessarily
be parlayed into patterns of isolation. We are, Peter insists, called to work out the nature
of holiness as aliens in this world, where we are here and now. We anticipate with hope
that "imperishable, uncorrupted, and unfading inheritance kept in heaven" (I :4), but this,
this time and this place, is not it. Hence, Peter insists on a conversion of our moral imagi-
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nations and deepest allegiances manifest in our character and practices- even if this
involves suffering injustice precisely because we repudiate violence by refusing to "repay
evil for evil or insulting for insulting" (3:9).
Hence, although it is true that Peter's identification of his readers as the chosen people
of Cod comes with it a warning against the dangers of falling into forms of behavior that
would jeopardize the future promised them by Cod, it is also true that Peter is able to
conceive of alternative, more faithful ways of being in the world. This is because of Jesus
Christ, who makes possible a holiness of identity and engagement.
Hence, thirdly, Peter points to the work of Jesus, which for him is effective both in the
generation of this new people and for modeling the way of life expected of us. Ultimately,
Christian identity and practice are not defined negatively vis-a-vis those who reject the ways
of Yahweh, but positively in relation to the way of Jesus Messiah. Indeed, the logic of Peter's
christology is grounded in and oriented toward the new lives of those who are enabled and
called to follow Christ. For this reason, Peter devotes significant attention to the redemptive
and exemplary journey of Jesus through suffering and death to his exaltation. The passion of
Christ, Peter affirms, was both atoning and exemplary: " ... Christ suffered on your behalf,
leaving you a pattern so that you might follow in his footsteps" (2:21 ).
What, then, is the nature of Christian presence in a non-Christian world, in a world of
so-called pluralism, in a world that is increasingly unfriendly to the claims of the church?
From Peter's perspective, the answer is not one of reciprocal animosity; we are not against
the world. Nor is the answer one of withdrawal from the world where we might create
within our carefully constructed walls a new and holy club. Our status, according to I
Peter, is that of aliens within this world, whose alien status rests in the experience of our
having been born anew and our living new lives within this social space. We do not work
out our identity and sense of mission in an exercise of negating the beliefs and behaviors
of others; if we are different from the world, it is not because we set out to be so, but
rather because our lives rest ultimately in a Cod who is different. We are that people, not
simply new persons, but a new people, collectively, corporately called to a living hope
that recognizes the transient nature of this age and is therefore enthusiastic about the
world kept for us by Cod. Do we embrace the Cod who raised Jesus from the dead 7 Do
we find our home in the grand narrative of Cod's ancient and eternal purpose, manifest
in the Old Testament and revealed in the advent of Jesus? It is here that we find our identity and vocation of missiological engagement.
NOTES

I . This essay was delivered in an earlier draft during the Fall I 999 Theta Phi Lectures at
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Fremde: Die Metapher der Fremde in der Antiken Welt, im Urchristentum und im I. Petrusbrief ffii bingen:
J.C.B Mohr [Paul Siebeckl, 19 92) .
7. Concerning the Jewish experience of the diaspora in this period, cf., e.g., jo hn j. Colli ns,
Between Athens and Jerusalem: Jewish Identity in the Hellenistic Diaspora (New York: Crossroad, 1983);
Louis H. Feldman, Jew and Gentile in the Ancient World: Attitudes and Interactions from Alexander to
Justinian (Princeton, New jersey: Princeton University Press, 1993); Irina Levinskaya, The Book of Acts
in Its Diaspora Setting (A I C S 5; Grand Rapids, Michigan: Wm. B. Eerdmans, 1996) .
8. Cf., e.g., Martin, Metaphor and Composition, pp. I 50-61.
9. Volf, "Soft Difference," pp. 18- 19.
I 0. As in, say, john H. Elliott, A Home for the Homeless: A Sociological Exegesis of I Peter, Its
Situation and Strategy (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1981 l.
11 . Wright, "Old Testament Ethics."
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Holmgren, Fredrick C. The Old Testament & the Signific:ance ofJesus: Embradng Change Maintaining Christian Identity: The Emerging Center in Biblical Scholarship. Grand
Rapids, Mich.: Eerdmans, 1999.
In two previous monographs (The God who Cares: a Christian Looks at Judaism and
Preaching Biblical Texts: Expositions by Jewish and Christian Scholars), Fredrick Holmgren
has shown sensitivity toward and encouragement for the Jewish-Christian dialogue
regarding the Tanak/Old Testament and the person of Jesus Christ. In his most recent
book, The Old Testament & the Signific:ance of Jesus, Holmgren shares more of his irenic
stance and proceeds to make his case for an understanding and application of the
character of the Old Testament (hereafter "OT') and its relationship to Jesus Christ. By
appealing to the writings of many scholars from both conservative and mainline
Christian perspectives, Holmgren tries to demonstrate an emerging center in biblical
interpretation which is a rejection of several stereotypical understandings of the character of the OT and its relationship to Jesus while holding tightly to Christian identity. It is
his contention that Scripture for Christians includes both Testaments and that one
without the other cannot be called Scripture. Moreover, the Old Testament is an
equal, rather than inferior, dialogue partner with the New Testament (hereafter "NT').
By calling the church and scholars to a more correct appraisal of the OT as it relates to
the NT, Holmgren's book is greatly needed today.
Holmgren advocates several adjustments in our thinking to understand more properly the relationship of the OT to Jesus. First, the church should not think God has
rejected Israel in light of Jesus' coming. The harsh, self-indicting words against Israel
seen most clearly in the prophetic writings of the OT are preserved in Scripture precisely because subsequent Israelites need to obey Torah and thus preserve hope in
God's good plan for them. Second, many Christians have overly criticized the Jews for
not seeing Jesus in the OT and rebelling against their messiah. Holmgren reasons that
seeing Jesus in the OT would not have been obvious by citing that NT writers themselves appealed to a "creative, depth" interpretation of the OT in which they modernized, actualized, and went beyond the plain sense of the older text to corroborate their
experience and faith in Jesus. However, to draw the conclusion that the first Christians
were applying someone alien to the OT texts is clearly not true; and Holmgren does at
least mention this, albeit too briefly.
Third, Holmgren debunks the notion that Torah contributes nothing or very little to
the Christian life. He adeptly points out that both positive and negative views of Torah
THE ASBURY THEOLOGICALjOURNAL
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are preserved in the NT and draws some good conclusions from this both/ and perspective.
Torah shaped Jesus' life and teaching and when greater numbers of Gentiles wanted to be
members of Christianity, Torah was determined not necessary for salvation but at the same
time legitimate and good for the instruction of responsible living. Moreover, in regards to
Jews, in Romans 9- 1 I, Paul had a very difficult time saying Jews who followed the divine
teaching at Sinai would be ultimately excluded from Cod's good intentions of salvation.
Holmgren shows fairly well (although his appeal to irony is questionable) why the new
covenant mentioned in Jeremiah 31 :31 -34 originally pertains to the Israelites after the
Babylonian exile. Also, he argues that the new covenant is the Sinai covenant by making
some good exegetical comments (e.g. the Hebrew word translated "new," b0de5 can also
mean new in the sense of renewaD. Therefore, Holmgren asks, how does one make sense
of the NT writers' creative/ depth use of the Jeremiah text as applying to the person of Jesus
when the original application was solidly based in the Sinai covenant?
Following in many ways the model of Nobert Lohfink, Holmgren believes there are
ways to a ppropriate Je remiah 's words to both Israe l (original inten t) and Jes us
(creative/ depth interpretation). It is at this juncture that Holmgren's thesis is the weakest.
Holmgren wants to allow for Jesus being the most complete fulfillment of the "new"
covenant (essentially the view of the NT> while at the same time to allow for those who
are faithful to the Sinai covenant a partial fulfillment status. From this idea, Holmgren concludes that Cod is likewise effecting in Jews who do not believe in Jesus his new covenant
promised by Jeremiah; thus, he like Lohfink, arguing from Romans 9- 1 I, believes Cod will
not revoke the older covenant. I agree with Holmgren that Paul is not clear-cut regarding
Jewish exclusion apart from Jesus in Romans 9- 1 1, but there must be some discussion of
the exclusiveness of salvation apart from Jesus if one looks at the greater argument in the
epistle to the Romans and other NT passages.
I found Holmgren's discussion of the equality of the Testaments refreshing in light of present-day Marcionite tendencies. He does an admirable job pointing out areas the OT is not
fulfilled by the NT by showing the "Plus" of the OT, a term used by Hebert Haag. Indeed, a
discussion of human love and sexuality is rather incomplete without major voices in the OT,
and the same can be said regarding problems of suffering and the varied contradictions of
life, daily life experiences, human responsibility to God's world, and the specifics of the kingdom of God. It is the OT witness that prevents the real newness in Jesus from becoming
irresponsible. For example, Jesus speaks about Cod's love and kindness while his actions are
in accordance with Torah.
In the longest chapter (fifty-two pages), Holmgren points out some problems with the
early Christian councils (especially Nicea) as they relate to the misrepresentation of Jesus.
Although he is not proposing a rejection of the creeds, Holmgren makes a valid point by calling for the present-day church to reexamine the person of Jesus as presented in the NT.
Christians need to script theology ("re-theologize") in a language used and understood by
their contemporaries by looking at the NT evidence once again. In language influenced by
Creek philosophy and culture, the Nicene and Chalcedonian creeds affirmed Cod was in
C hrist in a unique way with a heavy emphasis on the being of the Trinity. However, the
modem worshipper today does not understand that language as expressed in the creed and,
furthermore, the being of Cod is not the primary NT way of discussing the Trinity. So,
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Holmgren makes a solid argument that 1) the NT writers employed Jewish Wisdom theology as a convincing means of understanding and describing Jesus' relationship to the Father,
the God of Israel and that 2) because of this, Christians should try to restate the oneness and
difference that Jesus has with the Father with this theology in mind.
All in all, Holmgren has caused his readers to rethink how Jesus relates to the OT witness,
something which should always be a pressing concern for Christianity. Perhaps, the author's
greatest contribution is to show how both Jewish and Christian faith communities interpret
the Tanak/Old Testament in light of their own experience with God. On the other hand,
Holmgren might have strengthened his discussion by not flattening the pervasive NT
emphasis on the exclusive salvation of God as found in the person and work of Jesus, a subject that must be included in this conversation.
MICHAEL D. MATLOCK
Asbury Theological Seminary
Wilmore, Kentucky

Twelftree, Graham H. Jesus the Miracle Worker: A Historical and Theological Study. Downers
Grove, HI.: InterVarsity Press, 1999.
Twelftree may already be known to many readers of The Asbury Theological journal for
his important study of Jesus the Exorcist <Peabody, Mass. : Hendrickson, 1993), which
locates Jesus' practices of exorcism within the horizons of exorcism and exorcists in
Palestinian antiquity. It is only a small step from this earlier study to the present focus on
Jesus as miracle worker, and Twelftree's audience will find much in this new book to
appreciate. Here we find the same sensitivity to critical and historical, as well as philosophical, issues, together with the addition of significant attention given to the particular
perspectives of each of the Gospel writers on the miracles of Jesus. In both studies,
T welftree makes a strong case for reshaping the understanding of Jesus of Nazareth
bequeathed to us by the past three centuries of the quest of the historical Jesus, in which
the miraculous has generally been pushed to the periphery, if not ignored or rejected
completely. This includes even N.T. Wright's pivotal study of Jesus and the Victory of Cod
(Minneapolis: Fortress, 1996), in which miracles are conspicuous by their near absence.
For Twelftree, contemporary Jesus-study is "wildly out of balance" (p. 357), since miracles are crucial to Jesus' self-understanding, to his historical activity, and to his representation in the Gospels.
Twelftree defines "miracle," from the perspective of Jesus and the Gospels, as "an
astonishing event, exciting wonder in the observers, which carries the signature of God,
who, for those with the eye of faith, can be seen to be expressing his powerful eschatological presence" (p. 350). Captured in this definition is something of the author's attention to a wide range of issues, especially philosophical, theological, and historical. In fact,
Jesus the Miracle Worker sets for itself four wide-ranging objectives: ( l) to discuss the
Gospel writers' perspective on Jesus' miracles, (2) to explore Jesus' own understanding of
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his miraculous activity, (3) to examine the extent to which the miracle accounts recorded in the Gospels might be regarded as "historical" in the sense of "what actually happened," and (4) to draw out the implications of the miraculous in Jesus' ministry for the
quest of the historical Jesus. In terms of sheer space, the first and third objectives receive
the most attention. In fact, T welftree' s study could serve some readers as a working commentary on the miracle stories of the four Gospels (pp. 54-238). This is not to say that
the author treats the accounts of the miraculous in an atomist or serial way, however,
since he is very much concerned to suggest what these accounts contribute to the theology of each of the Gospels. As to the question, What actually happened?, he argues at
length both that there is good basis for regarding the historical Jesus not only as having
performed miracles but as a miracle worker of unprecedented ability and reputation,
and that the vast majority of miracle accounts in the Gospels refl ect actual events in the
life of Jesus of Nazareth (pp. 279-330).
In many ways, Twelftree's study is a model of historical work in the Gospels. To
make this statement is not only to applaud the author's contribution to study of Jesus
and the Gospels, however, but also to suggest its limitations. Let me mention only two.
First, T welftree' s focus and his efforts remain very much within the horizons of "what
happened then," in spite of the fact that his readers may well have wished that he had
explored the theological significance of Jesus the miracle worker for those of us who
live at the turn of the third millennium. It is true, of course, that Jesus the Miracle Worker
explores a number of theological issues, but this exploration is very much confined to
the theology of Jesus or of the Evangelists- that is, "theology" is historically circumscribed, so that the chasm between "the m" and "us" remains. As pastor of North
Eastern Vineyard C hurch, Adelaide, Australia, Twelftree may well have contemporary
interests of this sort and may well have bee n expected to pursue them in this study.
This is not to suggest that Twelftree should have added a section on "application" to his
already lengthy work. Rather, it is to query why T welftree has set the horizons of "historical study" so narrowly. Can critical study of the Gospels afford not to engage more
centrally the communicative claims of these texts we embrace as Scripture?
Second, it is of interest that, although T welftree wants to examine the significance of
Jesus' miracles within first-century Palestine, he largely uses conceptual categories from
the modern era. How traditional societies look upon healing and the miraculous, how
"health" might be defined outside of the western world, and other questions that might
have arisen had T welftree opened his investigation to the insights and sensitivities of
medical anthropology are largely eclipsed by philosophical considerations and biomedical concerns arising with and since the Enlighte nment. At the same time, the revolution in scientific understanding that has exploded upon us in the last fifty years, and
which has great sign ificance for study of the miraculous, does not seem to have influenced T welftree's historical method. Instead, as in the earlier work of David Strauss or
Rudolph Bultmann, for example, this study depends on a historical method grounded
in the mechanics of Isaac Newton. To be sure, T welftree' s conclusions reverse those of
a Strauss or a Bultmann, a reality that may be all the more important since his work
deploys a methodology that is comparable to theirs. Whether Twelftree's examination
of the "facts" garnered by such a scientific method has unveiled the full import of the
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miraculous in Jesus' ministry is another question, however.
What Twelftree does, then, he does very well, and one finds in the pages of Jesus the
Miracle Worker a wealth of exegetical treatment, a laudable willingness to tackle hard questions, an astonishing level of interaction with relevant secondary literature-overall, a wellcrafted study. We may hope for the time, though, when history-oriented study of this nature
will become more self-reflective about the theological claims inherent to these biblical texts,
claims that traditional, historical inquiry has held at bay for far too long.
JOEL B. GREEN
Asbury Theological Seminary
Wilmore, Kentucky

Black, David A It's Still Creek To Me: An Easy-to-Understand Guide to Intermediate Creek. Grand
Rapids, Mich.: Baker, 1998.
Over the years, David Alan Black has solidified his status as a household name in
the area of New Testament Creek studies. Much of his work has been directed toward
teaching the importance and relevance of Creek study for those engaged in Christian
life and ministry. Therefore, his books span a whole range of topics related to this
endeavor: from beginning to intermediate grammar, from text critical matters to linguistic concerns, from the interpretation of the Creek New Testament to the practical
application of the Creek New Testament in ministry. Black's present work is no less
"pastoral" in its focus. Even though he is introducing students to the introductory stages
of intermediate Creek grammar, his presentation and tone throughout the book
exhibits not only a good grasp of Creek grammar but also an uncanny ability to communicate the intricacies of that grammar in an encouraging and motivating fashion.
Black begins and concludes his treatment of intermediate Creek grammar by addressing some foundational elements involved in Creek language study. Part One of his book
gives a basic orientation to grammatical nomenclature, providing a helpful treatment of
the foundational parts of speech (noun, pronoun, verb, adverb, etc.) found in most languages, including Creek. Black builds upon this introduction by outlining the important
parts of the basic sentence in the following chapter. Novice, as well as seasoned language
students will benefit from a reading of these chapters, which serve as a solid, introductory
treatment of these important grammatical categories. The final portion of the book, Part
Four, has a two-fold usefulness. First, Black builds upon his earlier discussion of "the sentence and its parts" by examining the nature and various functions of the Creek clause.
Second, he provides useful historical and semantic background for an understanding of
the Creek New Testament, by locating it within the historical landscape of Hellenism,
comparing it with the Creek of its classical predecessors, and underscoring its penchant
for Semitic language patterns.
The middle portion of this book deals with actual Creek grammar. Part Two
explores the Creek noun system and related issues (e.g., adjectives, pronouns, definite
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articles, and prepositions) while Part Three explores the Greek verb system and related
issues (e.g., moods, participles, infinitives, adverbs, and conjunctions). Throughout these
sections, Black attempts to flesh out some of the grammatical discussion found in his
earlier textbook, Learning to Read New Testament Greek, while attempting to probe further into those intermediate concerns that are most relevant for biblical study; teaching
and preaching. In order to aid the student in appropriating this helpful discussion, he
provides a good list of the key grammatical terms for each chapter as well as a number
of Greek practice sentences (an answer key is found at the conclusion of the book).
Black also provides additional readings from other standard Greek grammars that are
helpful in terms of reference.
Throughout the book, Black's discussion is lucid and illuminating. His helpful insights
and interesting historical interjections ensure an enjoyable reading experience. His discussion of misconceptions surrounding the aorist tense is particularly helpful for the intermediate student, although one wishes that he would expand his discussion to include a fuller
treatment of aspect (type of action), since a lack of knowledge in this area tends to be a
major stumbling block for many Greek students. In addition, at times Black employs confusing or unfamiliar terminology in his discussion. After exploring the different types of
clauses in chapter two, he proceeds to employ the term "principal clause", a term that was
not used in the previous discussion. Also, in the midst of an enlightening illustration from
Ephesians 5: 18-21 , he uses the term "durative" to describe a particular participle in that
context. Although a seasoned Greek student may have a sense of this term, many students would not and they will not find an explanation of this term in Black's later treatment of the participle. Portions of his discussion could benefit from a more consistent and
intentional use of vocabulary in order to avoid confusion.
Another disappointing aspect of the book is found in the exercises at the end of
each of the chapters. On five occasions (pp. 45, 49, I 05, I 09, I I Ol, Black rightly
points out that a determination of intermediate usage (i.e., like a subjective genitive
over against objective genitive) is dependent primarily on the context in which a particular form or construction is found. In his own words, Black contends that "Greek
grammar is at best secondary to the context, both literary and historical, in the interpretation of any passage of Scripture. If a proposed meaning cannot be established
apart from an appeal to a subtlety of the Greek case system (or verb system for that
matter), chances are good that the argument is worthless"(p. 45). Unfortunately, most
of Black's exercise selections, since they are only one sentence in length, do not give
the student the adequate amount of context with which to make these kinds of contextual decisions. Thus, the exercises do not allow the student to practice what Black
preaches throughout his book.
I applaud Black's attempt to develop a text that would add ress intermediate Greek
concerns while maintaining readability. The book is well written and incorporates illustrations, visual helps, and humorous chapter titles, all of which help to motivate the
student to continue reading from chapter to chapter. Since the book spends a good
deal of time reviewing material introduced in Black's beginning text, it will be particularly helpful for the Greek student who needs to review Greek grammar while being
introduced to some of the most basic intermediate concerns. Thus, it may function
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best as a companion volume to Black's earlier work. But those students who are in
search of an extensive and detailed treatment of intermediate issues will need to look
elsewhere, and refer to the additional reference materials Black lists at the end of each,
chapter.

J. CHRISTIAN STRATTON
Asbury Theological Seminary
Wilmore, KY

Croy, N. Clayton. A Primer of Biblical Greek. Grand Rapids, Mich/ Cambridge, U.K.: William
B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1999.
In the introduction to his book, Mr. Croy makes many assertions about the state of
first-year Greek grammar books as a sort of raison d'etre for the writing of this current volume. In his own words, "My own experience in teaching Greek and my conversations
with other teachers suggest that most of the texts in print are flawed in various ways :
faulty or inadequate grammatical explanations, excessive detail, inadequate exercises,
unidiomatic exercises, pedagogical quirks or gimmicks, typographical errors, excessively
high prices, and noninclusive language" (page xvi). Perhaps this current tome would be a
much better piece had he observed those shortcomings in his own book.
In the title and throughout the book, Mr. Croy speaks of biblical Greek as if it were a
special entity all to itself. He seems to be preserving the prevailing attitudes and notions
concerning the language of the New Testament from the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries (it was even referred to as "Holy Ghost Greek"). That was a time before
the great papyri discoveries and the philological use of Greek Romances. The data
gleaned from these sources revealed that the actual language of the New Testament was
just the average, run-of-the-mill ancient Greek Attic dialect of the Kaine period- the same
dialect that 80 percent of all ancient Greek literature utilizes. To be sure, the Kaine period
is distinguished by some grammatical peculiarities, as are all periods, but not enough to
constitute another dialect and surely not another language, like Byzantine or modem
Greek. It seems rather counter-productive to teach ancient Greek in such a way as to
leave the impression that the student can read only the New Testament or perhaps the
Septuagint, even though other literature is also accessible and available. It is possible to
use readings entirely from the New Testament without giving that impression.
One of the greatest weaknesses of this book is the presentation order of grammatical
information. Mr. Croy states that his is a natural order of presentation (page xvii). The question arises, then, natural for whom? A trained linguist? The book is divided into 32 lessons,
so in a normal school year the teacher would cover one lesson per week. Lesson I is your
typical alphabet and related material lesson. Lesson 2 introduces the verb in general and
the present active indicative including the infinitive. Lesson 3 presents the first declension
nouns of the feminine gender. So by the second or third week of class, the student has
been introduced to both nouns and verbs, a sure recipe for disaster in today's classrooms.
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For native English speakers, learning a highly inflected language like ancient Creek requires
a rather long early period of adjustment. When one is only accustomed to adding an "s" or
an '"s" to the end of a word, being presented with seven verb endings followed by 20
noun endings, some looking rather similar to each other, can be overwhelming. From the
beginning, in addition to memorizing the paradigms, the student is expected to understand
the use of personal verb endings (which he or she is accustomed to doing in English with
pronouns), and five cases with three genders in the noun system. Considering that the
average, native speaker/ reader/ writer of English pays little to no attention to these grammatical issues in his or her own language, it is understandable that the student would be
completely confused, frustrated, and heading for the door by week three. The way the
material is presented makes learning ancient Creek more difficult than it needs to be.
Another example of poor planning and execution is with the presentation of the third
declension. This declension is first introduced in Lesson 17 with a brief discussion of its
peculiarities and paradigms of the basic endings, along with the paradigms of apxrov and
No where in this lesson or following lessons does the author explain or even mention what type of third declension he is illustrating. It is useful to know that apxrov is a
is a guttural because it helps explain the spelling of the nominative sindental and
gular and dative plural forms. By Lesson I 7, students should be able to understand simple
consonant contractions. So why not let them in on the secret? In addition the author
introduces several third declension words in the vocabulary: one in particular, avrjp
leaves the student to his or her own devises on how to decline a syncopated noun. just
knowing the nominative and genitive will not help. He does this again in Lesson 19 with
the introduction of µrj·nw and m:x-rrjp in the vocabulary for memorization. He concludes
his study of the third declension in Lesson 25 with the introduction of words ending in tc;, -i::uc;, the neuter yevoc;, and adjectives of the third declension, again with no explanation concerning their type. Giving the long forms of yevoc; in the paradigm and then contracting them is very pedagogical at this stage of the student's development.
The author's explanation of the periphrastic participle in Lesson 20 is also unsatisfying. The reader is left with the impression that only the imperfect active periphrastic and
the perfect passive periphrastic are used in the New Testament. Also in this chapter,
though the information is not incorrect, he leaves a fa lse impression in paragraph 142.
Here, Mr. Croy briefly describes and gives examples for six adverbial participles. For five
of the six participles (manner, means, cause, condition, and concession) in his examples he
uses the nominative case, which is the usual practice. However, his example for time is a
genitive absolute (fat A.£yov-roc; UU'tOU -rau·m , YJ yu vii UU'tOU i::'toilAeEV c'tc; 'tOV
olKov). By this illustration, the author leaves the impression that only genitive absolutes
can be used in temporal clauses and that all genitive absolutes are temporal. Both
assumptions are false. His elucidation of the genitive absolute in paragraph 135 does not
clarify matters either, since all of his examples are temporal, and causal is not mentioned
as a possibility. In addition, the author's explanation and examples of the aorist participle,
paragraph 134, is equally confusing. At first, Mr. Croy says that the action of the aorist
participle is prior to (italics are his) the action of the main verb. But later he says the
action can be simultaneous (again his italics) with the action of the main verb (debatable),
and then proceeds with six examples to illustrate the point. Of the six examples, two are
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prior-time temporal, one is causal, one is attributive, and two are substantival (as is his
custom, he does not label any of them). In his own translations of the sentences all show
a prior-time action. If simultaneous action is really a possibility, an example would be
nice as an illustration. It would also be helpful if the example sentences had been taken
from Scripture and not composed by the author.
This volume has copious exercises, including composed sentences (referred to as Practice
and Review), and readings from the New Testament and Septuagint. However, one of the
author's observations was that in many grammars the "artificial" sentences were unidiomatic,
as though his were going to be idiomatic. Regrettably, the Practice and Review readings fall
short of this goal by mimicking, for the most part, English word order. This gives the student
a false sense of security by thinking that ancient Greek can be read from left to right like
English, with comprehension from word order and not case functions. Furthermore, it is
imperative that the sentences (since they are isolated) be easily understood by the student,
which is not always the case.
There are other shortcomings, but suffice it to say this volume could have used careful
editing by the publisher. Note the missing verb near the bottom of page xvii.
MICHAEL). HARSTAD
Asbury College
Wilmore, Kentucky

Meyers, Eric M., editor in chief. The Oxford Encyclopedia of Archaeology in the Near East. 5 volumes. New York: Oxford University Press, 1997.
Reading- even browsing'- through the five volumes of The Oxford Encyclopedia of
Archaeology in the Near East (hereafter OEANE) comprises nothing short of an in-depth
exposure to and education in archaeology. Not only is this true, but this particular educational experience-the (quite literal) dustiness of archaeology notwithstanding!- is an enjoyable
one. This beautifully designed reference work is certain to become a classic in the field and a
standard reference work for years to come.
OEANE contains over 1, I00 entries by 560 contributors from more than two dozen
countries. Indeed, the list of contributors reads as a veritable "Who's Who?" in archaeology.
The words of these world-renowned scholars find a suitable home in OEANE as it is handsomely produced: the volumes are oversized, the type is easily read (despite a double column format), and some 650 drawings, plans, and photographs compliment the text. The
articles are, in the main, moderately sized which makes them manageable, though occasionally an important article gets relatively short shrift (e.g., Dynastic Egypt receives only five
pages). Each article also includes a bibliography, often annotated- an added bonus in a work
such as this.
What is most satisfying about OEANE, however, is its range and scope. The reader will
find here, in addition to standard entries on sites (e.g., Caesarea, 'Ein Besor), places (e.g.,
North Africa, Palestine), and so forth, entries on important archaeologists (e.g., William
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Foxwell Albright, C. Leonard Woolley) and archaeological institutions (e.g., the American
Center of Oriental Research). One also finds here articles on items, events, or entities that
are unexpected in an encyclopedia devoted to archaeology with its attendant focus on artifacts and realia. Note, for example, the entries on the Bar Kochba Revolt, the First Jewish
Revolt, Biblical Literature: Hebrew Scriptures (a mini-history of cri ticism), and Biblical
Literature: New Testament (a discussion of the content of the New Testament). Epigraphic
discoveries are, of course, of special significance to many excavations in the Near East and
OEANE treats these in two main ways: I) by offering articles on the various languages or
scripts represented by such texts and locales (see, e.g., Aramaic Language and Literature,
Cuneiform, Hebrew Language and Literature, Hieroglyphs, Writing and Writing Systems);
and 2) by treating important inscriptions, texts, or groups of texts individually (see, e.g., Dead
Sea Scrolls, as well as the entries on select documents such as the Rule of the Community,
the War Scroll, etc.; or Inscriptions, along with the articles on the Zakkur Inscription, Deir
'Alla Inscriptions, etc.l. Of course, in referring to an encyclopedia like this, one always finds
oneself wishing that additional articles were included or that an important text or inscription
had received a separate article (e.g., the Tel Dan stela) but editorial choices have to be made
at some point. And, in any event, it goes without saying that OEANE provides solid, broad,
and comprehensive coverage, even when it is not exhaustive.
Thus said, OEANE is an impressive achievement, but where it particularly excels and distinguishes itself from all previous attempts at archaeological encyclopediae is in its attention
to and coverage of the history and theory of the discipline and method of archaeology itself.
This is evidenced in a range of important articles that could easily constitute the readings for
a semester-long course on archaeology. At the very least a selection of these articles could be
used as background readings on archaeology - whether for students in a class or for participants in an upcoming dig. This series of articles on the discipline and method of archaeology
include not only detailed discussions of the materials and media of antiquity (see, e.g.,
Building Materials and Techniques, Food Storage, Textiles, Vitreous Materials) but also the
archaeologist's means to evaluate such remains and, indeed, the full range of archaeological
technique (see, e.g., Architectural Drafting and Drawing, Dating Techniques, History of the
Field [a massive, multi-article entry], Periodization [see also Appendix 2 : Chronologies
(5 :4 I 1-4 I 6) l, Reference Works, Restoration and Conservation, Stratigraphy). Some of these
articles, as well as a number of general entries, would also prove informative to even a casual reader or to someone preparing for a trip to the Holy Land. These articles provide valuable, first-hand insight on how archaeologists do their job and the amount of methodological
reflection and information included here is certainly one of the strong points of OEANE.
Indeed, "there is nothing in the existing literature that can quite compare to this treatment"
(I :xvl. And, finally, despite this impressive attention to method and theory, OEANE still
finds room to contain some 4 50 entries on actual sites.
While all of this is quite impressive, the range and scope of OEANE is not restricted to
the realms of theory and content. The geographical range, too, is broad, encompassing, quite
literally, the entire Near East "from the eastern Mediterranean to Iran, from Anatolia to the
Arabian Peninsula" including also "Egypt, Cyprus, and parts of North and East Africa" ( 1:x).
Yet even this proved too limiting, hence "places such as Malta and Sardinia where Semitic
culture had been strong since antiquity, the Aegean world, and North Africa as far as
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Morocco" are also treated ( 1:x) . This impressive geographical scope is matched only by the
broad chronological delimiters (if they could be called such I) of OEANE. The articles include
the latest discoveries in the prehistory of these regions and continue their coverage through
the Crusader period- in some cases extending into even later periods ( 1:xi).
One additional positive note: OEANE is user-friendly. I have already mentioned the
annotated bibliographies; to this could be added the cross-referencing within the articles and
across the volumes. Even more helpful, however- and unexpected in a work this size-is the
excellent and extensive index found in volume five (5:461 -553). The user of OEANE
should also be aware of the Synoptic Outline of Contents (5:451 -459), which presents the
corpus of articles in OEANE under five general rubrics (with subcategories) : Lands and
Peoples; Writing, Language, Texts; Material Culture; Archaeological Methods; and History of
Archaeology. Armed with both of these tools, the reader should be able to locate the
desired information easily, even if OEANE does not contain an article devoted exclusively to
that particular subject. The Synoptic Outline of Contents is especially helpful, though it
would have been best to include this in the front of each volume as the casual user of
OEANE is likely to miss it.
This brings me to a few infelicities and, of course, no work- especially a massive work
such as this- can avoid containing a few. Sometimes the entries struck me as odd or oddly
placed. For example: Why is there an entry on the 'AtLit Ram but not an entry on 'Atlit?
Why is the entry on Central Moab alphabetized under "c" rather than placed as a subentry
under the article on Moab proper? Why is the article on the Biblical Temple not included as
a subentry under the larger article Temples? Such situations make the index and Synoptic
Outline of Contents even more important and one should have them (i.e., volume 5) at
hand when using OEANE extensively. Additionally, other minor items could be mentioned:
e.g., the running header on 5: 180 is incorrect; Appendix I : Egyptian Aramaic Texts (5:39341 Q) would have been better placed with the article on Egyptian Aramaic Texts (2 :2 132 I 9); the twelve maps of Appendix 3: Maps (5:417-430> are not numbered; sequential
pagination of the volumes might have been nice; and so forth.
These minor observations are truly that - infinitesimally small in the light of the contribution that the OEANE makes and the incredible amount of material and wealth of information contained therein. The editor in chief, his consulting editors, and the publishers deserve
both our hearty congratulations and our deep gratitude.

BRENT A STRAWN
Asbury Theological Seminary
Wilmore, Kentucky

Cooper, john W. Our Father in Heaven: Christian Faith and Inclusive Language for God. Grand
Rapids, Mich.: Baker, 1998.
It is time for this book. The trend toward inclusive language has been growing steadily for
nearly the past twenty years. It is time for inclusive language to be considered by conserva-
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tive Christians and to be assessed by more liberal advocates of the movement. This book
undertakes both tasks at once. While the book will not persuade dedicated inclusivists, it
provides sound assessment on many, though not all of the issues at stake and strategies
employed in the debate over inclusive God language.
Cooper has written an accessible and generally well argued yet non-technical apologia for the need for using feminine imagery for God within the limits of his high doctrine of Scripture. It is a book written to be understood by the reader. Over the course
of its history, theology has too often been shrill and nasty. Cooper's book is refreshingly
calm, even restrained at moments, as it faces emotionally charged issues. He takes no
cheap shots.
Cooper defines inclusivism as an ideology dedicated either to a) using both masculine and feminine terms for God equally or b) avoiding gendered language altogether,
or c) combining using and avoiding te rms of both genders equally (25). The goal is
either absolute parity of terms or careful avoidance of gende red language in the interests of justice for wome n and or pastoral care of women. After attending to biblical
usage, not exhaustively, but attentively, he concludes that such practices are incompatible with the patterns of biblical language for God, which are overwhelmingly male.
To follow inclusive language rules then departs from the scriptural pattern.
Cooper recognizes that the dividing line between inclusivists and traditionalists is their
understanding of theological authority. For Cooper, Scripture is the rule, the standard by
which experience, even the pain and suffering of women must be measured. Experience,
which he treats under the heading of general revelation, must be interpreted in terms of special revelation- Scripture-not the other way round. This, of course puts him at odds with
feminist theology which has done precisely the opposite by making "women's experience"
the standard for judging Scripture's adequacy as revelation. What we have here are two different doctrines of revelation.
Repudiation of the principle of feminist theological authority however, does not let
conservative C hristians off the hook regarding feminin e language for God . Cooper
wants his readers to appreciate th e Bible's birth and maternal imagery for God.
Concern for women is not the only reason to redirect our language for God in the
direction of fe minine imagery. Using feminine imagery is more faithful to the fullness of
the texts' understanding of God, although Cooper does not put it quite this way. The
problem, as he sees it, is that incluvisists have seized on the feminine or possibly feminine figures of speech for God and used them inappropriately and confusedly to argue
that it is right and proper, even perhaps necessary to address God as a woman to
redress women's grievances.
To demonstrate this misuse of Scripture, the central chapters of the book examine
the various figures of speech- similes, metaphors, analogies, personification- that Scripture uses. His conclusion is that many of these legitimately liken God's actions and attitudes to those traditionally associated with women, like Isa. 49: 15 that likens God's love
for Israel to the love of a nursing mother for her infant. Others, however (like Isa. 66 :79) Cooper says do not refer to God but to Jerusalem and so its use for inclusivist purposes is illegitimate. This particular instance was a poor choice. For verse 9 indeed does
refer to God as giving birth. In addition, even if je rusalem is the referent, clearly
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Jerusalem stands for Israel. There needs to be further careful work exegeting each text
before conclusions are warranted
Arguing over specific texts, however, would not affect Cooper's basic argument. Scripture
always treats God as male, never as female. The feminine imagery is always figures of
speech that portray a male God's feminine attitudes and actions. At no time does Scripture
identify Cod directly as a woman, not even Proverb 8:22, which, although it personifies wisdom as a woman, is like considering justice to be a woman. Neither is about the being of
Cod but a way to best understand the actions or attitudes of Cod.
Without saying so directly, the argument is that inclusivists are eisegeting a female Cod
into Scripture, and this is illegitimate and idolatrous. The argument proceeds with much
more agility than space permits us to discuss here. It may be a fair riposte, if we could agree
on the interpretations of the texts, but Cooper has forgotten one detail. Christianity began
its hermeneutical career eisegeting Christ into the Old Testament with Paul <Rom. 9:32b,f; I
Car. I 0 :4) . Paul also reinterpreted Scripture to read gentiles as the people of Cod, when
clearly Israel is meant by the text (2 Cor. 6; Cal. 4). In fact, inclusivists are on firmer ground
in their ideological misreadings, since they at least are dealing with actual feminine imagery
in the texts, while Paul and later classical Christian exegetes had absolutely no linguistic
grounds for christologizing the Old Testament. Clearly, Paul himself was not working under
the rules Cooper employs.
Some parts of the argument are stronger than others. He notes that the claim that male
language for Cod translates into male abuse of women is not based on empirical evidence,
but himself brings no empirical evidence for the counter claim that it is likely a lack of theological perspective that enables men to abuse women. Similarly, he argues for a biblically
high view of women based on Genesis I :27, but fails to note that Christian tradition did not
always see it this way, being encumbered both by other scriptural passages that seemed to
impugn this equality, and by a primitive biology that lacked knowledge of the contribution
the ovum makes to reproduction.
Despite these limitations, the book makes a positive contribution toward helping conservative Christians think through feminine language for Cod. He should have taken time to
read Julian of Norwich's treatment of Christ as our mother. He would have found there support for his views and a lovely example for his readers. In the end, he offers a set of rules for
employing feminine imagery in pubLic worship, private devotion, Christian education, evangelism, and pastoral counseling. One of the most interesting is that it is permissible to address
the Holy Spirit as "it" or occasionally "she." It is occasionally permissible to say, "Cod is our
mother" when used as a predicate metaphor as Calvin did in a comment on Is. 46:3 .
Feminine imagery for Cod is advised so long as it does not transgress its subordinate status. While for conservative Christians who are allergic to feminism this should be good
news, it will be bad news to other ears. Let us hope that Cooper does not suffer the fate of
many mediating voices to be plagued by both houses.
ELLEN T. CHARRY
Princeton Theological Seminary
Princeton, New Jersey
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Pohl, Christine D. Making Room: Recovering Hospitality as a Christian Tradition. Grand Rapids,
Mich.: Eerdmans, 1999.
In a time in which many scholarly works are both hastily written and of dubious significance, Christine Pohl's fine work on hospitality is quite the opposite on both counts. It will
stand as the benchmark work on this subject for a long time to come.
This is a work in ethical archaeology. Pohl digs through the centuries' layers and discovers
hospitality as a way of living out the Gospel that was once central to Christian experience
but for several centuries has been marginalized. She argues convincingly that the church
needs to recover the practice of hospitality, not only because it meets the needs of the poor
but also for the church's own sake.
The biblical demand for hospitality, Pohl shows, is clear in both Old and New
Testaments. The people of Cod are aliens and strangers whom Cod has welcomed into the
"household of faith." In tum, Cod's people are to "make room" for the stranger, not only in
the community of faith but also in their own personal households. This is the biblical meaning of hospitality- making room for the stranger, especially those in most acute need. Such
care must not be reduced to mere social entertaining nor may it be self-interested and reciprocal; instead, biblical hospitality reaches out to the abject and lowly and expects nothing in
return. Hospitality is not optional, nor should it be understood as a rare spiritual gift; instead,
it is a normative biblical practice that is learned by doing it.
Hospitality is implicitly subversive in the way it shatters social boundaries, especially those
boundaries enforced by table fellowship. When we eat with the lowly and welcome
strangers and "sinners" to our table, we topple social expectations and bear witness to the
kind of love Cod has for all his creatures. It is not coincidental that Jesus perhaps most scandalized his critics in his practice of table fellowship. "He eats with tax collectors and sinners"this was not a compliment. And it was precisely the radical nature of Christian hospitality,
Pohl shows, that characterized the early church, helped spread the Gospel, and healed the
dramatic social barriers that initially confronted the church as the Gospel permeated the
Greco-Roman world.
The connection between hospitality and Jesus is indeed rich and mysterious. As Pohl
shows, in New Testament perspective Jesus is simultaneously guest, host, and meal. He is
guest whenever we welcome and care for the stranger and the broken (Mt. 25 :3 I-46J. He is
host, for example, when he hosts the Last Supper, during which "we ... celebrate the reconciliation and relationship available to us because of [Jesus'] sacrifice and through his hospitality" (p. 30>- and when he will host the Great Supper in the Kingdom. And he himself, as our
Paschal sacrifice, is the meal we eat, not only in Communion but in ongoing Christian experience as we feed on his life to nourish our own.
In tracing out the history of the Christian practice of hospitality, Pohl marshals an array of
quotations from such church leaders as Chrysostom, Lactantius, Augustine, Luther, Calvin,
and Wesley, as well as 20th-century practitioners of hospitality such as Dorothy Day and
Edith Schaeffer. It is clear from the historical account given here that extraordinary attention
was paid to hospitality as a normative Christian practice through the entirety of church history until relatively recent times.
Interestingly, the decline of hospitality as a widely shared tradition is in part traceable to
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the specialization of hospitality under the pressure of human need. 1 was reminded that such
institutions as hospitals, hostels, hospices, and even hotels- note the shared etymology of all
these words as well as "hospitality"-all were developed by Christians as they responded
with increasing specialization to various forms of human need. Yet the specialization and
eventual bureaucratization of care weakened hospitality as an aspect of everyday Christian
practice. Today most Christians do not welcome refugees or the homeless into their homes;
if we are concerned at all about such people, we most often send money to help fund specialized efforts undertaken by someone else.
Yet hospitality is a practice that is good for the Christian soul. We lose something of the
distinctive nature of Christian discipleship when we delegate the work entirely to specialists.
This Pohl most appealingly demonstrates in the latter chapters of her work, as she walks
through what might be called a "thick description" of the actual practice of hospitality as it
exists today. Her visits to several contemporary Christian communities that practice Christian
hospitality- such as L'Abri and the Catholic Worker- infuse this work with the warm wisdom of hospitality's most experienced practitioners in our present day.
My family has extended itself more in recent years than previously to welcome the
stranger and I resonated deeply with Pohl's description of the difficulties as well as the
rewards of hospitality. It was clear that Pohl herself has undertaken extensive hospitality
efforts and thus writes out of a base of experience rather than dispassionate research. This is
the rare academic effort that one could easily see occupying a valuable place in the thinking
of those who actually do hospitality most extensively.
If the discipline of Christian ethics is to serve the church well in years to come, we must
do more of this kind of work- retrieving aspects of the Christian moral tradition for contemporary application, writing both out of personal moral practice and richly researched scholarly effort. We must be both moral archaeologists and practitioners. Christine Pohl's Making
Room can be a model for such efforts in the years to come.

DA VJD P. GUSHEE
Union University
Jackson, Tennessee

Encountering the New Testament
AHistorical and Theological Survey
Wafter A. Elwell and Ra/Jfrt W. Yarbrough

Ten years in the making, Encountering rhe New Testament establishes
a new standard for introductory undergraduate biblical studies textbooks. This full-color volume is lavishlyillustrated and offers a number of educational enhancements: sidebars, focus boxes, chapter outlines and objectives, study and review questions, glossary, annotated
bibliography, and an electronic instructor's manual. This textbook is
also the first of its kind to offer an interactive CD-ROM study aid for
students. 0-8010-2156-1 448 pages $44.99 hardcover with CD-ROM

Encountering the Book of Genesis
The Book of Genesis stands as one of the most important books of the
entire Bible. In this upper-level undergraduate textbook, Bill Arnold
moves through Genesis section by section, exploring its main themes
and sorts through the difficult interpretive issues as well as carefully
addressing the issue of authorship. Includes illustrations, sidebars,
chapter components (outlines, objectives, key terms, and study
questions), and a free electronic instructor's manual.
0-8010-2177-4 256 pages $24.99 hardcover

Readings from the First-Century World
Primary Sources for New Testament Study
Walter A. £/well and Robert W. Yarbrough, eds.

This companion to Encountering rhe New Testamenl offers students
a careful selection of readings to introduce them to the historical and cultural
environment of the first century world. Readings from a variety of genres
give insight into the archaeological, theological, and sociological background
of the New Testament. Among the many selections are works by Tacitus,
Josephus, and Philo. 0-8010-2157-Xl7l pages $19.99 paperback

Encountering John
The Gospel in Historical, Literary, and Theological Perspective
Andreas J. KOstenberger

Surveys the content of the Fourth Gospel with over sixty
photographs, maps, and line drawings. The perfect resource
for teaching the Gospel of Joh n in a variety of senings.
0-8010-2150-2 288 pages $26.99 cloth
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BETWEEN TWC) HORIZONS
Spanning New Testament Studies and Systematic T heology
Ed ited by J OEL

8 . GR EEN AND MAX TURNER

"Any attempt to bridge the gap between biblical exegesis and systematic theology is to be warmly welcomed. The difficulties of negotiating
what has become unfamiliar terrain are acknowledged in this book the harbinger of a significant new development in contemporary bibli cal interpretation ."
- CHRIS T O P H ER ROW LAN D
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"All those committed to the theologica l interpretation of the Bible
are indebted to Joel Green and
Max Turner for allowing us to
overhear this vital conversation .
The dialogue reflected in these
essays and the questions stimulated
by them will reverberate in both
academy and church. An importa nt volume to which I will return
again and again !"
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